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The following presents a literary and historical investigation

into the origin, growth and language of the prayer called the Kaddish

(t5^"''nj?).
It has been found necessary to take note of the eschato-

logical views prevailing at the times of its composition, to determine

with exactness the technical meaning and full connotation of many
words, and their inner connection one with another. In this way
alone can the original significance and real import of the words and

sentences be effectively determined. For this purpose, parallels have

been drawn mainly from the contemporary Rabbinic literature, the

New Testament and apocalyptic works.

The ritualistic aspect of the prayer as found in the Codes of

laws and Minhagim is here noticed only where application to different

occasions through meanings later read into the words, and a living

tradition of their pronunciation and of the construction of the

sentences bear upon the interpretation of the text. For the rest,

the most important liturgical facts connected with the prayer are

collected briefly in an appendix (C, P. 107).

The numerous parallels adduced from the Targum, are designed

not alone to confirm the identity of language and thought of the

Kaddish with those of the Targumim, but also to help towards

establishing the exact meaning of many of the terms, thus at the

same time often adding something towards an appreciation of the

spirit and terminology of the Targumim.
To guard against misconception, it should be premised that

the term Messianic is, unless otherwise stated, used in the following

pages not in the narrow sense of the days of the wars and reign

of the Messiah as distinct from the following resurrection, last

judgment and kingdom of God, but generally for the glorious

future as opposed to the present and past.
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I have to express a debt of deep gratitude to Dr. G-aster for

kindly placing at my disposal a number of his unique manuscripts

and rare texts.

I venture to believe that this investigation has cast new

light upon several Old Testament questions such as the schematic

construction of many of its later prayers; the composite linguistic

character and several features of the style of the Book of Daniel,

and many points in connection with the Psalms such as their

doxologies, liturgical recitation and parallelism.

I hope too that it may contribute towards a fuller appreciation

of the New Testament, by showing from a fresh point of view its

Jewish background and framework, the Jewish coloring of much of

its most characteristic phraseology, and especially by a consideration

of the form and origin of the Paternoster, the twin sister of the

Kaddish.

In conclusion, I trust that this essay will commend itself to

others beside the philologist and the student of the Bible, by adding

a new chapter to the obscure subject of prayers for the dead, and

by opening up a neglected province in the domain of the earliest

Jewish liturgy.
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TEXT AND TRANSLATION.
The full texts of the Kaddish with the variations in reading

are given at the head of each section. But for the sake of con-

yenience in reference, the oldest version as far as it is known to

us from Amram's text is here appended:

TinD «ni r\m «.t ihd^ n-'ip ]»Tni «^:ivn ^«it5^^ n^n 'pdt •'^nni ])yi^v:i)

mnn''i «B^in"'i n&)m M^s^m nnnt^^i )»« Tinn'^ ^''D^v '^^vb'i ^^V^

)D« n»«i «)o^j;n ji-'D^i «nDmi

.p« nD«i «''mm )inn« mp '?«"nty"' ^di )inn"ij;m ])r\r\)b:i b^pnn

(^D ^V) [^^V n'?:};!! nDmi nvii^''"i V^fc^i] Q'^^ni «"'JDty p «ni «D^ty «n^

«in^s «nn«^i nj;i«D n«noii «in^D ipj^D^i «bM «^^Dty^i D^ts^nn «nip

]o^Dvni )iD"'^nn nnp"-! nn^'bD «in inn ^t^iip ^'?»•'^ nin«^ ^^lotj^n xt^np

)»« nnp prni «^:ivn ^^ity"" n^n ^di •''•nni

See further pp. 89 and 97 for two paragraphs not occurring
in Amram.

The following translation i includes the most important features

of all the texts:

(P. 26.) May He, according to His Will, reveal in the world

which He has created, the greatness and holiness of His Great

Name, and His sovereignty [make His redemption spring forth,

cause His Messiah to approach and redeem His people (and build

up His temple)] in your lifetime and in your days and in the lifetime

of the whole house of Israel, speedily and at a near time (and

say ye) Amen.

(P. 43.) Be His Great Name praised for ever and for all

eternity.

(P. 54.) The Name of the Holy One, praised be He, be blessed,

praised, honored, magnified, exalted, glorified, extolled and lauded

I The translation aims at expressing as exactly as possible the meaning
of each word and of the construction. The disastrous effects on the English

style must therefore be condoned.
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far above all blessings, hymns, praises and glorifying consolations

that can be uttered in the world (and say ye) Amen.

(P. 65.) May the prayer and supplication of the whole (house)

of Israel be accepted by the(ir) Father who is in heaven (and say

ye) Amen.

(P. 69.) May abundant peace from Heaven [with life, plenty

salvation, comfort, liberation, health, redemption, forgiveness and

expiation, enlargement and deliverance] be for us and for all Israel

(and say ye) Amen.

(P. 75.) May He who maketh peace in His high places (in

His mercy) make peace subsist upon us and upon all Israel (and

say ye) Amen.

(P. 79.) May there be revealed the greatness and hoUness of

His great Name in the world that He will renew, and in which he

will quicken the dead (and raise them up to life eternal) [and save

the living], rebuild the city of Jerusalem, build up the (holy) temple

(in the midst thereof), uproot false worship from (His land) (the

earth), and restore the holy worship of (His Name) (the true God)
to its place [(in) (to) its beauty and splendor and glory], and may
(the Holy One, praised be) He reveal his sovereignty (and glory),

and cause His redemption to spring forth, and hasten (the consum-

mation of the kingdom of) His Messiah (and redeem His people)
in your lifetime and in your days and in the lifetime of the whole

house of Israel (now) speedily and at a near time (and say ye) Amen.

(P. 89.) Unto Israel and the Habbis, their disciples and (all)

the pupils of their disciples, (and all) who engage in the study of

the (holy) law in this and in every other place, may there be

(abundant peace) grace, favor and mercy [long life and (bounteous)

sustenance] [(both) to them (and to [us] [you])] from the Lord of

heaven and earth (and say ye) Amen.

(P. 97.) May the sword, famine, pestilence and evil diseases

be withheld (and may He remove them) from us (and from you) and

(all) His people (of the house of) Israel (and say ye) Amen.





HISTORICAL mTRODUCTIOK

There is no evidence of a fixed ritual in the Old Testament.

Private prayers occur in it in abundance and there are also many
references to public prayer, even to their having become con-

ventional rote by the 8th cent. ^ But it was not until the de-

struction of the Temple 586 B. C. and the consequent cessation of

the sacrificial services that the first great impetus to the develop-

ment of the synagogue and its liturgy was given. The synagogue

probably arose in the Babylonian exile, called into being as a

substitute for the Temple worship in Jerusalem. After the return

from exile and more especially under Ezra's influence, public prayer

meetings became a regular institution, and synagogues soon sprang

up in all Jewish settlements.

Tradition ascribes the foundation of the Jewish liturgy to the

Men of the Great Synod r\)h^r\) ni^in Dn'? "lipn nbM^n HDiD "'K'i^

(Ber. 33 a); and the numerous prayers in the Books of Ezra,Nehemiah,

Chronicles and Daniel, besides the probability that the foundations

of the chief blessings (niDin) e. g. those of the Shema' (V^ti^),^ and

prayers (m'rsn) e. g. the Shemone 'Esre (n"ltyj; niDty)3 go back to

pre-Maccabean times, would support this tradition.

1 I8a29i3. Cf. ib. Ii5 58 5.

2 The Shema', named from its opening verse Deut 6 4
,

is composed of the

paragraphs Deut 6 4—9 11 13—21 Num 15 37—41. See SchCrer, GJV. 2 537 f.

Dr. I. Elbogen, JQB. XIX 1907 p. 229 et seq.
3 The 18 benedictions. Text: Gaster 30 et seq. Baer 87 et seq. Roman

15b et seq. etc. Dalm., WJ. 299—304 gives both Palestinian and Babylonian
versions. Translated by Schurer, GJV. 2 5 38 ff. See Dr. I. Elbogen, Geschichte

des Achtzehngebetes, MGWJ. 46 pp. 330—357 427—439 613-530.
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The discovery of a fixed scheme of construction of the opening

of prayers in the Bihlical hooks just mentioned certainly points to

a stereotyped form at the time of the Men of the G-reat Synod.

On comparing the prayers in these books with the LXX prayer

of Mordecai (Est 4 17), of Manasseh, of Tobias and the intimately

related Shemone 'Esre, the following scheme becomes clear. In full

it is as follows:

[(1) Historical introduction].

(2) The address to God, usually as God of the fathers,
^

(3) An ascription of might (mili) to Him,5

(4) The Lord of heaven (and earth),^

(5) The King of kings.
?

(6) The personal prayer, sometimes introduced by a further

ascription to God of the particular quality or virtue prayed for

and a general praise. For instance, on comparing Daniel 2 20—23a,

1 Chr 29 10—13 and 2 Chr 20 5—7 the variations of form within the

scheme are amply accounted for by the difference in character

between Daniel's supplication for wisdom, David's thanks for bounty

and Jehoshaphat's prayer for strength (hence 3 is desplaced in it).

C. 2 Chr 20 5ff.

nD«'''i ostein'' iD^i

D\n^« «in nn« «!?n

Dan 2 19—23

Tin '?«"'ii )n«

B

«''iDn «''inv «:it5^nD «ini

D^pntti

A. 1 Chr 29 10—13

^y)^b 'n n« n^n iii'^i (i)

\n^« 'n nn« 7nn (2)

nh)vt^ li-'nx ^^itj^"*

muni n^in 'n i!? (3)

ninnin^imn-i«snm

p«ni D''Dtyn ^D o (4)

nD^D»n 'n ^^ (6)

* IK 823 1 Chr 29 10 2Chr 6 14 206 Neh9 5 I5. Prayer ot Manasseh. Tobit 85.
Cf. lKg8l8 36.

8IK823 lChr29iia 2Chr6i4 206 Dan220c 94 Nehls. Prayer of

Mordecai 2, of Manasseh. Cf. Jer 32 1 7 .

6 IK823 1 Chr 29 lib 2 Chr 6 14 206 Nehls 9 6 [Dan 2 21a]. Prayer of

Mordecai 3, of Manasseh, of Tobias. Cf. Jer 32 17 2 K 19 15.

7 1 Chr 29 1 1 c 2 Chr 20 6 Dan 2 2 1 b. Prayer of Mordecai 4. Cf. 2 K 19 1 5 .



3

C. 2Chr 29 5fF. B. Dan 2 19—23 A. 1 Chr 29 10—13

b^ . «tyinfini (6)

(Of. C 6 and 3)

DniD ii\n^« nnvi

In the Prayer of Mordecai (2) is missing. Shorter, but of similar

character are the other prayers. For example:

1 K 8 23 = 2 Chr 6 14

nnriD

7'inj^'? iDnm nnnn i»ty

Nehl 5

D-'tttyn \n^« (4) 'n «i«

See (2)

Dan 9 4

\n!?« 'n!? n!?!?sn«i (i)

nn»«i rmn«i

••in^ «i« (2)

«iiini 'pnn ^«n (3)

(4)

^Dnm nnnn iDty (6)

^it« «i \nn

Of the Shemone 'Esre, in all probability founded by the Men of

the Great Synod, and finally edited under Rabban Gamliel II,

we have as original elements of the scheme, perhaps in part ex-

panded :

^n^«i pnT M^« DrTO« \i^« ii''nin« \-iV«i ii\n^« 'n nn« inn (2)

nn« . [Pal. pin tidd ]-«i] . . 8«iiini in^n !?n:in ^«n (3)

. mini ^v^ T^^ *•» 'n d'^ij;^ in:i

(Gen 14 19 22) [Pal. l>1«1 D''tta^ nilp] ]r!?5; ^« (4)

ite Vdh niipi (5)

In general the first three blessings of the Shemone 'Esre are called

nu« (=2), nnnj (=3,4,5) and nits^np (=6). 9

We see here forms of blessing and prayer becoming fixed and

traditional after the return from the Exile.

8 Ber 33b ^j Meg 25a 21 Yoma 69b ^g J. Ber 9 1 12d
3^.

Sifre 343 p. 142b

Midr. Ps 19 2 p. 163. Deut 10 17 Neb 9 32.

9 RH. 45 Elbogen, MGWJ. 46 pp. 515-519.
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A fresh impetus to the development of the synagogue and its

liturgy was the strong feeling and stirring activity of the Maccabean

revival and the growth of the different parties in the state. The

creation of the modem synagogue lo with its rich ritual was effected

by the destruction of the Temple in Jerusalem and the Jewish

state by Titus, and by the diaspora. The second Temple had had

its sacrificial services and its worship, the service being of a very

simple character, consisting mostly of Psalms ^^ and other Biblical

passages.
12 But the Temple had strongly influenced the synagogue

service. Tradition has it that prayers were instituted corresponding

with the continual offerings Dlipn D^^TDn liiD ni^sn Ber 26 b ^i

This connection is also indicated by the turning towards the Temple
in prayer ;i3 so that when the Temple was destroyed, the synagogue

service (miDj; Aboth 1 2) entirely replaced and usurped the importance

of the Temple worship and its sacrificial services: inv H^sn Tlh)1^

r\)^y^pT\ p Ber 32 b '. The times of prayer were the times of

sacrifice. 14 The Targum very commonly paraphrases expressions of

sacrifice by those of prayer.

In these circumstances, Cant 5 2 was homiletically explained ^ife<

nity^ I am sleeping
—from sacrifice, IJ^ ^^h) but my heart is awake—

for prayer. Again, I am sleeping— from the Temple, but my heart

is awake—for the synagogues and study houses: ^Hll nVDiD Tll^

flltJ^IlD (Cant. Rab ib. p. 30 a). For inseparably bound up with the

service of the synagogue had always been the service of the study

10 Biblical are ^« nj^lO Ps 74 8 cf. Aquila, n'jBn n^a Isa 56? LXX 60 7. Cf.

Acta 16 13 16 Pesh. beth selutha. With nj?ltt n"*! Job 30 23 compare Aboth 1 4

nj?l n^X The usual later designation is nD:Dn (n''n), «nB>"'i3 0^), in Amos 5 12 15

the Targum translation of n»B^. Hni!>"'i5 in the Targum is the equivalent of mjy, in

the Greek auvaYOJ-yiQ. nD33n n"*! makes its plural ni*pi3 ^W as if from n"'pi3. Cf.

Aboth 4 11 njpis. InGitt39bjj is a mixed form n^sn ^3. The popular designation

cy n''n (Jer 39 8 nj?n n^a) is condemned by R. Simon b. Eleazar (2nd cent.).
1 1 Ps 92 I and the similar LXX titles to Ps 24 29 48 93 94 and Vulgate to 81.

Hallel 113—118. Mishna Tamid 7 4 Mass. Soferim 18 1—3. The Psalm was
known as pis Bacher, ETT 154 ETA. 163 f.

12 The priestly bleftsing Num 6 22—27 Lev 5 5 16 21 Deut 26 3 fF. 1 3 fif. Mishna
Tamid 5 1.

^3 Dan 6 11 IKgs 8 38 4 2 44 48=2 Chr 629 32 34 38 Ber 45. Ill Esdra8 4 58.

Perhaps also Ps 5 8 28 2 134 2.

i< Dan 9 21 Ezr 9 5 Ps 141 2 Acts 3 1 10 2—4 9 30 Koran 30 16 f.



house or lecture room ^rvsin n% «li^l^D '•2, «"3ip.i5 J. Meg 3 i, 73 d 32,

J. Keth 13 1, 35 c 15 tell that attached to every one of the 480

synagogues in Jerusalem were two schools lID^fl tV2) «1pD^ 1SD r\'^2

nitJ^O^ one for Bible study and one for the traditional lore. The

public reading and explanation of the Torah on Sabbaths and

Festivals was to Philo^s, Josephus^^^ the Apostle Jameses and the

Rabbis ^9 so primitive an institution that its origin is ascribed to

Moses
;
and its reading on the two market days, Monday and Thursday,

when the villagers collected in the towns, and on Sabbath after-

noons, a time of general leisure, is ascribed to Ezra.2o The book

of Deuteronomy read in the 7 th year (Deut 31 10—13) is a connected

address of the lawgiver (Zunz G. V. 3). Jer 17 19—27 is a Sabbath

sermon. In Jer 36 4—13 Jeremiah dictates to Baruch an exhortation

to the people to be delivered on the coming fast, in the house of

the Lord (Tt rY*:}). 2 K4 23, Isa 1 i2ff., 66 23 imply special gatherings

for prayer and instruction from the Prophet on New Moons and

Sabbaths. In many passages in Nehemiah2i we hear of gatherings

in which the people were instructed in the Law. The reading of

a portion from the Torah («ri!^1|, M^IB; ^nnp, inp)22 soon became the

central part of the synagogue service, and the highest importance

was attached to its study and exposition in the tyilDn iV2.'^^ Shema'ya
and Abtalyon, heads of the Sanhedrin 60—35 B. C. are called

D^ity'll—interpreters, expositors, preachers (Pes 70 b i3j.24 Jn HillePs

15 ^Bfmtt n^s occurs in Sirach 51 23. For «t»mtt ""n sometimes occurs «»mt3

alone, Levy TWB. II 12b. The public lecture of general instruction was called

«J5"1B Backer, ETA. 164.

18 De Opificio Mundi. De Septennario 6.

17 Contra Ap. 2 18 and Antiq. 16 2 4. is Acts 15 21.

19 J. Meg. 4 1 75a 19 BK. 82a 18 Soferim 10 1 p. 143 f. Yalkut I 408 to bnp
beginning. Mech. nbtt^n 18b.

20 J. Meg. 4 1 75a 21 BK. 82a 9 17 Soferim 10 2.

21 Neh 8 1—9 1 3 ff. 18 13 1—3 9 3.

22 The »y]Q or MD is the regular weekly section. The HB^ns, pi. nVB^ns,

Aram. ^PiB^lB is the weekly section or more generally any section. But see

Bacher, ETT. 130f. 160fr., ETA. 133ff. 169f.

23 Compare the application of Prov 28 9 in Shab 10a l" and Philo's opinion

quoted by Schur., GJV. 2 527. On the meaning of ItfTi see Levy, NHWB., Sch^b.,

GJV. 2 392, Bacher, ETT. 26 1 ETA. 41 f.

24 Ben Zoma was also a famous
]tJ'"^T;

so much so, that it was said of him

(Sota 9 15) D^iiy-nn ^ben natyis. Further Bacher, ETT. 27.



time, this public exposition
—t^niD was usual eyerywliere^s and the

Acts of the Apostles shows us a like custom in Ephesus, Athens,

Damascus, Corinth etc. 26 In fact everywhere throughout the diaspora

the custom of studying the law and the prophets and expounding

them on Sabbaths and Festivals was the same. ^Tl bi^ ^TID 13^^

(Ps 84 8) *they go from strength to strength' is applied to those

who go from the synagogue to the study house 27 to hear the HdSt^s

legal study, or the rn)in,29 homiletic, didactic teaching freely developed

from a Scriptural text.

These Aggadic discourses were held regularly on Sabbaths 3»

and Festivals and often every morning,
^i When a selection from

the Prophets was read, the Aggada usually started from it 3*

and seized upon its Messianic features for elaboration. The Tar-

gumim are witness how a Messianic coloring was given to the text

on every possible opportunity. In times of unparalleled hardship,

best exemplified by the Hadrianic persecutions, the people turned

to the Aggada for hope and consolation. Even Halachic study

usually closed with hopeful Aggada ^^j and the principle of closing

with auspicious words,— a llts *i;n (J. Meg 3 8, 74b 25) plays

an important role even in the minutely prosaic Masora, where the

division of the paragraphs often seems to be influenced by it, just

28 Matth 4 23 = 9 35 13 54 Mark 1 21 39 62 Luke 4 15 et seq. 32 44 6 6 13 it

John 659 18 20.

26 Acts 13 14 f. 49 9 20 14 1 136 1819 26 4 198 17 17 10 1—3 1 Cor 14 27 f.

27
Targ. ib. Ber 9 end 64a MK. 3 end 29 a.

28 See Bacheb, ETT. 42, ETA. 53 ff.

2» Bacher, JQR. IV 406—429. ETT. 33fiP., ETA. 44. The form "Aggada"
used in this essay, does not actually occur, «mJK being the regular Aramaic term.

The form 'Aggada' is used to distinguish it from Haggada in the specialized

meaning "the service of the Passover eve."

30 Acts 13 14 27 42 44 J. Sota 1 4 ledg^ R Meir lectured «SB^ '^b^h h:>.

3» Kol Bo § 14 n^nntJ^ ^Dl tt^m*? irilDnp in^D n\nty. The fragmentary remain!

of the Targum paraphrase in the prayer ]V'ih «ni point in the same direction.

32 Luke 4 16 et seq. Acts 13 14—16 27 and in the early Church the sermon

regularly followed the Bible reading. G. Klein in the Zeitschrift f. d, neutesta-

mentliche Wissenschaft . . VII, 1906 traces the whole of the Paternoster back to

Ezek 36 23-31. Compare the construction of the Pesikta Midrashim.
33 Mishna Ber., Peah, Yoma, Sota, Mace, Eduy., Menach., 5^11., Tamid.

MK. 3 9 and Taan 4 8 are hopeful Messianic seals to tractates dealing with

sinister subjects.



as the repetition of the penultimate verses of Isaiah, Malachi,

Lamentations and Ecclesiastes is due to the same influence (So-

ferim 12 2 p. 161).

The discourse («fI'l, ^Vfi)^ divided into (1) nns, «nnB or nmB,
^nrr^ns introduction^^, (2) «tym the exposition itself and (3) «nntDS« 36

the resume and conclusion, especially in the «mtDS«, was characterised

by words of comfort from the Messianic promise, somewhat simil-

arly to the prayer that followed the sermon in the early church.

This conclusion, in nature related to the blessing following the

reading of the Torah (Meg 4 2) or its study (Berllbje). being

usually a Messianic praise or prayer of more or less fixed form,

served at the same time as a sign of the close of the address. In

Levit. Rab. for instance, 25 out of the 37 chapters end with a

Messianic passage and 3 with a prayer (Zunz, G. V. 191/2). The
name «nit2S«, mtDSH, as "missa", means the dismissal formula, ^6 and

particular homilists {]^y], ^^^ll'n, tS^in, )i?;, t]?n)37 seem to have had

formulae which in the course of time became crystallized into fixed

forms: e. g. the Meturgeman of R. Yudan always closed his words with

the same prayer: '•n pi'' '1 . nnitrn n)\i^);b lii'?! ]nrw ]i:ji
\t

p i^m^Si nnn id^^i ssnniD^'? n-'^ v^? bi^v^ti^^ ''nn (J. Ber 42, 7d jg).

34 The regular phrase for beginning a homiletic discourse or address is "1

nna •'iibs or "1»«1 nns. This nns with an understood object such as V"im or vnms
(Ps 119 130) was later sometimes replaced by VS nns. Bacher, ETT. 162f.

ETA. 174: m
35 Backer, ETA. 15 denies that Knn{3B« bears this meaning. According to

him KmtDfiW is a whole parting address. The early Tannaitic term for closing a

discourse is nnn, the conclusion being called the DHin. The later term found in

the Babylonian Talmud is DJD. Bacher, ETT. 65, ETA. 69 137 f. Dinn is the

concluding formula in prayer. D'^^B^n is also used of closing a Midrashic address

Bacher, ETA. 58, Levy, NHWB. gives «tt1'p, BB. 22a in the sense of the close

of a lecture.

36 2 Chr 23 8. Compare the common use of ne&b for parting,—tt niDBD lin '•3

Ber 17a
g 3

Taan 5b
^
Yoma 71a

g
Ber 64a 16 Exod 18 27 J I. Further Levy,

NHWB. Zunz, G V. 367/9. Ber 4 2 gives a prayer of R. Nehunya b. ha Kana
on leaving the lymiDH n^n.

37
)tj^-n Bacher, ETT. 27, ^y\^ ib. 28, KB^in-n ETA. 43 where it is pointed out

that n"'U?"i"n occurs as plural of «B>m, and the plural K^B^m occurs in this meaning,

pointing to a sing. B^in.

38 «n^tt« a synonym of «3fii"iintt (pinintt) Babyl. or Wttinin Palest. Rashi on

Yoma 20b, Pes 50b
^ 2 Hag 14a ^g Meg 23b

j
24a 4 MK. 21a

^ 7
Keth 8b 1 6 Sota 37b 35
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One such doxology that came into regular use is the first

paragrajph of the Kaddish with the response of the congregation,

forming tlie original Kaddish, the Kaddish proper (Ztjnz, G. V.

372/85).

The Kaddish is in origin a closing doxology to an Aggadic
discourse, as is clear from the following passages:

(A)
39 «m:i«n «ni n^m ^iT^i t^^rni

tiiii;)ip» ?nyKi «p --^dx ^d^v.

Raba (320—375) asks "Upon what does the world rest? On the

HI^DT m)lp and the response '1 'ty
'^ of the Aggada", i. e. on the

Torah study of the D^'DDH ''H^'D^n, the learned in the law, and the

Aggadic instruction of the people (Heezteld, Gesch. des Volkes

Isr, 2 206).

(B) 40 A heavenly echo (b)p ni) cries out from a ruin to R. Jose

b. Halafta (2nd cent.) in comfort for the Hadrianic persecution

nty« iDi«i ity«i v^v^^ «in inn trnpn iinD «ni n^m «.t pij^i

p in-'in in^
J-'D'rpDtJ^ ^'?D^. "When Israel perform the will of Heaven

by gathering in the synagogues and study houses and respond » '1l!y\

the Holy One, blessed be He, shakes His head and says 'Happy
is the King to Whom such praises are offered in His house.'"

(0)4^ According to R. Ishmael, Grod is truly glorified in his

world nn«"i DDn ''Sjo rn:i«
i-'vioitj^i

nityino ^nnn )''BD«i ^^ity'^ty n^tJ^n

lina «nn n^fity «rT' p« }^i1V !:>. "When Israel assemble in the

Kid 31b
7
Hul 142a

2 Sanh 7b 21. On the forms (for "intt and 'inn) Barth, NB.
§ 190d, note 2, p. 310. Bacher {Die dlteste Terminologie derjild. Schriftauslegung)
ETT. p. 206 note 2.

39 Sota 49a
^^.

The ntS'np—Isa 6 3 Ezek 3 12 Exod 15 is = Ps 146 10 of the

KmD, study house, lecture room, is embodied in the prayer ]1''S'?
«n"i connected

with the study at the end of the service. The occurrence of Exod 15 is instead

of Ps 146 10 points to the time before the existence of a Targum to the Psalms
that could be drawn upon as official and generally recognised.

<o Ber 3a
^ the text according to Dikduke Soferim. All the old texts read

the pure Aramaic form
-("into «an n^er «n\ Amram the full response including

"inanv But Abudarham found the Hebrew text in old and correct copies (ni«nD13

nip^nii^ niaty). The mixed reading of the editions pintt hr[:,7\ n^Oti^ «n^ dates
from Solomon Luria (1534—72). Shibbole ha-Leket (ed. Buber) quotes \CiVf »TV

^nno ^nin. Samuel Edels (1555—1631) corrects the reading of the editions to

n"iUO hri:^';^ ^tsw M\ wn" is often used in Hebrew texts.
*i Midr. Prov. to 14 28 ed. Buber p. 75. Yalkut 11 to Prov. ib. 951. Cf.

Talk. I 408 beg. to ^np-l. Amram I 12b.



study houses to hear the Aggada from a preacher and respond

afterwards Dnty^W."

(D)42 ^nuD hmn iDty M"* ]»« inn^ pipi tj^mi nt^v jptntr nj^ts'itj^

vniii^ ^D ^V ^niD n"npn nitr n«D ^tj^ niTt:i itsty )h ty^ i^-'S^. "When
the preacher expounds God's word and they respond after him

D"nt5>^fc<, even though punishment decrees of a hundred years should

he standing against him, the Holy One, blessed be He, forgives

him all his sins."

(E)
43 !?:innt '^»1y (m:inn n-^^tim read as Yalkut) «^:i«^ j;^:i»i2^ Ivdi

p« Y^)V a^iJ^ '«^ ^^'^ tynpn^i ^i:in'« idi«i v^^iii !?j; ^«Ti'?«tJ^ )3.
"And

when he closes his Aggadic address, Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel

stands up and says tyipn'^l bl^T\'^ to which they all answer Amen."

(F)44 ,T^a^ «,T iD« D^pmn nn«
)^iij;i n":}pn ^^t>b m:i«nnnDi«

DiH"':! iin» )»« Y^)v b«ntj^"' ^5;tj^is"i pj; p ^iriD iiid «ni. "David holds

an Aggadic discourse before the Holy One, blessed be He, and

the righteous respond to it out of the garden of Eden with D"*ltJ^''«,

and the transgressors of Israel answer Amen from Gehinnom."

(G)
45 At the election of the Exilarch («m'?:i tJ'-'l)

t 1»i:i «intJ^D

h^^y\ DDH ^n« )pt n»iv'> *^^'^^ ^« T"^^ ^'^^ ^^'^^^ ^^V^^ ^^^^^ [itj^m]

tJ^np noi^l Itnn ^DIVI ^t^ri J^ip n^ty»1. "When he has completed

his discourse ..., ... the Hazan stands and recites the Kaddish."

Collectively these passages leave no doubt that the Kaddish

was a closing doxology to an Aggadic address, the final expression

in prayer of the Messianic hope pictured by the preacher's words.

A comparison of it with the language of Messianic passages in the

Targum to the Prophets e. g. Mai In readily shows its unity in

language and sentiment with the exposition that it sealed; and its

intimate relationship with the formula closing the reading and

Targum of the Haftarah46 «ni ^n'?^ ^ n'tt^ l^sn^l y\2n> «T bv

42 Midr. Eccl. to 9 i4f. p. 25c.

*3 Alphabet of E. Akiba 1st recension Jell., BK III 27. Yalkut 11 428

to Isa 26 2 in the name of Resh Lakish (3rd cent.).

44 Pseudo TBEZ. 20 end = Pirke de R. Eleazar 2. Jell., BH. V 46. Amram
I 13b.

45 Safer ha-Yuhasin 123c of Abraham b. Samuel Zacuto 1504 describing the

election of the Exilarch in Gaonic times.

46 Roman rite p. 107b 115b etc. Mahzor Vitry, Romanian rite, Lagarde,

Proph. Chald. p. 493, Rite of Fez, Genizah fragments etc. Zdnz, Lit. Gesch. 79.
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«^o!?V '^^b)fb) n!?V^ «tJ^"'lp1 and with other closing prayers e. g. liDte

1i\"l^« (Amram 9 a), gives support from internal evidence to this

identification of the Kaddish with the closing prayer of Aggadic
lectures. The name t^np, too, apparently means the holy part, the

doxology as contrasted with the less sacred character of the preceding

Aggada [Appendix A Page 100].

The Kaddish is still used in one form as a closing prayer. But

it has also become, by a curious development, a mourner's prayer

[Appendix B Page 101], and in its character of a liturgical doxo-

logy, a synagogue prayer with responses, recited at the close of

different sections of the service [Appendix C Page 107].

Written prayer manuals began to supersede the older system
of recitation by heart probably by the 7th century; and in the chief

of these early written records of the liturgy, Massecheth Soferim, the

Kaddish already holds an assured place in the synagogue service.

In the middle ages in Spain, and to some extent in France

under Spanish influence, the great religious poets such as Yehuda

ha-Levi, Abraham ibn Ezra, Isaac Giat embellished the Kaddish

with sublime poetical introductions 47; whereas the Cabbalists glorified

it by weaving around it a vast web of mystic lore, and by searching

out deep import even in the number of letters or words in the

response or in the seven praises.
48 It has also been parodied.49

Thus the Kaddish has become in itself the three pillars upon
which the world stands (Aboth 1 2): niinn as the doxology of the

study house, mU5;n as an integral part of the synagogue service

and D"'*lDn ni^^Di as the mourner's prayer for the dead.

THE LANGUAGE AND DATE OF THE KADDISH.

The original paragraph of the Kaddish and its response are

composed in Aramaic. The following words, however, from y^^JV
to WniT'l are Hebrew. The paragraph «D^ty «n'' in its present form

" ZuNZ, Ritus and Lit. Gesch. passim. Nachtrag 13 56 60. Kohut in MG WJ.
1893 XXXVIII 443 prints a poem from the h\1in W"nD that shows many in-

fluences from the Kaddish.
*8 E. g. in the commentary of the printed Yemenite prayer book h»h^n

Jerusalem 1894. Peri Ez Hayyim of Vital D^tt^npn lyc^.
49 Dr. Davidson, Parody in Jewish Literature pp. 147. 197. 199.
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is a composite of Aramaic and Hebrew, and the closing verse TW^)f

DiVty is entirely Hebrew.

It is only natural that the doxology to a discourse held in the

vernacular, should be also in the vernacular. In the lecture room,

and synagogue as a lecture room, Aramaic largely held sway. In

Greek, Latin or Persian speaking Jewish colonies, these local

vernaculars naturally were used.i But with these languages we are

not here concerned, as the Jews speaking them played little or no

part in the development of Jewish tradition and synagogue in-

stitutions. The vernacular in question is Aramaic. Roughly speak-

ing, during the millenium between the period of Ezra and the spread

of Arabic through the conquests of Islam, it was the mother tongue

of the Jews of Palestine, Syria and Babylon, who constituted not

only the vast majority of Jewry, but that part which handed on

and developed the traditions of Jewish learning and study.

Neglecting all other considerations, the linguistic character of

the older Midrashim bears witness to this use of Aramaic in the

lecture house. In the oldest Midrashim, G-enesis Rabba, Leviticus

Rabba, Lamentations Rabba, Canticles Rabba and the Pesiktas, the

proportion of Aramaic to Hebrew is very large. It is very con-

siderable also in Ruth Rabba, Esther Rabba, Ecclesiastes Rabba

and Midrash Psalms. Many of the later Midrashim are to some

extent Hebrew recensions of an earlier Aramaic text. Hence it is

easily intelligible that the Kaddish as a doxology to a Midrashic

address is in Aramaic. The tradition possessed by the Talmud

glossators (Tosafists) of the 12th and 13th centuries noted by them

on the passage B (Page 8 Ber 3 a), rightly explains the language of

the Kaddish in accordance with this fact.

In the synagogue the vernacular was also in use for the trans-

lation and study of the Torah. The section of the law and of the

prophets that was read was translated or paraphrased, giving rise

to the Aramaic Dliin, which in the time of the Mishna2 was an

1 Acts 14 1 17 12 18 4 lCorl23. Schur., GJV. Ill 93 ff. L. Blau, Zur

Einleitiwg in die heilige Schrift.
—Jahresbericht d. Landes-Rabbinerschule inBuda-

pest 1894, p. 84 et seq. esp. pp. 87 f. 97.

2 Meg. 4 4 6 9 10 T. Meg. 4 20 f. 31—41 227 5 ff. On the form

iVB.§188cp.802, Bacebr,ETT. 204ff., ETA.242&., Assyrian ragan^ (^j^^J^'^j^y
OF
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old and firmly settled institution. The final redaction of the

Targumim3 jg only the crystallization in writing of a late stage of

a tradition that goes back many centuries earlier. For the origin

of the custom of translating the Bible readings into the vernacular

must be sought in the early times of the second Temple. In fact

it may be assumed to have arisen as soon as the necessity arose

for it 4 The record of the dying words of Jesus, (Mark 16 34)

*EXa)l iXtol Xejiot oapax6av£t indicate that the Bible was most familiar

and came most readily to him in its Aramaic garb. In the syna-

gogues at the beginning of the Christian era the use of a Targum
was everywhere in vogue.

^ The necessity for this translation into

the vernacular was the more urgent since in addition to the TO or

Binn (l5ta)T7jc)
6 women and children formed a large part of the

congregation. In some cases the Targum was added especially in

their interest.'

Much of the old Aramaic of the Synagogue liturgy naturally

grew up around the Aramaic paraphrase;
^ but in the domain of

pure liturgy Aramaic prayers are by no means uncommon, even

cry. But see Delitzsch, Assyr. Lex. 713 (from DJil) and Muss-Arnolt, Assyr.-

EngL-Deutsches Eandworterbuch p. 1191 f.

3 Onkelos 3rd cent. Jonathan to the Prophets 4th cent. Pseudo Jonathan
to the Pentateuch (J I, J II, J III) 7th—8th cent.

4 Even though B^"ib» Neh 8 8 is not a certain reference to the Targum as

Rab 219—257 CE. (Meg 3a'2i Ned 37b 14 j. Meg 4 1 74d 29 Gen Rab 36 end) explains

it, the antiquity of the custom of interrupting with a Targum is beyond all

dispute.
5 In Luke 4 16 et seq. no mention is made of a translation. But we need

not assume the existence of an Aramaic roll from which the original reading
was made as does Arnold Meyer, Jesu MuUersprache 57 f. The translation added
to the verses read may be passed over as not needing special mention. Or the

omission may be an inaccuracy in the account as given by the gentile Luke, who,
be it noted, cites the verses in the form they take in the LXX. The authenticity
of the whole passage is strongly attacked on internal and external grounds by
EIeim, Geschichte Jesu II 18—22.

« Acts 4 1 3 5v6poi7roi dYpdfxjxaTOi, xai loiaiTai; Pesh. i^a.»Yaio I'^Ax^ ^,-» jl.

7 Exod 38 8 Deut 31 12 I Sam 1 12 11 K 4 23 Isa 3 1 6 32 9 Neh 8 3 Acts 16 1*3

Mass. Soferim 18 4. For other cases of women attending at the Beth ha-Midrash
J. Sota 1 4 16d

31
= Lev. Rab 9 p. 13d. AZ. 38a

^
Sota 22a

j^.
In Meg 23a g the

question is raised whether women are allowed to read from the Torah in.

synagogue. Compare T. Meg 4 11 226 4 Yalkut 1871.
8 E. g. in the Mahzor Vitry 168—173. Zunz, Lit. Geach. 74—80.
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when we leave out of consideration later compositions such as T'lia

^d'pV «1D1 n^Dfiy taken from the Zohar to hnp'^), and the poetical

pieces for special days excerpted from the Targum and Midrash.^

Eor when Arahic became the vernacular, Aramaic became a second

holy tongue, so much religious literature being composed in it. It is

to some extent regarded as such at the present day, and among the

Jews of Yemen the employment of the Targum is a living institution.

Their prayer book, also, contains a larger proportion of Aramaic

than is found in other rituals.

When Arabic was the vernacular, Arabic prayers were in-

cluded in the liturgy, e. g. in Seadya's Siddur. In the same way
we have many old and originally Aramaic pieces in the prayer

book. In the service of the priests of the second Temple, Aramaic

was probably used, as Prof. Biichler has shown. ^^ So too, in the

later synagogue, in matters affecting the congregation [e. g. ]p"\"lS Dip"*

(Page 90) the annulling of certain vows ''ITi ^3^^], or the individual

(e. g. «niD« rhrwn,^^ ^DDI -TIDjIs «ini« Yt^h^i:^ etc.) and of course in

private prayer (e. g. the blessing of the shepherd Benjamin
^^ iTIfi y'\^

«n^S ""^m, dppa Mark 14 36), the vernacular was largely in use,

especially in the old Babylonian rite.i^ The oldest supplicatory

prayers
—mn"'^D—are to a large extent Aramaic, ^s Hence it is not

surprising to find that synagogue additions to the Kaddish—'^npnn
and "h^nn—were made in Aramaic.

For the most part, and by preference however, the synagogue
service was made up of Hebrew prayers, as Hebrew the K^npH

» ZuNz, Lit Gesch. 21 f.

10 Prof. Adolf BiJcHLER, Die Priester und Cultus p. 60—67 and the

criticism of S. Krauss, JQR. VIII 670.

11 Mahzor Vitry. p. 172 388 etc.

12 Amr. I 52b. In the rite of Cochin p. 22b it is included in an elaboration

of the Kaddish as follows: xin "i^n «t»n^p Dip p ^onmi '•^m n«^B"i «niD« n'rnwn

Di^B^bi w^nh \niDnp p ••pri^'! ^nnt^n wniDx*? -jnitn ]«fi b:ib'\ pa-'^j; »t$rr\b^ ]i3n^ n»wb
\p» "ntoxi n«"iB"i*?i This is followed by «"in« by) «^D\n bf^ KBrnptt ^j^ Y^""^ V^^ V^"*^

«"«! n^'-ip pTii «biy3 nn p n^^^ niD^» b))) wts^np.
13 Amram II 21b.
14 Ber40b 22.

16 ZuNz, Lit. Gesch, 18 f. Nachtrag 1.

16 E. g. the litany «iDnn Amram II 19b 20a, M-OB^m p» Amram II 21a,

p-ij; . . ,—b ^3p ib. 21a.
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Styilp n^i P''^^' naturally took precedence over Aramaic, the ]1ty^i8

^in, tDinn JIB^^is the language of the ISkott];, the unlearned. The

permission given by the early authorities, recorded in the Mishna20,

])^b ^Dn V^^ ^«'T n^sn )ir»n noin the grace after food, the She-

mone 'Esre or the Shema' may be said in any language, did not

always find favor. A certain R. Levi wished to prevent the reading

of the Shema' in Greek in Caesarea,2i and R. Yohanan (d. 279 C. E.)

is of opinion that he who prays in Aramaic must dispense with the

favoring help of the angels who do not understand Aramaic. 22 This

idea that the angels do not understand Aramaic was generally taken

up and applied in various ways during the middle ages to account

for the Kaddish being in Aramaic 2 3 when the origin of the prayer

and the cause of its being in the vernacular had become obscured.

But the truer reason was not altogether forgotten, and permission

was given to say the Kaddish in the language best understood if

Aramaic was not understood. 24

To be accurate, a distinction must be drawn between the

vernacular and the language of the Kaddish. The vernacular, the

Jewish Aramaic spoken by the people, preserved in the Talmuds

and Midrashim in conversations, anecdotes, proverbs and popular

parlance generally, whether Babylonian or Palestinian, is very different

from the language of the Kaddish. The Kaddish, as the doxology

to an Aggadic address, partakes linguistically of the peculiarities of

the language used by the homilist. As the preacher's words were

woven around Biblical verses, he spoke the D'^ttDH pt^^, the hebraizing

language of a translation, an artificial, learned language, characterised

by Hebraic phrases and constructions as much as is Aquila's Greek.

Cleomedes mocks at the bad Greek spoken in the synagogues.
2 5 The

17 Sota 7 2 4 Ber 40b jg Shab 40b n. «»mp ^W^"? Gen 11 i J I, 31 11 J II

KWnip n-a 'h Gen 31 47 JI, 45 12 J I 35 is J II. is Ber. ib. Shab. ib.

i» B. M. 104a 21 etc. of Hillel, R. Jehuda, R. Meir and R. Joshua b. Korha
it is related Bvnn

]'ii:^'?
l^nn n\n.

20 Sota 7 1. Cf. Meg. 2i Soferl8 4. 21 j. Sota 7 1 21b
^g.

22 Sota 33a Shab 12b ^2 R, Yohanan however warns against disparaging
Aramaic J. Sota 7 2 21c 9.

23 Mahzor Vitry p. 54f. quoted by the Tosafoth (Scholiasts) to Ber 3a. Tur
Grab Hayyim § 56. Orchoth Hayyim, ha Manhig, Abudarham, Rashi etc. etc.

2* ^«1DB^ nan niawm n^bt^V 321. '» Schurer, GJV. Ill 95 note 18.
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Aramaic of the synagogues was of the same nature, and it is in

this hebraizing, literary, jargon Aramaic of the Targumim that the

Kaddish is composed. It is as far removed from the popular Baby-
lonian Jewish Aramaic as is the school language of Onkelos and

of the Targum to the Prophets; and it is as unlike the North

Palestinian (Galilean) popular language preserved in the Pa-

lestinian Talmud and Midrashim as is the mixed Aramaic of the

Jerusalem Targum. In Kid. 70a 9 the distinction is drawn between

''tyi"'« nD«n and pnn nD«l. 26 The Kaddish is composed in the

school language of the Targum, It is in grammar and vocabulary

colorless enough to have been used harmoniously both in the East

(Onkelos) and in the West (Jerusalem Targum); it is however more

nearly akin to the language of the Targum to the Prophets (= On-

kelos) than to any other dialect; and every word and phrase in it

can be abundantly paralleled in the Babylonian Targumim.
As Christian Aramaic was influenced by Greek, Jewish Ara-

maic, even in the 5th century B. C.27, was influenced by Hebrew,

and none more so than that of the Targum. The Kaddish, however,

owing to the accident of its form, presents no occasion for the oc-

currence of hebraizing constructions characteristic of the Targum *s,

and shows its hebraizing character only in its vocabulary. In this,

it, like the passages of the Aggada, varies between Aramaic and

Hebrew.

This fragmentary interchange of languages is far from being of

isolated occurrence in the oldest Jewish liturgical prayers. Accord-

ing to one authority, the high priest on the Day of Atonement prayed
noiis^ j^Dnij V«ity'' idj; vh'* t^b) min'' n-'niD

jta'pity t^v nv"' w^^^.

In the ancient profession of faith following the recital of the Shema'

there is a heaping of paired synonyms for the sake of emphasis,

the synonyms being in three cases hebraizing and aramaizing

26 A distinction is drawn between nnin(n) ]wb and ni» »:! ywifh in Jer. Erub
3 1 20d 27 Jer. Ned 6 1 39c 32 Jer. Shebu 7 1 37c 25, and between niin ]wh and

D^o^n pe^'? AZ. 58b 14 HuI 137b n.
27 Sayce-Cowley, Egyptian Fapyri p. 20, Noldkke, Zeitschrift fiir Assyrio-

logie XX ('07) p. 137.

28 Enumerated Dalman, WJ. 66.

29 Yoma 53b 21, The Aramaic is the OnkelosTargum to Gen 49 10. Compare
the sayings in ttvnn \\Vfb BM. 104a.
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respectively
30 ^''nm nin«1 a^pl )Dil n''2J"«l nD«. The prayer

p^iV —^ '•iJ^T^i^ of the same form as that found in the ancient

record of Taan 2 4 ly^V nij;ty ••» is another case in point. Into

this Aramaic framework is put sometimes a Hebrew, sometimes

an Aramaic filling. The opening verses are entirely Aramaic. Then

)yiV nniDH inn irn« Dnnn«^ ^ij;^ (also in the Mishna) is immediately
followed by ]y^V «nnifi '•n:! bv pn3''i> ""iVI. This is followed by more

Hebrew fillings e. g. p-'ij; ^)0 D^ bv 1i^n« nt^O^ '•iyi. But the two

based upon the Aramaic narrative of Daniel are again Aramaic

pov «iu \\m un nnt^i bm^i:) n'-iin^ -"in, and n «nm ^s^in'? ^^n

]yiV «nV"l«. The old prayer :i)^b jn-'DT included in an elaboration

of the Kaddish in the ritual of Cochin 32, shows the same phenomenon
nb:it6 nsi)p) ]'\p'7

ni2D)'\'7 ma n^'7 nits'? pniinn nvr~Tijn~nT^ jn-'m

j^D'rj^n «Dbtt jin-'TVt ^yi lin"':iini» jnn «tynp «Snp ^n^ ]ota p^iV^i
my) ]id^p7d'? pTi ]inni^:j ^ j^nti^-'i jinn^ ^:id^t jinn"* ti^s^i jinn'' x^y
f«n^wrn~^n~Dnnn iin^i^nn «tyipD n^y) ])ypni ^n ''2j^t5^^i ]inimn»

:JD« 1"1D«1. Similarly in the later Hebrew prayer for the dead

(nnntyn, «nnntJ^«) put together from older elements 3 3 ni1V» p^t^ ''iS^D

pn tysi nn''ty''i nij''n»i nitt «nn Dtj^ «nn D^i^n ^^nb «nt3 «p^ini

l^Dn «j;-i«i «"'Dfiy «iD «n^« niynn ]nn «»^';; )d iDDn«i
)ij;

The Hebrew prayer for the congregation, as contained in the Spa-
nish ritual 34 contains two and a half lines of Aramaic.

Such changes from word to word and from phrase to phrase
are to be found on every page of the Talmuds or Midrashim. It

is clear that where such patchwork in the language of prayers

could be suffered, the distinction between the two nearly related

languages was by no means finely felt. Familiar words and ex-

pressions of either language very naturally became the common

property of both, e. g. «n« as in the prayer
35

, , » «in^ ntS'pn D« «n«.

In fact, as M. Friedmann says,36 «Der groBte Teil des rabbinischen

30 Tamid 5 i Ber 12a
7 lib

j 2 14a 2 Gaster 29 Baer 84.

3« Amram II 21a. 32 Cochin p. 23b Zunz, Lit. Gesch. 19.

33 Yemen MSS. Gaster 200 Landshuth, Bikkur Eolim p. 102. Zunz, Nach-

trag Lit. Gesch. p. 1. 34 Gaster p. 112.

35 J. Sanh. 65, 23b
3. Compare the use in Hebrew of words like «n\ «nn,

nw, DID, nn, n^*?'i, «n etc.

3« Onkelos and Akylas p. 88. Kautzsch, Die Aramaismen im alien Testa-

ment p. 12 describes it as "ein Idiom . . in dem hebraische und aramaische Ele-
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Wortschatzes ist in seinen Sprachformen undRedensarten hebraisiertes

Aramaisch". Even in the carefully chosen language of the Palestinian

D''DVS, the synagogue poetry from c. G50 C. E. onward, organically

developed from this Neo- Hebrew, there is a wealth of hebraized Ara-

maic. 37 But this combination took place only between the intimately

related Hebrew and Aramaic. The large Greek vocabulary of the

Midrash was felt to be foreign, and is practically non-existent in

the Pint. 38 This phenomenon oj the interchangeable use of the two

languages^ minimises the difficulty of the composite linguistic character

of the books of Daniel and Ezra, by analogy from an era little sub-

sequent to the date when these two books received their final form. It

should be noted that the book of Daniel is an unity. No artificial,

makeshift theory, whether it be that of the Aramaic being for the

people, the Hebrew for the learned; or that the "Chaldeans" should

speak "Chaldee"; or that the Aramaic is translated from a Hebrew

original, or the Hebrew from an Aramaic original; or that the text

is composite by an accident of its history, or any other hypothesis,

succeeds in explaining the absolutely abrupt change in 2 4, for which

no satisfactory reason can be given, on the one hand, and the in-

clusion of chapter 7 in Aramaic on the other. The analogies here

given make the simplest explanation probable, namely that the com-

posite character is original.
^^

Genizah fragments of the Kaddish show interchanges between

Aramaic and Hebrew other than in the traditional text, and Solomon

b. Adereth (13*^ cent.) refers to partial translations into Hebrew. In

the fragment published by S. Schechter^o the text is, as usual, Aramaic

mente zu einer Einheit verschmolzen waren." Dr. Elbogen, JQR. XIX 1907,

p. 246 finds it impossible to account for the juxtaposition of n^SM niSK. In view

of the above it hardly requires explanation,
37 Lists in Zunz Synag. Poesie, Beilage 5, p. 372. Cf. Ibn Ezra's commentary

to Eccl 5 1 the second head of the indictment.

38 Of course this does not apply to words which were thoroughly naturalised

as D^B, ]»''D, DD-IE5.

39 This suggestion originally put forward by Rbdsch, Einleitung in das Alte

Testament^ 1870 p. 118 has since been practically lost sight of in the mass of

complicated theories brought forward in the last thirty years. Jer 10 ii is

difficult to account for. Later examples Steinschneider JQR XVI 382.

40 GDK. Hebrew part p. 53.
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up to iTH'^trD. Then follows in Hebrew ty«n ^ip^n in'^n^ Ui1« "'''nn

••ly^iptyn pns i^m ^^nm nn^ty\n n« ]nDn n^^ty li^ni ''••nni npr p«^ nn^ty*'

, :inp )Drni nnntti V«nty^ '?d •«^nni )iD''»vn"i jD'^'^nn ny\:in2. The whole

of the second paragraph is Hebrew b\^ Ml^ hbnn'') "^inn^

)0« nD«l "lilSID d'?'!^^ nmD«n nionini. So too, in Castile in the

14th century, the customary reading was H^J^D^ «in "^nn »tS^^p1 iT'DB^

riDlian i»DD, ending the paragraph in Hebrew (omitting 1i1X1D).42

In a second Genizah fragment's, there is also a Hebrew honorific

insertion nn"'ty\n tJ^«i ^"'Hni n^i:in ty«i ii«^tyi •'^nn (iTipms n^T)

)1D''''nni)
n^i:i '^ty; and the concluding words V^lty* (!)'?3 bo "'''nni

nnp prm n^:i5;n may also be intended for Hebrew—note n'^ij;^, ^3

for !?D*7, 3''"lp for 311p as in the former fragment. So too of the

honorific insertions 44 ^^nm
])Q^^'0

in nt^D «inin "''^nai )"ID^»vni p3'"'nn

b'21 or45 , , rT'n h^i ^'^ny\ \\y'n2'\ rwb:^ t5^«i )^i<>m •••^nn pD^'Ovni jiD-^-^nn

the latter is in Hebrew.

It will be noticed that in nearly every case, the transition of

language between word and word is facilitated by a proper name or

some other word or words common to both Aramaic and Hebrew

^^n:i1, Kin, 'p^lty' iV2 ^D etc., and between phrase and phrase it is

generally effected after a pause.

The question arises whether the Kaddish ever existed in a

completely Hebrew form. In Massecheth Soferim46 a prayer said

while the roll of the Torah is taken from the Ark is given as

follows: n^v^''i «t5^iri''i DDnn''"! i^srY'i nnntj^^i i^^pm ^i^n-' ^dh b^

«in inn e^npn d^d^oh '•d'?» ite bts^ )m wiuni main ^^nrr^i iinn''i

lov '^a
)i2JiDi v«T ^D psnai i^i^hd «nn D^i^ni ntn a'pij^n «int5^ nioijij;^

irY^n mn"* «in"i mip ]»di ninDn ly^y iniDte nsini n^an b»^^^ n"^n

]nn Di^t5>n vnon nnni vdhi ]i»nn ^«itj^'' idv n^^bsi) liniD^Vs
iin"*"!

li^D*"!

p« no«i 'pniin iDty inj?n littj? nt^r «in aipDn D^Dnini lonni. This

* 1 Head of the Jews of Egypt in the second half of the 11th cent. See

D. Kjiufmann, JahrhiLch fiir jud. Gesch. u. Literat. Berlin 1898 p. 149 f.

" Brit. Mus. Or. 5866 a 14th cent. MS. Gaster, Isach Hassan MS. Laur,

II 16. Tur Orah Hayyim 56. " GDK. Hebrew part p. 64.

** Sefer ha Yuhasin ed. Filipowski p. 219.

<8 lb. at the election of the Exilarch.
*« Sof. 14 12 text according to Muller p. 196.
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is clearly an expanded Hebrew version of a formula similar to the

Kaddish, in style later than the more simple and direct language
of the Kaddish. Note for instance the Midrashic expansion of ni»i>1J?n

into «nn D^iyni ntn n^i;;n. The occurrence of the Hebrew form of the

response n'tlb)V 'r^b)^^^ cVlv'? l^UD bmn lOty NT' in Midr. Eccl. Rabba

p. 25c to 9 i4f. (D) and 23 times in Eliahu Rabba and Zutta, cannot

be urged as a proof of the existence of the Kaddish in a Hebrew
version. M.Friedmann47, however, concludes from this that theKaddish
was originally in Hebrew and was only later translated into Aramaic.

But this judgment is based upon the early date (3rd cent.) to which he

assigns this Midrash against the views of all other authorities e. g.

Kapopoet (Nathan h. Jehiel), Zunz G, F. 112/119, Graetz, Deren-

BOUEG, GuDEMANN, Bacher etc. who assigu it to 968—984 C. E.

(about 974). This date on the other hand is probably far too late,

it being perhaps that of the copyist, and the compilation of the

Midrash should perhaps be assigned to the 5th or 6th century.

Moreover both in Midr. Eccl. and in T. B. E. R. and Z., this Hebrew
version of the response occurs in a Hebrew text, and is therefore

naturally in Hebrew in harmony with the rest of the text. We
shall see later that in T. B. E. R. and Z. it is not correctly de-

scribed as the response to the Kaddish, and also that the formula

was used equally in Aramaic and Hebrew. Furthermore the occur-

rence of the Aramaic form in Hebrew texts, ^8 would support just

the opposite assumption of the originality of the Aramaic text as

the Kaddish response. The old traditional name of the prayer

I5^^'nj5
would also point to an Aramaic original (Appendix A Page

100). Furthermore, if a literal Hebrew equivalent of the Kaddish

did ever exist, and we know of no complete one, the probability

would be that it, like the version given above from Soferim 14 12,

was a younger rendering of the Aramaic version of the old Aggada

doxology. For in most cases where a prayer or formula exists both

47 Introduction to TBER. and Z p. 78fif. Cf. B.AiAi&\3mt.B.,Meal-Encyclopadie
limb.

48 Ber 3a
5 (B, p. 8) Shab 119b 26

(K, p. 43) Midr. Prov 14 28 (C, p. 8) Se'udath

Gan 'Eden (P, p, 9). In the first two cases Abudarham quotes the text as Hebrew.
The objection is always possible that in these cases the form of the response has

been adapted to later custom.

2*
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in Hebrew and Aramaic, we may assume the Hebrew version to be

the less original. The formula ''lli b'D is probably older than

the formula D^lli ^D,^^ as the tendency was always towards ex-

cluding the use of the vernacular from the service and replacing it

by the more sacred tongue. Solomon Adereth does not disapprove of

the partial translations into Hebrew made of the Kaddish in his

day. As the sermon doxology, the Kaddish was naturally in Ara-

maic. But in the liturgy the tendency would be to translate the

Kaddish, the "holy praise" par excellence into Hebrew in accordance

with the principle that the holy language may be used for treating

of ordinary subjects, but must be used for holy matters: ^t^ D'*in

fioVin \\^h:i p»i«^ mD« wip hti^ ,ti^^p ]wb2 iiDifc^*?
nni» b)n.

Thus we may well assume the Aramaic of the Kaddish to be

original. The explanation given by Zedekiah b. Abraham (13th

cent.) in the Shibbole Haleket that it was translated from an ori-

ginal Hebrew text during a time of persecution to disguise the

forbidden praise from, the persecutors, and afterwards retained in

Aramaic, is probably only an etiological explanation. But there

may be the echo of the persecutions in the Byzantine Empire under

the Emperor Justinian in the 6th century behind it. In 653 C. E.

in his Novella 146 Tuspt 'Eppatov, following the example of Hadrian,

he forbade the recital of the Shema' and the Trisagion and xevo-

<povtai (nonsense) and aXoyoi spfiYjvsiat (senseless expositions), defi-

nitely prohibiting all Aggadic preaching tyjv Se Trap' auxot? Xsyo-

fisvTjv Seoxepwotv aTraYopeuofiev iravxeXa)?. ^i This prohibition would

extend naturally to the Kaddish, the doxology of the Aggada.

Is the Kaddish Babylonian or Palestinian? It is usually as-

sumed to be Babylonian. To answer this question more correctly

we must endeavor to ascertain the date of its origin.

*« The Tur Orah Hayyim 619 quotes the Aramaic formula for the first

words as known to R. Natronai Gaon 710 CE, and half Aramaic and half Hebrew
as known to Seadya Gaon d. 942. Of. Mahzor Vitry. Amram I 47a, Seadya and

the Roman Rite use the Hebrew form. Zunz, Ritus 96.

80 Shab 40b 10 Abaye 320—375 CE.
5» Graetz, Geschichte der Juden V pp. 20 360. Phrases like -[OB^ Vflp^^n Tina

0^313 in the Jewish prayer book are usually taken as implying some such per-

secution.
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It is first referred to under the name of ty'lp and definitely

quoted in Massecheth Soferim. But as this work also knows later

expansions of it—the «mn^ t^np and h^T\ b'jf (p. 18), it certainly

goes back to far earlier times. The Talmudic and Midrashic re-

ferences 62 to the response ^1nD «ni iT)Dt5^ «n'' which need not imply

the existence of the Kaddish at all, do nevertheless, as is invariably

assumed, probably refer to this prayer (p. 50). The comparative

silence of the Talmud about the Kaddish is explained by the fact

that in early times it was not made the subject of Halacha as were

the Shema' and Shemone 'Esre.^^ The absence of all reference to

Jerusalem and the destroyed Temple, (contrast the later «rnn^), its

simple eschatology, plain, unmystical language, straightforward form,

agreement in wording and its anonymity, all point to an early date.

The first two considerations would seem to set it before 72 C. E.,

and the fact that its wording, except for one or two minor additions

in some cases, agrees exactly in all rites, would support an early

date. And in fact, the Paternoster implies that a Kaddish-like

prayer was in existence at the period of the rise of Christianity

[Appendix D. Page 111]. Hence we may conclude that the Kaddish

of the Aggada is based directly on an old formula that goes back

into pre-Christian times. 54

Of the two versions of the Paternoster, Luke 11 i preserves a

better tradition of the historical occasion than Matthew 6 5. One

of the disciples asked Jesus to teach them to pray even as John

taught his disciples. John the Baptist, if not a regular Essene,

at least belonged to the same ascetic school as the Essenes, and

frequent prayers, in part replacing sacrifices, especially prayers for

the advent of the Kingdom of Heaven, and praises and sanctifications

such as the Trisagion developed among the later mystics, were as

characteristic of him and his disciples
^s as of the regular order of

52 Ber 3a
4 (B, p. 8) 21b 21

(H, p. 43) 57a &
(I, p. 43) Shabb 119b 26

(K, ib.)

Succa 39a 2
(L, p. 50) Sota 49a 25 (A, p. 8). Midr. Pr. to 14 28 etc. (0, p. 8). Midr.

Eccl 9 14 f. p. 25c (D, p. 9.). Alphabet of R. Akiba etc. (E, ib.) TBEZ. 20 (F, ib.).

53 It is not mentioned in Meg. 4 3 as requiring ten persons present for its

recitation for this reason. It belonged at that period entirely to the Aggada.
54 So I. Schwab Year Book of American Rabbis 1905, but on quite other

grounds. The response inntt «nn n"'ttB? »n\ as we shall see, is of far higher anti-

quity, it going back to Biblical usage in direct tradition. 56 Luke 633 11 1.
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the Essenes. Jesus was certainly not an Essene,^^ in fact he taught

some strongly anti-Essene doctrines. But the early connection of

Jesus with John; the many Essenic influences in his life and

teaching, such as voluntary poverty, discountenancing marriage, the

neglect of provision for earthly food and drink, the importance

attached to lustrations, communistic meals and manner of life,

healing the sick,^? the gift of prophecy, aversion to taking an oath,

the prominence given to eschatological ideas and speculation; and

the comparison with John's prayers in the disciple's question, all point

to the fact that the prayer with which he answered is ultimately to

he traced back to Essenic circles.

Haenack,*8 through a brilliant combination of the form of the

prayer in Luke with Acts 19 2—6, comes to the conclusion that the

prayer for the Holy Ghost, found according to some of the oldest

MSS., Gregory of Nyssa (4th cent.), Marcion (c. 140) etc. in the

version of Luke instead of the prayer for the Kingdom, was inserted

expressly to differentiate the Paternoster from the prayer of the

disciples of John: "Durch die Bitte um den heiligen Geist soil sich

das Vater-Unser von dem Gebet der Johannesjiinger unterscheiden"

(1. c. p. 206). In proving this he rejects the historicity of the oc-

casion of the giving of the prayer as recorded in Luke, but gives

us in its stead a far more certain Johanno-Essenic origin for the

New Testament version of the prayer. It is true however that he

understands the Paternoster as consisting originally of only the

word "Father" and the 4th, 5th and 6th phrases, while the 1st,

2nd and 3rd phrases in Matthew's version which are parallel with

the opening words of the Kaddish, he regards as in all probability

not original (p. 202 f.), but, like all the prayers of the earliest

Church, borrowed from the traditional Jewish liturgy,
^9 and added

»« As Graetz supposes 1. c. Ill 276 f. 699 et seq. 284 et seq.
57 Essene from k;p«? But see E. Mittwoch, Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie XVU

(1903) p. 76fif. who rejects also the suggestion of Graetz ^«nD« 'the Baptists', and

the ancient identification with DVh 'seers'.

68 Ad. Harnack, Die ursprungliche Gestalt des Vaterunsers, Sitzwngsherichte
der Koniglichen Preussischen Akademie {Philos.-histor. Klasse). Berlin, 21 Jan.

1904 p. 204. Also printed separately.
59 ZuNZ, G V. 384 et seq. on the high antiquity of the groundwork of the

synagogue prayer book.
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to the short prayer in very early times, perhaps as early as the

times of the Apostles (p. 205). Even when assuming the correctness

of this supposition, a pre-Christian date is assured for the origin

of the Kaddish, and this traditional Jewish prayer may nevertheless

have an Essenic origin. For we shall see later that there are

probable traces of Essenic thought and mysticism in the amplifi-

cation of the prayer to its later form. The institution of repeating

theKedusha (p. 8, note 39) is unmistakeably Essenic, ^o andKAUFMANN
KoHLEK^i ventures to derive all the early Jewish prayers, including

the Kaddish and Paternoster, from Hassidean or Essenic circles in

a direct chain of tradition. Similarly Heidenheim^z supposes the

old Hebrew prayers of the Samaritan liturgy to be of Essenic origin.

So too, it may be more correct to say that the early Church derived

its prayers from the Essenes,63 than, as is always stated, from the

Pharisaic synagogue. In the course of time, one part of the Essenes

attached themselves to the new religion, the other became absorbed

in Pharisaic Judaism. To the Jormer we would owe the Paternoster,

to the latter the Kaddish. ^^

We have therefore to qualify the statement that the Kaddish

is Babylonian. In origin it is Palestinian. Its application as a

doxology to the Midrash may also be Palestinian, 65 as the home of

the Targum and Midrash was Palestine (Judea). In the course of

60 MaBsecheth Soferim ed. Muller p. 228.

61 MGWJ XXXVn (1893) pp. 489—493 497. JQR. Vn 1895 604-6.
62 Die Samarit. Liturgie. Heft 1. p. XXXII.
63 Max Friedlander, Zur Entstehungsge8chichte des Christentums. Vienna

1894 esp. Ch. 4 for the connection of Essenism and early Christianity.
64 Comparison with early Church liturgies reveals so many general parallels

with the Kaddish in its praises, responses, prayer for the teachers and the teaching
and for peace, and in its general phraseology, that they are of very little value.

The simple expressions of prayer and praise, when scattered, are common property,
and it is impossible to see in them direct borrowing from either side [see for

example Ferd. Probst, Liturgie der 3 ersten christlichen Jahrhunderte ; Liturgie
des vierten Jahrhunderts. J. E. Field, The Apostolic liturgy etc.]. Samaritan

formularies show no traces of the Kaddish in the late form in which we possess,
them. The same is true too of Mandaic literature. See for instance ZDMG. LXI
1907 358 note 1, 360 notel.

65 Aaron ha Cohen of Lunel (fl. 1300) dates the prayer from the Mishnaic

period.
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time, with the transference of the centre of Jewish life from Pa-

lestine to Babylonia, the Kaddish also was carried over, as was the

Targum. And as the (Onk.) Targum there received its distinctive

literary form, so too did the Kaddish and all the paragraphs later

added to it^s Together with most of the surviving prayers of the

Jewish liturgy it has been handed down to us through the Baby-

lonian schools. No ritual appears to preserve for us a purely Pa-

lestinian version; as even those lands that stood under the influence

of Palestine in their ritual, preserve only the Babylonian form that

held sway since the early middle ages. Even the version of Mai-

monides (and Yemen) is probably more Spanish-Babylonian than

Egyptian-Palestinian.

In the following pages the texts are separated according to

various rituals. 6^ Eor the first two paragraphs this has its absolute

value, as, except for the quite insignificant variant "Jlte""! and ^l^D^

in the Yemen ritual, every ritual is uniform within its own confines.

The paragraph t^STinb also appears in a settled form in each local

class. But for the paragraphs i^r^bti^ «n\ Dli?ty nmv and !?«1ty' by

there is little consistency among the MSS. belonging to the same ri-

tual, especially in those of Yemen, where each text presents variations

from every other. In other rituals, Spanish, German, Roman etc.,

the variation is slighter and the printed editions have fixed the text

more definitely. It is not always practicable therefore to take note

of all the variants in the numerous texts collated, and peculiarities

of orthography and vocalisation have been regarded only when

strongly attested or when indicating real difference of reading.

The orthography and sublinear punctuation found in the manu-

scripts is chaotic, every scribe (ISID) or punctuator (PP^) going his

own way and making a law for himself. The printed texts are

but little better. They show no unity of system and are strongly

hebraized. Some "errors" that recur constantly in manuscripts of

68 Dalman, therefore (Grammar p. 26) comes to the right conclusion that the

Kaddish is a Babylonian prayer of Palestinian origin, although the reference to

Sifre 132b on which he bases this result has nothing to do with the case. See

p. 49 note 39.

6' For the endless varieties of ritual see Zunz, Rittis, In brief Encyclopaedia
Britannica, Art. Mahzor.
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a particular rite, clearly point to a local difference in pronunciation.

The value given to the signs at different times and places varied;

the use of the divers signs is not constant and the grammatical

forms also vary with the locality and period. It is therefore im-

possible for any one scheme of vocalisation to represent completely

the many shades of pronunciation intimated by the diverging methods

of pointing in the manuscripts.

The superlinear vocalisation, although in many ways defective,

is far more selfconsistent and rests on an old and comparatively

unvarying tradition of the pronunciation of Aramaic that reaches

down to the present day.
68 For the Jews of Yemen still use the

Targum in the synagogue service, and the Kaddish in view of its

origin must have the same vocalisation as the Targum. Therefore

Baeb's emended punctuation on the basis of the Masoretic text of

Biblical Aramaic, is, as Btjxtoef's punctuation of the Targum on the

same system, entirely at fault in principle.

I have therefore based the vocalisation in the following pages

on the superlinear system. Yery numerous inaccuracies and many
variants have crept into the texts through the combined use of

matres lectionis and vowel points. Among the inaccuracies arising

from this cause is to be reckoned the lengthening of short vowels

such as )«» for
)tt, i&v}^ for i^^yh, probably the use of Sureq for

Qibbus in n^ipn^is, ^fiyi^ip, «nnntj^!in, «in^^S and n«i:D!|i for iTipIS etc.,

although the use of Sureq for u is almost regular enough to justify

itself. The use of Yav as a vowel letter in Aramaic inscriptions is

more frequently found in the later than in the earlier inscriptions.

As variants due to matres lectionis may probably be reckoned «mn
and «n^n, «nj;"'^D next to Wn^VD, ybl2^) beside

'])hl^''\ the almost in-

variable pointing yhl^'^) for
I^IO*''),

as also the occasional
^''"lip!!'!

for

^15"'l; probably also the relative """n for "H, ''1 affixed being later read

as a separate word.

In punctuated texts, forms like «mp, ^''^obj;, «"^'DK^, «n"'ni« etc.

that often occur in the manuscripts are inadmissible, as are also

SiiTl, wV^j;^ etc. The suffix of the 3rd person masc. sing, must be,

»8 Adolf Neubaubr, JQR. Ill 604—622 esp. p. 605 on the old tradition of

the Jews of Yemen.
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as always in the Aramaic inscriptions, without Yod n-:^ ("^P?^ ,nr\D^!3

etc.), even though the Yod is largely used in all texts to express

the vowel e. So too
)"'"in

must give way to \7n. In spite of the

evidence of Biblical Aramaic, «ni is better than the form commonly
found in the MSS. nnn, and the difference between «W1 and n^mi

perhaps goe8 back to a form H^DK^T for «^Dty*7. As a Hebraism

must be reckoned the invariable HDWI. The difference between «in

VDHin and VDmni, and r\yi7]h and Hin^'? is to be traced back to

a confusion of sound. i^nnntJ^n is probably a vulgarism for wnnitJ^ri.

THE ORIGINAL KADDISH.

The original Kaddish of the Aggada consisted of the first para-

graph and the following response. The first paragraph runs as follows :
^

.]tt« [11DS1] in.j: iDtni «^5s;5 h^'it?\ n^^??! (^>"'!nn5i ]^:i'1^V2^ ]^yin^
(^) Yemen ll^D'' or ^1'?D^^.

<B) Abudarham adds n^byn ^bt^^l .Tn^fi^D yp «n^1 rT'ipllS) HDn.

So Modern Spanish for New Year's service. Mod. Span., Corfu,

Romania, Lille add n^H'^tyfi nip^l n"'ip"l1l5
n^T\

Seadya adds .TipniS HDIU^I. So Genizah fragment G. D. K. 54.

Maimonides, Yemen, Carpentras iTfi); pHS"**! iTH'^fiS^D aip^l H^ipllS HttS^I.

Persian MSS read «n3^:i triD'^l) n-^ttj; (n'')pns''1 n-'n'^tJ^D (niD^D) nip-'i

HTlttmn ("^Sltyn. Chinese omit the bracketed words.

<c) Maim., Yemen, Persian and Chinese JliTTlSI. Cochin (p. 22 a)

reads
pr)ii''\ ])y^)^2) I'lD-'^nn n^rr'tyio nnp^i iTipnis n»x^i rrriDi^D

T'*?»''1

This reduced to its simplest form resolves itself into two sen-

tences Wfi'?^^ iTIDt!^ tyipn^l '?lin'' and «^iVn .TniD'rtD ^^D^ thus agreeing

with the ruling of the Talmud, 2 that in the composition of prayers,

there must be the mention of God DtJ^n niDtn and of His Kingdom
ni3^0 n*Dtn, exemplified in the traditional blessing-formula ^^11

D^IVn I'^O '»i"'n'?« 'n nn« and in the Paternoster (Matth 6 9f.), the

prayer of Tobit^ etc.

Great care was bestowed upon the composition of the «6yn in

1 Amram. [Vitry 64 Baer 129 Roman 13a Provence etc.].
2 Ber 40b

24 Rab 219—267. 3 Tobit 13 1 ed. Lagardb.
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choice language ^ and the language of prayer in particular was

minutely weighed. The Kaddish, agreeing with all norms of prayer

composition, is also worded with studious care. A characteristic of

its oldest parts bl^n'^ and ^Spnn is the synonymous doubling of ex-

pressions e. g. tynpn^i biin\ ]iD''ovni jiD^'^nn, nnp lom t^b^v^, hipnn

JinmV^ p3j;nn]1 linni^S?, recalling very strongly the method of aiming

at emphasis common in the period after the forceful power and in-

cisiveness of the language of the early prophets had been lost, so

frequently found in the book of Daniel, s

These words form a Messianic prayer growing out of Ezek

38 23, in the manner of an «nitDSt^, the opening words of which

were usually borrowed from a Biblical passage (p^DB, fc^p^DB, H^ns).

Ezekiel's eschatological ideas of the final redemption at the end of

days are very vivid, and the circumstantial account of the war with

Gog and Magog, depicted in chapter 38, gave rise to an important

chapter of Messianic teaching. The wars with Gog and Magog
are regularly regarded in apocalyptic works and the Aggada, as

ushering in the Messianic era.^ The victory over the godless

nations will result in the hallowing of God's Name in the world

«)D^V^ n^»^ ty^pn"" (cf. Ezek 38 23), and in complete fulfilment of His

Will, iTmj^l^, His Kingship will then be fully revealed n"'n')D'?» T'^0"»1.7

However simple the words of this paragraph may appear, their

sense is difficult to express adequately. The Catechismus Romanus

issued by the Council of Trent understands the first half of the

Paternoster thus:

Hallowed be Thy Name 1

Thy Kingdom come
J>

as in heaven so on earth

Thy Will be done J

* Aboth 1 1 1 the ]»"n Abtalyon utters the warning DDnsil nmn D^t33n. Cant.

Kab. to 4 11 ni&ian rBi ed. Wilna p. 28a similar warnings from the second and

third centuries.

5 E. g. in the Aramaic portion of Daniel alone nn^nts^l n2n2 29, W"* ^^^ 2 12^

Dyt3^ Htsy 2 14, Hnninii wntsDn 220, «^i»ti x-iny 221 (cf. 7 12) KnnnDoi nnpep 222,

"IB'wn "»nni *]to^n 228 etc. So too 2 41 44 46 48 85 6 11 13 15 2s 4 2 10 20 27 31 33

5 12 15 6511 12 16 7 7 26. Cf. the style of n^^''1 no« p. 15f and p. 56 note 11.

6 Revel. 20 8 Sibyllines 3 3l9ff. 512 ff. Jer. Targ. to Ex 40 11 Num 11 26

24 17 Deut32 39 ISam2io I8a33 22f. LXXtoNum247 has Twy for ii« and to

Amos 7 1 for ^O. ^ Obad 21 Ps 103 19 145ii—13 146 10 Dan 2 44 7t4.
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and F. H. Chase 8 is inclined to accept this as the original meaning.

Without doubt, the Kaddish must be construed similarly according

to the predominant thought and not strictly according to the order

of the words. WD^V^ must be joined in sense both backwards and

forwards

the variant reading of the Yemenite rite
"]bl^^ for T'^D"'1 giving direct

support to this. In the same way, although it is not necessary to

separate iTmv*0 from fc<^?1, it belongs more truly to the thought of

the two main clauses, as we shall see:

In this way the number of possible combinations of the words is

very large.
^ But the thought in the mind of the one who recited

this prayer, although incompletely expressed, certainly extended the

force of i^'ch)^^ and riTll^l^ over both clauses, whether we regard it

as a spontaneous prayer inadequately brought to expression, or as

a carefully constructed form of words the full meaning of which

could be brought out by the tones and emphasis of the speaker.

The pregnancy of the construction can be only approximately

suggested in a translation:—"May He, according to His Will, reveal

in the world which He has created, the greatness and holiness of

His great Name and His sovereignty . . . .".

^115^V^ Yery many MSS. and some edit, treat t^lpn"''! ^i:in^ as also

the 7 praises T^nn"' as pausal, pointing ts^'lpfl'^l
^'n:in\ Ibn Ezra

seems to have regarded these two words as Hebrew ^i as does the

Mahzor Yitry. But although '"nin"' would be more purely Aramaic,

8 F. H. Chasb, The Lord's Prayer in the early Church (Texts anS Studies)

p. 40 f. The ancient Opus Imperfectum, "Westcott-hort, English Parliamentary

Papers 1903 no. 53 und Nestle are of the same opinion. See Nestle Zeitschrift

f. neutest Wissenschaft 1905 p. 107.

9 Reading "j^^o^i 10 combinations are possible; reading yb^"^ there are very-

many more. lo Deut 32 3 Sirach 43 28.

11 Ibn Ezra D''it«D nSD 1140 writing on the sibilants, D« 5t»"5JD D^p"itJ>n nvni«

(ed. Venice 1546).



e. g. Ez 38 23 Targ., in the language of the Targum bl^TX^ would

pass muster as Aramaic. The form with Pathah could very well

be Hebrew. Kimhi^^ reads in Dan 11 36 h'^in'^) umiV) where our

Masoretic text has Sere (cf. ibid. 11 37
^^^m*"). Brit. Mus. Bible MS.

Or. 4445 dating from the middle of the 9th cent, has on folio 40

the note («n'')'^ bl^n'' 'ipioni nniDH Dty bV\ hence the scribe and

punctuator must have had V'l^in"' in Isa 10 1 5 (Dan 11 36).

^"Upr^ll
^3 We cannot translate these two Ithpaals as pure passives

"May His great Name be magnified and sanctified . .", like the 7

praises Tlin"" "May be blessed". They are medial "May there be

revealed the greatness and holiness . . ." The order of the two words

is thoroughly traditional in this form or as adjectives ,fe<tynp1 «!"!

r\^^ Dan 2 20 4 16 as the inscriptions better than r^DK^ of most

MSS. and edd. The medieval explanation
^^ that saw in H^Dt^ the

equivalent of HJ DtJ^, although having no philological justification,

offers a correct interpretation. Namely, in connection with Exod

17 16 Tl niD pteyn 'n^ n»nte n"" DD by T % the Name (iT for the

Tetragrammaton) and Throne (DD for «DD) of God will not be com-

plete until victory crowns the twelve months (Eduy 2 lo) war with

Gog and Magog = Amalek. Then will the greatness of God's

Name first be fully revealed (Ezek 38 23).

On the form U^, see Baeth N. B. § 2c no. 7 p. 7. Lagabde,

Ubersicht 159 8 160 lo. D. G. 200.

A direct Name of God in the Kaddish is obviously avoided,

niK^, «fit5^ (U^ Dan 4 5 Ezr 5 i
; Mandaic), «in y^2 «tyTip, H'm and

«"'»tyni (]im)n« being used instead. Leaving out of account the

difficult passage Deut 28 58 Tl n« ntn «11ini inDiH Dt^n n« n«i^^

ynbi^ and the exceptional passage Lev24ii bbp^) Dt^n n« np"'1i5

this avoidance of pronouncing the Tetragrammaton is probably

already to be traced in exilic times, i^ The transference is perhaps

12 David Kimhi (1160-1235) Michlol p. 76.

13 Lev 22 32 Isa 29 23 Mai 1 ii (Targ.). Sirach 36 4 Luke 1 49 Koran 2 28.

14 Pesikta Rab. Ch 12 p. 51a Mahzor Vitry p. 8 Tosafoth Ber 3a etc. etc.

15 Compare Targ. to 24 i6 and Sanhed 7 5 n^n WMi'^ ny 2^'n ir« «\niisn.

16 Ben Jakob, Im Namen Gottes p. 167. Compare the usage in the Assouan

Papyri with that of Ezra and Nehemiah.
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to be seen in verses like ^^V"^):] ^Dt^n n^rht^ Ps 54 3.1 7 By the third

century B. C. the Tetragrammaton was certainly regarded as a "nomen

ineffabile". The book of Daniel avoids it and ''il« except in the

prayer chap. 9 and 1 2 O^IK). In the books of Esther and 1st Mac-

cabees these Names do not occur at all, "Heaven" replacing them

in the latter work. The old term tyilSttH Dty for the Tetragram-

maton, according to Bacheris equivalent to "the distinguished,

preeminent Name", although most probably to be understood as

"the Name distinctly pronounced",
1 9 is explained by M. Geunbaum^o

as "the separated, secret Name". nb)fb ""Dty nt (Exod 3 15) was

homiletically interpreted as D^j;^ ""Dty nt (or nb)lb) Kid 71a 17 ;
and

nb);i$^ Isa 57 11, read by the LXX and Vulg. as thyil^^ and n«

DSj;n Eccl 3 11 treated as ub))fh, are also made to refer to this

avoidance of uttering the Tetragrammaton.

It was spoken in the Temple in the Priestly Blessing
21

until,

according to one tradition, the death of Simon the Just, 270 B. C,

and ten times on the Day of Atonement, 22 whereas outside the

Temple the name '•i^N was used in its stead. With the destruction

of the Temple, the distant way of speaking of God evidenced every-

where 23 became the rule. E.Landau24 enumerates 57 usual expressions

(D''*^33) used in designating God. 25

In the Mishna occur phrases such as U^h 1tJ^:in (Shek 6 6), *Tn«

Wh Vbv mnD (Yoma4i).26 In the Jer. Targumim «ni «Dty27 or

17 Compare the remarkable phrase Isa 30 27 pmttto «3 'n Q\ff Hin. Further

PsTis 9 3 92 2.

18 ETT. pp. 159f. 186f. ETA. 218.

19 MuNK, Guide des Egares I 267, Geiger, TJrschrift p. 264, Dalman, Der
Gottesname Adonaj 52 f., Bacher, ETT. 159 f.

20 ZDMG. XXXIX esp. pp. 543-572.
2« Num 6 22—27 Sota 7 6 and p. 38a ^g Tamid 7 2 Sanh 101b 22.

22 T. Yoma 2 1 183 1 Yoma 39b.
23 LXX xupio; Matth 6 9 10 28 Luke 12 5. Specially characteristic of the

Targum.
24 Die dem Raume entnommenen Synonyma fur Gott in der neuhebr. Literal,

Zurich 1888 p. 6ff.

26 Jacob Baal ha Turim (fl. 1300) to Num 11 1 6 enumerates 70 Biblical

designations of God, reproduced ZDMG. XXXV 167. Moslem theologians
reckon 99.

26 Similar to the usage in Acts 5 41 3 John 7.

27 Gen 22 19 J I, 25 22 Eccl 3 1 1 (not ed. Lagarde), Cant 2 17.
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more fully WTp"*") «ni «»t5^,28 i^h^ni) «nn «Oty,29 «tynp1 «ni «DBf 30 etc.

occur simply as the equivalent of 'n. According to the Masora to

Onkelos Exod 22 1 9 and Lev 16 9 the tradition of the school of Sura

read m «Dtyi» in the former passage, 'H Dip in the latter and the

school of Nehardea vice versa. Onkelos to Gen 25 22 has n, the

Jer. Targumim «ai DtT. Clearly then Dlty, «Dt5^ and the more common
«11 «»ty are simply substituted for the Tetragrammaton ;

so that

wn n^'ttty, the Dt^n ni3tn in the Kaddish, is nothing but a metonymy
for God. The Samaritans similarly always employ the word KDty

when reading their Pentateuch 3 1 but they used the Tetragrammaton
in oaths (J. Sanh. 10 1, 28b ^).

The other designations of God occurring in the Kaddish i^tff1)p

«in y'']^, «^tttrm (lim)n« and «-»tJ^, noticed later, are similarly

nothing but the most commonly used of the more distant designations

of God. In the Mishna Aboth, in which tractate the Name of God
has most occasion to be mentioned Dt^n = «DK^ occurs once, tStMpTl

«"in inn = «in 7-in «K^nip 3 times, D^ttt^nts^ ( )n« = t^'-tttym ( )n«

once, and ^^12^ = fc<"'Dty eight times. The other appellations not

occurring in the Kaddish are DIpDH five times, occurring in the

Hebrew version of the Kaddish in Soferim 14 12 (p. 18) and ni"'DB^n

once. Mishna Yoma has D1p»n, n"npn and D'«Dtrnt5^ DD-^n^ once each,

Dt^n in prayers and '*'' in Biblical passages.
32

i^5^ as seen above, is the usual adjective qualifying «»t5^ when

used to designate God. It goes back to Biblical usage like 3 ^
-|oty

^"n^T or ^n:in ^Dty (Jer 44 26). In the corresponding Hebrew Kaddish

of Soferim 14 12 it appears as b)iyT\ 1»ty. It is of very general oc-

currence in the oldest prayers.

28 J I Exod 4 20 16 25 32 25 Lev 16 21 24 11 Deut9i9.
2» J I Deut 9 19 28 58. 3o J I Exod 28 30 Num 31 8.

31 J. H. Petermann, Samarit Gram. 1878 p. 78. Abraham Geiqer, Nach-

gelassene Schriften III 261.

32 DWJ. 159. On the whole question of the use of nvf etc. see M. GruN-

BAUM, ZDMG. XXXIX 543-572, XL. Nestle ib. XXXII 468 500 606. G. Dalman,
Der Gottesname Adonaj (Studien zur biblischen Theologie) Berlin 1889 p. 36 et seq.
Ben Jakob, Im Namen Gottes. Berlin 1903. E. Landau, Die dem Raume
ScHiJBER, Jahrbuch fur Protest. Theologie II 1876. 168 fif.

33 Josh 7 9 I Kgs 8 42 Jer 10 6 Ezek 36 23.
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KDpJJ? must be construed also with HTllDte yb^*') in sense.

The simple meaning is "in the world", a meaning SD^y does not

bear in Biblical Aramaic but which is found quite early in Rabbinical

writings.
34 A very strong tendency exists to expand it on all oc-

casions possible into TlSI «D^3;;:ni inn fc^D^j;^. In the Hebrew version

of Soferim 14 12 we find it as «nn D^IVm Htn D'PIJ^n and in the

burial Kaddish as given in the Mahzor Vitry (p. 247) WD^yn I^O^T
is expanded into "Ti^T «D^j;n ]1»«n"'«'Tl inn «D'?j;n p^»«l. This

tendency is constantly met with in the Targumim ^s and is naturally

compared with the supposed lengthening of D^IJ^tt to nj^l ub))^n ]D

D^IJ^n through the antagonism of the Sadducees (p. 53). On the

other hand the implied antithesis to the word «tt^J?i here would

appear to be ^"'ttK^n i. e. the praise of the angels who are 36
pty^pjo

TKin nr ^Dn ^n:in ItotS^ n« with the thrice "Holy". Grod's Glory and

Kingship are fully revealed in Heaven. The prayer is for their full

revelation upon earth («tt'?5^2). ^tt'pp is of course better than «Dbj;n

of the edd. and MSS. cf. JlvtNv , nb^V- The punctuation ^^b)l is ap-

parently a Hebraism to avoid a long vowel in a closed syllable.
37

On the form, see ZDMG XLIY 1890 p. 685 note 3, Lagaede, Uber-

sicht 115f. On the meaning E. Landau, Die dem Eaume p. 3.

T The short form 1 is better than n as a separate word. It

is true that the testimony of the oldest versions and MSS. usually

gives n in «inn, «''lStynn, «in«nn, and ^Dnn but the Yod is a mater

lectionis of 1 the prefixed relative. In the later editions this n is

treated as an independent word. 38 Biblical Aramaic recognises only

n in common with Nabatean. Palmyrene,39 as Mandaic,4o uses both

3* DWJ. 138 ff. Cf. DE VoGu6 73 1 etc. Assyr. ullu means far away, long ago
in time.

35 TsaGs Cant 1 3 P8 41i4 89 53 90 2 106 48 1 Chr 16 36 29 10 ExodlSis JI.
36 TBER. 7 34 1784 29 156 163. Compare the old Kedusha D^^yn -jttty n« tt^npi

n^^):^ *08^a 'in« D^c^nptow db^3. TBER. 12 56 "i^n D^iyn n"2pn b^ lauf ts^npnM Vnin"*

Ifi^D 1J>^ D^IJ^n C)1D0 »^1^. Similarly 12 58 omitting «nat!> 1^13 o'j^J^a.

37 In East Syriac closed syllables with long vowels are frequently shortened

e. g. yin\N for ^\«\v.
38 Jacob b. Zebi Emden 1697—1776, the at3\T n«n to the Shulhan Aruch Orah

Hayyim 56 2, Baer etc.

39 Rkckendorff, ZDMG. XLII. 1888 p. 389. Lidzbarski 267.

*o NoLDEKE, Manddische Grammatik § 84.
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"•l and 1. According to Dalman (Grammar 116) Rabbinic Aramaic

makes an almost exclusive use of ^. The earlier ^1, not to be con-

founded with n = STn in the Palestinian Talmud, is preserved

only in the fragments from an earlier period
^^ and sometimes as an

archaism in the Jerusalem Targum.42

i^^3 This qualification of «fi^5/D, differing from the one in the

paragraph «mn^, is not very closely related to the context, the

connection being contained in phrases such as ''"I2n« «11 "'OK^l DHS

KD^y (Exod 20 7 JII) and in the idea of creation itself being the one

grand witness to the glorifying of God's Name on earth DDnn**

isiD nj;i nb)vn ^iDn «inty vmnnn n"npn b\i^ iDtj^ (P. R. El. 3 beg.).

Cf. in the prayer 'Alenu, n^ty«in ^'svb n^pnii nn^ = («11 n-'Dty hl^Ty^

i^D^V^). «in need not and cannot bear the future meaning "that He
will create" 43 as the revelation of the greatness and holiness of His

Name will take place in this world. On «nn see ZAW. I 1881 247.

nri^V"]? not nnip5, so as to bring out its construction with

the two chief phrases. Its construction with «*im «D^y is possible

but out of place. Moreover the almost invariable expression in

this connection is not n''niV13
44 but iTID'^tti, (n=lSia, nmn, nD«Dn)45

*» Megillath Ta'anith T. Sanh 2 6 416 30 32 Gitt 9 3.

*2 JI Gen 12 5 24 5.

43 Phil. Bloch, MGWJ. XXXVII 1893, p. 264, note 5.

** The very opposite idea is not infrequently found e. g. in the following

comparison pi«ni .p^a njjno «^« ittitv nyno nni« niin irx ^^ba nan m^ "i»n
'-[bt^

"IXM nyn*? \h ^^ (TTiva^) msDpi-'Bi (SicpGepa) m^nnsn «^« iDity njJiD nm« n:n i3\s

nbij;,-! n« wnini nninn a^na n"npn hm ^d '^^^^^ •"'^''V «i^ l^''"! d"*^"!" ntj^ij? «in. "An

earthly king who wishes to build a palace, procures the services of a contractor

who constructs it from plans according to scale. So also the Holy One, blessed

be He, in creating the world consulted the Torah and created the earth in

accordance with it." Gen. Rab I 1 Yalkut I 2 II 942 PREl. 3. So R. Hoshaya
(mid. 3rd cent.). Backer. Die Agada d.Paldst. Amorder 1 107 traces this conception
of the creation according to an archetype of an ideal world back to Philo "De

opificio mundi" § 4. In Ber. Rab 8 God is figuratively spoken of as taking the

righteous into council about the creation of the world.
45 ifh^ ifi'j'ij? n« n"spn «"q ns^"*:^ vhy\ ^tsy K^a nttx ]io''D "in min"* "n Dtra n^nnn 'n

(Ps 33 6) "wy: n-'fity" imt "'n nma" Gen Rab 12 10 Yalkut 1 18. Mechilta to n^B^n

10 p. 43b (nt2«os). Aboth 5 1 d'jij?.! «ili nnfi«o nntrj;^. Sirach 42 15 Wisdom 9 1

4 Esdr 6 38 Hag 14a l^
("»ni) etc. Compare the constantly recurring designation

of God as n^^j^n n^ni nfi«ty Ota) Ps 33 9 Kid 30b
^
31a 2 Sanh 19a

2
105a 25 Sota

10b 5 Erub 13b 6 Shab 139a 11 Meg 13b 4 Midr. Prov 10 3 TBER and Z con-

3
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the idea being closely bound up with that of the Xdyo?.
^^ The

parallel prayer in Soferim 14 12 runs mo^l^n IDt^ ^liH''

iniD^a n«nrn n'rsn bi^i^^ n''n "iioj; ^d ]12jidi vwn^ ]n^:» iii2HD «nnty

and the meaning certainly is not that God created this world and

the world to be ^«1tJ^^ SV2 IDV ^3 )12J13. In the Kaddish n''r\)V\^

must be taken in sense with the whole passage, backwards with

«ni n^Ki^ tynpn^l hl^SV and forwards with n^niD^PD l^te^; and in the

Hebrew version 1i12J1D must extend its force both backwards and

forwards. For both the revelation of God's greatness and holiness

and of His Kingship are according to His Will.

The idea of praise, especially that arising from prayer or study,

which hastens the approach of Messianic times, ^7 being acceptable

to God and according to His Will, is one that continually recurs. '*8

Especially noteworthy are three passages:

(1) The second paragraph of the Kaddish in the Genizah fragment

(G. D. K. 63) )T)o«i t «nTty «nDnn ^dd «^^v^ n^m , iinn^

1»« nD«1 n''nij;n3 ND'^J;^ and in the Hebrew fragment similarly

(2) The saying B (p. 8) from Ber. 3a: 1i"l2J1 ]^mv ^«1ty''ty nV^2

(3) Yalkut I 408 to bnp^): DiiD^i nnt^i Dity ^31 m^np h'npnh

""012^ «n''ty nD in\ni nD''« nmn nm '^^ity^^ nninbi i^bb mtyiiD Tinn

DD-i^V n^V» '^"^pT] n)r\ iidd d^k^ij; Dn« n« ntj^tt n»« D^pn» ^n:in

lO^lj;^ "imt^ DnD^»n I^'^SD. "To gather assemblies every sabbath and

to come together in the study houses to teach Israel the words of

the Torah, what is forbidden and what allowed so that My great

Name may be praised . . . Moses said: 'If you carry out this re-

stantly. Zunz GV^ p. 389e. nnto'-OS (e. g. Gen 21 33 J II, Deut 33 27 Onk) is the

regular Aram, of nmn, 'nttWfiS etc. Bacher, ETA. 36 on nm.
*8 Hebrews 1 2 81' ou xal touc aloivai; iTuoiirjaev.
*^

According to a general belief the time for the Messiah to reveal himself

had long arrived, but his appearance was kept back until the people should be

worthy of him e.g. Micah48 Targ. «n»''i3 ^n^n mp p 1''BttT ^«-i»''T «n^iyfi n«l

^n^a'? wn^D'jD «Tnjr i? ]V>tn. RIBJ. XXXV 1897 282ff. Schdeer, GJ7. H 618 f.

and literature there given.
*8 Prov 15 8 iii2»"i D-n^^ n^an PseOu i^n nj^ 'n nf? ^n^&n ^a«v Ps 147 11 ^)i^^

non^ cbn^Dn riK v«i^ n« 'n. Isa 49 s n^n^:s> psn npa Targ. ""nip v^^V lifi^"' P'P
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gulation, the Holy One, blessed be He, will regard you as making Him

sovereign in His world\" These three passages leave little doubt

that the true construction of rr^ni^'^^ is with the two main ideas of

the paragraph, hlir\'* and iTTllD^JO yhl2\ n^y*l occurs in the late

Aramaizing Hebrew of Ecclesiastes as "longing, striving" in the

frequent phrase HH mvi, and in Biblical Aramaic (Ezra 5 17 7 18).

It is in its various forms 1^1, SH^p, ^J^'^ a Katl form, and it is un-

necessary to correct the usual construct H^^l iiito nigl, as Mebx

suggests {Chrestomathia Targumica).

"^79^], not the invariably occurring Hebraizing form
'^"'bfi'*'!.

The

second Yod is again only a mater lectionis, very often inserted in

unpointed texts to indicate an E sound e. g. p''lT, h">^J>p, «nDn''5 etc.,

here especially to avoid reading ^"^tt^1,
a reading found consistently

^^

in the Yemen MSS. It is true that in sound triliteral verbs in

Biblical Aramaic, only forms with the Hirek ^BtJ^H^ ppnn, bpt^D

occur
;
and in Biblical Aramaic in general the form with the Hirek

prevails over that with Sere such as ^blDn. But in Rabbinical Ara-

maic the second characteristic vowel of the Afel is, according to all

traditions. Sere.

The Yemenite reading ^1^)0"'1
is hardly defensible, whether

HTlD^tt be taken as a locative "in His Kingdom" or as an added

cognate accusative strengthening and specifying the verb ybi^^ "as

to His Kingdom". It is defended ^o by the supposition that the

Afel would mean "cause some one else to reign". The Yemen texts

vary between ll^D"' and ll^O'^l.^i

nriD7D52 'His Kingship', not as BoussET, ScHUBEE 53 etc. 'His

political, physical Kingdom'. This is plain from Biblical verses, &*

, ^_
49 A solitary instance of ybi:^'') in the Kaddish de Rabbanan occurs in Or.

1479 no doubt under the influence of otber rites. The Peal form may either

have arisen from a wrong punctuation of
"l!?t3"'1,

or from a confusion of Vaw and

Yod in l^^tt'^l.
50 Commentary in the printed edition h^h^n Jerus. 1894.

51
-![%) for instance is read by Or. 2227 2418, DWJ. one text etc. -Jl^OM by

Or. 1479 1480 2389 Gaster 321 A etc.

62 DWJ. 76—83, ScHiJRER, JahrbuchfUr Protest. Theologie 11 1876 p. 175 et seq.

ScHURER, GJV. 2 628f. gives literature.

53 BoussET, Religion d. Judenthums 199 et seq., Schurer, GJV. 2 588 et seq.
54 JerlO? 10 Obad21 Ps 22 29 47 3 8 98 6 103 19 145 11—13 146 10 Dan 2 44

7 14 lChr29iif. etc.

3*
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the language of the oldest prayers,^^ the apocalyptic and apocryphal

literature,
5 6 and from repeated passages in the Targum and Rabbinic

idiom generally.
^7 Hence iT'ma^D yhn'^ must be translated "may He

reveal His Sovereignty", not as usually "may He establish His King-

dom." The corresponding phrase in the Hebrew version of Soferim 14 12

runs iniD^D ^^1^] *^ki^' For in the Jewish view, God's Kingship

over Israel and the world is and always has been established, but

only after the Messianic kingdom will it be for the first time fully

revealed. 58 Zach 14 9 yM^n '^D '^j; ^bl2b 'H HNII appears in the Targum
as «p« '•nn"' b:i bv 'm ^hid'^id •'!?:inni. Isa 52 7 ^'2» (iv:^^ idi«)

"q\-l!?« becomes ^^'?«^ «niD^» n«^b:in«. Obad 21 HDI^DH 'n^ nn\Ti is

translated, according to the old reading given by Kimhi ''^:inni

«^o^V ""D^V^i thvb 'm «niDte \ini wps ^in^ ^d hv nnpn 'm «mD'?D.59

In Esther II 1 1 beginning, occur n^niD'^D ^i:inn «^:iym ni«n:j 'n

jVj; and i^v'y^ ""Tn ^D i?j; n^niD^D "''?:inn «^:ivm m^n:? 'n. So too in

the Midrash constantly Th^ e. g. Cant Rab 17 c to 2 13 (ref. to 2 12

^yn TDtn nv), n!?:inty CDty m^te ^ty nim V'^n. The Arabic loan

word O^^i^ used only of divine rule is borrowed from niD^D used

in this sense without further qualification,
^o

The added words in Maim., Yemen, Abud., Mod. Span., Cochin,

55 Sabbath 'Amidah (Amram 29b) inisVttn mtsty''; the very old New Year

'Amidah thut nn^n ^aisn rmyh nn« mi« d^3 wy^ D^«i-i3n ^2 i^'^^th iinnts^^i or rh^

nnno ii"'bj? ^nis'jo ninD. Shem. 'Esre 11 ^ni^ nn« li^'jj; "ii^tt\ the old Kaddish like

prayer (Amram 9a Vitry 67) •jo'jlp ^niD'ro nn^ -jtt^iyi ^tsB' nn^ li^n^« lis'jo, Sabbath

Kedusha (Amr. 10b) -|ni3'?»n n:''«nn la^i"")?, 'Alenu (probably much earlier than

Rab 230 OE. See Jewish Encycl. Hamburger, Real Encycl. Suppl. 2 e) \^Tb

nv "a^iy^i «m i^b^ n^D^en ^3 ij?i d'^ij?'? on^^j? i^Dni iniD^o ^jij? i^ipM nty niD!?Dn dI?ij^

niasa ^bfin, phrases like yyi 1«"i ^niD^ia etc. etc.

56 E. g. Tobit 13 u et seq. 14 6.

67 E. g. D-filP niaVo (^^j?) b'yp Ber 225 etc. is the confession of belief in God's

unity and dominion.
68 Sifre Deut 32 10 p. 134b has the following significant Midrash: «a V^^^ np

M^« 71 (Gen 24?) no«:B^ na^a D^tttrn ^j? «^« ^Vls n"apn hm «b ^la^^as d^ij?^ Dnna« li-ax

•itswr p«n ^v^ D^tswn ^y iD^^on d^ij?^ Dnia« li^aK «ntyfi 'jax .". . ^anp*? iu^h D^fit^n

pHH M'JXI D^OB^n \lb« 'n (Gen 243) "Before the time of Abraham God was, as it

were, King of heaven alone (with reference to Gen 24 7
' God of heaven'), but

since his time, He has been King over heaven and earth (with reference to Gen 24 3

'the God of heaven and the God of earth')." Cf. Targ. Jer. Gen 24 3.

6» Compare Targ. to Isa 31 4 40 9 Ezek 7 7 10 Mic 4?.
60 Abr. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed p. 59.
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Carpentras, Romania, Corfu etc. go back in part to a very early

variant in the text and may possibly be attributed to the dilfference

between the Palestinian and Babylonian recensions.

nO??l At least rriipllS n'OT) would seem to be original to one

early recension (? Palestinian), the doubled expressions characterising

the style of the prayer favoring its originality. The root nD2J is used

with a directly Messianic meaning. HDJ is a traditional designation

for the Messiah 61 and the verb HD^ is constantly used with pp or

)p1D (T\VW) in a Messianic connection. 62 The intimate relationship

of the two ideas riDlJ and )pns is exemplified by Targum paraphrases

such as b«1Jy"' n"»n^ )1p n^)D:J« (Ezek 29 21) becoming n^^n^ ]pns D^p«

ht^-W' or ni^^ ^l^Vj?^ (Ezek 16 7) being turned as jIDnt^'^iD Jpms ]rv

«tDD.

n^l^^S The form )p1S in punctuated texts in better than ]p*l^S.

Biblical Aramaic has Kotlan forms with Kames (ed. Baer, Hatef

Kames) JH^S Ezra 7 19, ]'ah^ 14 times, lin^D^ Dan 5 11 12 u. Seadya
reads (infra p. 62) ^nnitS'ri. Mandaic and the Targum always have

the form with Vav. The vowels u and were used however almost

promiscuously. )n*lp occurs Neh 10 35 13 31 beside the otherwise

invariable pnp. [yp] Dan 2 11 contrasts with [ilia] Dan 4 22 29 5 21.

*<n^i^ appears in Matth 27 33 as 70X^0601. tDSItJ^ is presented to us

in Phoenician as 'suffetes'. In Onkelos Exod 28 3 the Masora of the

school of Sura requires fe^ODH that of Nehardea «DD^n. There is a

similar difference between and u in East and West Syrian.

On the form }p11S Baeth N. B, § 194 p. 318 p. XXIX note 1

Abe. Geigee, Was hat Mohammed 55 f. D. Gr. 174.

«» J. Ber 2 4 5a 13 isa 4 2 Targ. Jer 23 5 33 15 Zech 3 8 612.
62 P86I9 DV or is expanded by the Targum to nV3i 'jK'^B^n «ipniBT «fiV3

yhti ^nii^ «n''B>to «3!?» "•annn. An additional Targ. to Gen 49 is Cod. Oxf. 2306

(G1N8BURGER, .Fra^mewfen Targ. p. 74) reads i<im nn "in n^lPttT (T'ipniB^ «^« ...

Kn^^i ]0 ^«ltt^"' n^ «pfi«^ n-nj; ]pni&. Ps 132 17 Jer 33 15. Amram 58a Soferim 19 9

(New moon blessing), Karaite marriage blessing iro"'! nfi^J'' «n^K^»n "j^on. Shem.
'Esre 2 Palest, version n''rD5»n li*? njJlB^"' ^V *l">nD. Shem. 'Esre 15 Babyl. version,
Soferim 13 13 Amram I 29b JRH. 46 59c 22 Haftarah blessing nyilS^"' Y\'^ n^toSfi and
n>tt5tn nnntt nn nos n». The short Shem. 'Esre lii^nn DWJ., Anhang 304 Babyl.

^^SV m^ ]np nno5Jn, Palest, inij; nn n»^. New Year Mussaf 'Amidah \yp nn^tiit

Tiny in!?. The 10th «ii3n"i Amram II 20a "lipiiB ntoiJKi "ji^D^ Dn« Wfinn. The
elaborate «ipnS3 Dip"* of the Yemen Cod. Gaster 243 f. 132a f. ps^-'na n^apllB TOS^I
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S^iTI A Pael, hebraizing, is often found with yyp.^^ Abudarham

and Mod. Span, ritual for the New Year following him, read y^) VV.]

rrn'»tyD. In the burial Kaddish, Yitry reads H'^n-'tyD V^"^) as Kohut's

Yemen text. Other Yemenite texts read n''n"'tytt niD'PD yp J^n''^ or

simply n^'H-'tyD nip^l.

ySl) Afel of VV^i to hasten. The editio princeps of Abudarham,

Lisbon 1490, and all later editions, read «1"'1 for V^^), but the appended

explanation V^Q) "'D:iinD (Deut 32 35) rh^nv t^ni ,bH)^n r)^^2 tJ^^n"**! Ittl^ lil^JI,

implies the reading V^'^l. Compare Sirach 36 lo lV)ti "IlpSI yp t^TO.

YP. is a technical term used somewhat indefinitely for the con-

summation of this world, the Messianic period, either as the advent

of the Messiah e. g. Gen 49 i J I ""n^to^ m'^12 «D^D Tnp «2J^p

$V^'^i2 ^DDn"'«, or as the Messiah's year of battle with the godless

nations, as in the long paraphrase added to Targ. Isa. 10 32 yi^nv t^l

«pnsnfi^ iT^j^'p «tt^v nb^^ id :i"i:i»i i"i:i nv '^n''^^, or for the end of the

Messianic period when it gives way to the D''Dty niD^D, as in Exod

15 18 J II ]nin'' «^ns ""Ti «pnsnD^ t^Tp mbv n'^bti^ id n«V'^i i<'b'b

yin «tt^j;D htiidVd «in 'm ^«ity^ ""iD
piD"'''! ii^j^nty*' «vt5^i nnj/i

«in rri^n TI^T «)D^J;D1. The term is frequently found in the New
Testament and in apocalyptic literature. 6 4 The Messianic prophecies

of the Old Testament were deeply studied, especially by the Hassidim

(Dan 9 2) and Essenes; and prophecies fixing limits such as the

70 years of Jer 26 ii 29 lo or the "weeks" and "times" of Dan 9 24 ff.

7 25 12 4 12 were made the basis of calculation to discover the

"End".«5 Hab 2 3 HDH noHttn'* D« :^]y Hb) ypb n^'>) iv^^^ l^tn i)v '^

'inw^ «^ «D^ «D ""D 1^ and similar verses were applied by these '^^^ni^

D^rp "reckoners of the End" (Sanh 97b ^e) to fix the yp. Since

their calculations often brought disappointment on the people, the

Talmud condemns them.66 Jer 8 20 )^)f^)^ i^)b liHiWI
y^p^

n^D TSp nny

appears in the Targum as l-'pnsnD i^b «ina«1 «3^p D'^^K^ «iDn «1V. (Of.

63 Merx, Chrestomathia Targumica,
6< Matth 246 (= Mk 13 7 Luke 21 9) 24 14 to xeXo;. Compare el; xeXo;

Matth 10 22 (= Mark 13 13) 24 13, Matth 13 39 24 3 auvteXsia too alaivo;. Syriac
Baruch 27 15. Assumption of Moses 1 18.

•5
^p Dan 12 13 9 26; l^D\T^pl2i3; rP ^V 817 11 35 40 124 9; fp "JV^^ 819;

nyi»^ \\) 11 27
;
ni«^Bn yp 12 6

; i^p pj? ny Ezek 21 30 34 35 5.

«« Sanh. 97b 2% Derech Eres Rabba 11 p^n \b ]-« fpn n« )Win ni3l« "DV 'n
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Amos 8 2). For the true time of the fp is hidden. In the account of the

Jer. Targumin to Gen 49 i Jacob wished to reveal the «''Pi5 «''X^p J I,

»nmy\ «nDin j>p «ipi"is yp «t^i:i «rp J II Gen 49 1 2, to his

sons, but at that moment it was hidden from him. 6 7 According to

the Talmud Meg 3 a ^^ Jonathan b. Uzziel was not allowed to furnish

the Hagiographa with a Targum n^t^D yp nn n"'«T Dlt^D, and the

discussions (Sanh 97b—99a) about the expected advent of the Messiah

do not come to any definite conclusion.

The expressions «"'DV *]1D, «''DV IpV although sometimes used in

the sense of yp e. g. Exod 40 9 J I 'rwity^ n^ plDD^ Tnj;i «n^ty)D to'^DI

«"'fiV *)1Dn (cf. 40 11 J I), Gen 3 is J II «D^ttl •'IDVn «^DV npj? ^1D3

^n^tS^D, as a rul€> bear a less definite meaning and correspond more

with the vague D-^^NT nnn«.68

A close and instructive parallel to the two readings here, is

again offered by the prayer 1i\1^« liD^fi (p. 36, note 55), which, as

a closing prayer, shows a striking similarity with the Kaddish in

both thought and expression. Amram I 9 a reads there ']n''ty» l*np

(= riTl^tyD Hp"'1) as does the old Genizah variant of the closing

prayer ll^li \n^«.69 In the later work, the Mahzor Vitry the ex-

pression is amplified to IH'^a^ia fl^""! yp T\p (^^n'TT'tyD yp ^^''1). The

elaborate Kaddish of the Cochin prayer book (p. 23 a) contains a

paragraph before n)b^ n^iy opening "inD"''! ypn ti^^n^ ]»mn n« b»n

. ^«i:in followed by an answering paragraph iriDM ypn tJ^Tl^ D\"l^«n

r\1V^^ The popular belief in a personal Messiah dates from

the time of Herod. The absence of any reference to the Messiah

in the "Messianic" Kaddish in its simple form, would support the

early date assigned to this paragraph. For the ordering of the

ideas, the advent of the Messiah (HTT'tyfi ^'^P"'"')
and the redemption

(rT'ipniS nr^T) and iTDV pn&^l) mentioned after iTHID^JD ybi:i\ would

seem to stamp all except riTllD^D yhl^'^ as a later amplification.

y'r\'\'ph. The plural of yp in later Hebrew is C^p as in D-^p ^Itt^nft; Biblical

Hebrew only recognises n^2Jp.
67 Compare Tanhuma ibid. p. 108b. Midrash Eleh Ezkera, Jellinek, BH.

n 73 etc.

88 Num 24 14 OJ. Deut 31 29 Isa 2 2 etc.

69 PubliBbed by Gaster, GDK p. 239.
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The ninth kingdom, heralded by the redemption, is that of the

Messiah, the tenth and last is the kingdom of God.'o

On the word fc<n"'ty)0, the Galilean original of the Greek {xeoota;

(}ieota;) John 1 4i 4 25, Lagaede, Vhersicht 93—99 108f.

HDJ? phpl] The Messianic meaning of ]p1"lS is shared by the

verb, here p*1SM. The u imperfect in Biblical Aramaic keeps the u

lyo'^ etc. (For 5^hri Dan 2 4o we would expect Tl^). Later Aramaic

(Targum) prefers a Holem except in pause, where u is more common.

The Masora to Onkelos on Exod 34 20 stipulates for p^i^T] in pause,

otherwise pinsn, as we find in Onk to Exod 13 13 {pnsn jplisn ,p1isn

and to Num 18 15 Jplisn, plSsn.'i It is unnecessary to improve the

chronological arrangement of the clauses by translating the Yav of

pis'"! as final "and bring near the Messiah that he may (who will)

deliver his people . ." in spite of parallels like Exod 40 9 J I (p. 39).

The Yav is more naturally conjunctive and pID^ has the same sub-

ject as the other verbs. The prayer im^fc^ liD^D has the exact

equivalent of this expression also: ^DJ? THQ (^n^t^D n«''l yP ^'^P)
^

iTfij; piB"*"! (I'T'n^tytt Yp j;!"'!).

n^?\n ^.^pC^*""! See page 86.

]1D"'DV5'I l"^^\'!n? addressed to the congregation. The suffix shows

that the doxology was not taken up by the congregation. Kohut's

Yemen text in the burial Kaddish reads )12''''nni «i''^nn. The

medieval commentators read a special meaning into these words

by referring them to the woes of the Messianic advent (n^ty»n '•bin)

from which only few will survive (Mai 3 2 Dan 12 1 p. 97). On the

form DV ZDMG. XL 1886 p. 721 Noldeke. lb. XLI 1887 p. 632 f.

Baeth. Baeth, KB, § 2c no. 5 p. 6.^2

70 Esth II 1 1 PREl. 11 end. Exod 17 1 6 J I ^mai «n"'tr»n «"no^ ]n ^toVj^n «mto

^n«n «D^j>n. TBER. 18 93 109 «nn uh)yh «^i n-'B^Dn nia"*^ «^i nin d^ij^s k^. Cf. ib.

18 107 23 128. Pes. Rab. 159b n"nj;V «in n^tran nio"^ ^in. So TBER. 3 14. TBEZ.
4 180. TBER. 6 29 on Hos 6 2 "^^b^T] Dvni n^trttn nie^i mn d^^v" -"ir n^ttVD li^^n^

«3n D^^yn nt iid^v
'^ ZDMG. XYIII (1864) p. 656 Geiger, DGr. 55 267.

72 The word DV in Rabbinical Hebrew sometimes seems to bear the meaning

"sun", recalling the Assyrian sign i^Y umu day or samsu sun, e. g. Sanh 10 3 end,

Yoma 62b
J 5.

It forms its plural regularly miD"', the less common form in Biblical

Hebrew, just as, for instance, p'^p has in New Hebrew niiinp for its plural as

against the masc. form in Biblical Hebrew. Dl"' is used in the plural regularly for

period, era e. g. n^tyen rwa^h in the time of the Messiah.
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?i<1^';"]^''5"75T ?.0?'J Even private prayer according to one

opinion
'3 should be framed so as to include the whole congregation,

and from an extension of the same principle the prayer of a con-

gregation is usually made to include the whole congregation of

Israel. 7 4

Maim, and Yemen read with the redundant possessive suffix

byi prr^Tlll. This construction, occurring even in Onkelos,7 5 is in

the Kaddish especially characteristic of Maimonides and Yemen
in their readings ^D^ Jinmyn (p. 66), ^«1B^n linSnp (p. 70). Other-

wise «J?1«1 «"'DK'T iT^ID occurring in the Roman, Spanish etc. rituals

is the only example in the Kaddish.

Kp5K3 speedily, literally: in haste. Hamanhig, Carpentras and

Lille and some old MSS (Gaster, Cod. 73, Laur. II 52, Commentary
of Peres Cod. Montefiore 53) read b^V^ (cf. Job 20 5 Targ, Syr. ^^»^a
—Gen 18 6) Esth II 1 i ed. Lagaede reads iTniD^D Vn:inn h^)f21

followed by HTiId'^ID ^^:inn «ViV^^. It is frequently coupled with

D''1|^ |DJ51 e. g. AmramI62b the first «niD« H^n^n ends p
p« n»«1 mp )oni «^ij^n ^Dn\ In TBER. 18 95 the Aramaic i^b^V^

2^^p ]ttt:n occurs as a familiar expression in the Hebrew text. So

too partly Aramaic ib. 19 110 n">1p p\2) nin» l»ty ^inn'' as in the

Genizah fragment quoted above (p. 18). In the Hebrew version

of the Kaddish of Soferim 14 12 it appears as Zlllp ]l!3D1
mnDIl.

)ttt
is better than )»T. The best texts in Dan 2 I6 7 12 (ed.

Steack) have the Pathah and although Biblical Hebrew only testifies

to the pausal form
jlDt,

here also pt is probably the correct ground

form of this Aramaism, rather than the usually accepted form )at.

]D! of the superlinear punctuation is an error for )6t. It occurs in

Arabic as a loan word both as ^^'\ and ^^l^J-'^

l"*"!!?,
used of place and time, ^ 7 Is usually so punctuated in both

systems. It is really a Hebraizing vocalisation, as is ^Ig'^l.

T\i2i^ does not appear in Amram, Carpentras, old Castilian

73 Abaye (d. 339) Ber29b
^
K"in^s "'inn n^u^Bi t^^r^ p\r\v^b n^iy^.

T* 2 Mace 1 6 "And now we pray here (in Jerusalem) for you (in Egypt)."

Commonly in closing formulae such as Derech Eres Zutta nnnen njn''B? l»np»n n"'n

p» ba^^^ b ^O^m U-'tt^a. 75 Gen 6 16 14 12 19 25 36 43 etc.

76 Nolo., Matid. Gram. 152 § 127. DG. 79 146.

77
Targ. to Deut 32 35 Isa 13 22 Ezek 368 -etc.
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and many old MSS,"^ where it is wanting also in the later paragraphs;

but it may nevertheless have been supplied in actual recitation.

The invariable punctuation found is the Hebrew one
^"ifife^l, just as

"lO«i"| occurs at the end of the Aramaic prayer )p*l"lB Dip"* (p. 90).

In spite of the commonness of the word that could well have made

it a fixed term common to both Hebrew and Aramaic, and the

similarity of sound between the Hebrew and Aramaic llfit^l, it

is probably more truly read as Aramaic as is also "ittfc^il in Dlp^

)p1"l3.
Biblical Aramaic would require nDgJ (Dan 2 9). The super-

linear vocalisation usually has ^l6"'« and this form probably should

be read here in the Kaddish. All three forms (Hebr. and Aram.)

are written in unpointed texts "I1»'>«1.

]5^J properly Hebrew meaning 'verily, truly' Bakth, N.B. 5 c. 7 b.

It is also a naturalised loan word in Aramaic and cannot therefore

support the vocalisation ^1)J«1. As a response, it is used liturgically

in the Old Testament's and, a fact of special interest here, to seal

closing doxologies.80 It was taken over very freely by the Christian

Church and occurs 119 times in the New Testament. The Tanna

R. Jose b. Zimra si
distinguishes three uses of )0« t nj^ntS^ affirmation,

T\h^\) acceptance and nilDK faith. It was used constantly in daily

life 82 and in the synagogue service,83 and great importance was

attached to it as a response,^* since it is equivalent to saying the

whole blessing. Therefore every doxology required an ]D« from the

congregation to complete it—the )»« of H^lp, the reader prompting

with ))3« ntt«1, the congregation responding )»«.

78 Or. 5,866 Add. 18,690 19,667 27,086 Laur. II 16, 52 etc.

79 Deut 27 15—26 (12 times) 1 Kgs 1 36 Neh 5 13 Jer 11 5 28 6 Num 5 22

NehSe.
80 P8l06 48 = lChrl6 36; ]IS«1 p» P8 41i4 72 19 89 53.

81 J. Sota 2 5 18b 3 Shebuoth 36a 23. Cf. ib. 29b Midr. Ps 89 4 Ps 106 end

Deut. Rab. Ch 7 beginning, of R. Jebuda b. Simon. Bacher, Agada der Paldst.

Amoraer I 112f. Jose b. Hanina.
82 The mosaic inscription of Kefr Kenna ends ]ts« Hna'ia \\7\b \nn Ldzb.,

Ephemeris I 314.

83 On the notice B^npton ]b« ^-i^y V« see page 46 f.

84 Ber 8 8 1 Cor 14 1 6 Vitry p. 97 Ber 53b 3 Ber 47a 21 DS. the manner of

answering p». Shab 119b Soferim 21 6 Midr Ps 31 8 Sanh 110b
^
Ilia S Alphabet

of R. Akiba 1st recension Jell., BH., Ill 27 (connected with Isa 262) the im-

portance of p».
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Great importance is attached to this response in the passages

A B D F (page 8f). In addition the following may be quoted

(H) Ber 21b ^^ D. S.; the question in dispute is whether one who

is saying the Shemone 'Esre should interrupt his recitation to give

this response: «n« o ?^1n» «nn n-'Dty «n^^ p^DSitih ino \nh «7n''«

mij;i pDis (Ezek 1) nnrjiD ntj>y»n pDiy i^-'s^ty ^nnD '?n:in n'^Dtr «n''

nTlTlD ^nD^I n"*^!. "When the question was asked as to whether

one should interrupt or not, E. Dimi reported a 2nd century tra-

dition that one should interrupt the recitation of the Shemone 'Esre

only for this response, for even the mystic study of the chariot

(Ezek 1)
1 should be interrupted for it. The ruling however is not

so." Further (I) (Ber 57 a *) [D)br]2] T^ID «ni n^Dtr ^iT" mi^n
«nn nb)Vn p «int5^ )b ntaniD. "It is a sure omen of salvation when

one gives this response in a dream." And again (K) (Shab. 119b^^)

t»Dty in i^'' "I'p^s^ pnv '1 i)o« «3« in «^^n 'i nitj^ D^j;nty ^ts^ lin

1^ ^briM^ nit nmv ^tJ^. "R. Joshua b. Levi says that the evil decree

is annulled for him who utters this response with complete devotion.

R. Yohanan adds that even if he has leant towards idolatry, he is

forgiven."

The reason for this importance must be something more than

the implied presence of the people in the synagogue and lecture

room (Appendix B), and to get a clear idea of what this response

is, it is necessary to go back a little.

The expression 'n DtJ^n «1p
2
apparently means to use the Name

of God in prayer, and the Talmud (Sota 10 a 1), with true insight,

understands D^lj; V« 'H Dt^n U^
^Ip"**! (Gen 21 33) as «n.p::i 'he made

others call upon and praise God.' This inducing others to utter

* The nasno ni»J>ls Ezek 1 and n^B'^nn niyyo Gen 1 were made the subjects

of mystical and theosophical speculation, that was to be entered into only by
those exceptionally qualified, and then to be studied intensely and with the ut-

most care and gravity.
2 Gen 4 26 12 8 13 4 21 33 etc.
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praise to Heaven was always considered especially meritorious, and

the use of a summons 3 and response
^ in the Old Testament is far

more frequent than would appear at first sight. Of the old method

of reciting the Psalms we know very little, but we can work back-

wards from the scattered notices of later times to obtain some

results.

In the various notices as to how the Song of Moses may have

been sung at the Red Sea, we learn incidentally that there were

various ways in which the Hallel (Ps 113—118) was recited, the

Minhag differing in different places and on various occasions. The

Mishna ^ tells us that there was some sort of doubling. The Tosefta ^

seems to refer to two methods, in one the congregation repeats the

opening words, in the other they complete the verse started by the

leader. The Talmud ^ makes the congregation repeat the opening

phrase and so on. The construction of the Hallel Psalms shows

traces of various forms of recitation. In Ps 118 i—4 the response

3 E. g. 'n n« 1!)ni Neh 9 5 Jud 5 2. The congregational r^^)hbn Psalms, .T'lfj^n

being the summons (in Ps 106 48 it really belongs to Ps 107 i of. Pes 117a g

«pns5 B?«"i n-'i^bn).

* p» and the various responses to n"'^^bn ,'nDn nb'\)fb ^D Ps 118 i—4 29

Ps 136 lChrl6 34 41 2Chr5i3 etc. 5 Succah 3ii.
6 T. Sota 63 303 19 .ptpxn yiy vnn« yi^))) noisn n^ni bb7\n r« Nipto »\nw h)m

"•ij^ pDi« b»^v^) .T" nntsn nj? neix nu^e ,'nh nn^B>«
]"»"itiiN

bi<^v^^ 'nb «nTt»« n»« nty»

!?«-ir-i T^vn n^B^^ t« ntt^« niyfi
.]"'nt)^ii nn« ]nm« ^«itr''"i nb^nn nn^& ntro ... n- nnon

7 B. Sota 30b 20 -dj^ nt»t3 ,n"'pn& ^tr«"\ v"in« ^^''X^ P^ ^^'"^ ^^ «"»p»n ^ni3

na^« ntrto .('n^ htb^^ Dni2i« pi n«i n«i ^3 ittiw ntre) .'n^ nn-^x D^n»i« ]ni 'n^ nn^iPK

'n^ nn^t»« D''nai« ]ni n*' nnisti ny. Similarly B. Succa 38b 1 wnnn^i «nD^\T «3"i ifi«

niap^ niuisBf ]«3t2) n^b^n oniiiw ]ni n^i'r^n naiK «in «^'''?m «3n:oo yetyts^ «d^«

niij? ir« nnpo i?ni n\n n»vf ]«Dto) nMb'jn v"i»^« V^ '^ '"i^V i^*?n "ii3^« «^n .(.Ti^'?n

. . (D^p-ifi ^B^«"i r\Myb nistttr ]fcOtt) 'nV nin Dntoi« ]ni 'n*? nin imx «in .(n^ibSn vnnK

^«3i5) "i^ nnisi« pi «i nn^^sn 'n «3k neiw Kin ."idik «int9 na inn«
]^iij? ini« nipD pp

'n D»n Dni2i« ^ni «an ^n3 -iiii« «in .(^sis ^ibd'? »n D«tf. Cf. J. Sota 5 e 20c 7

and Mechilta of R. Simeon b. Yohai p. 57. Maimonides, Yad ha 5azaka (Hilchoth
Hanucah 3 6 end) says that the invariable response of old used to be n"'lV^n, in all

123 times (cf. J. Shab 16 15c 30) niaiB^tt niinat) nitsiptsn 'jDi ^n^^n i^« D'-itttn b2»

nnw*? nn^-^ nno nn« v«i Dj?n n^'-ij^ni in«npn. The Shema' was recited antiphonally
in the synagogues—yoty ^5? DID (Dr. Elbogbn, JQR XYIII (1906) 588 ff.). T. Pes

10 6 172 21 ]b^» l^in ir« «ini ih'i» p^in ]n bbr^n r\» «npftn is therefore also a

reference to the diflference of custom that existed.
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-was the second half of the verse HDH nb)))b ^3 as in Ps 136.8 But

from verse 5 onwards, the doubling of the verses seems to point

to antiphonal recitation of the parallel verses [Appendix E p. 112],

Applying this last scheme to Psalm 113 we get the summons of

the reader (fc^'ipD) in verse 1 H D65^ n« l^^^n 'H nnj; )hbn and in

answer to this summons to praise God's Name, the response Dty \1^

ub)'p *ipi nnyc ^intt 'n. This verse, equivalent in substance to the

Kaddish response, is of frequent occurrence in varying forms in the

Old Testament. InlK109= 2 Chr 9 8 inn ynbi^ 'H \T and Job 1 21

*]*lini5 'n Diy \T we find traces of it, and in the opening of Daniel's

prayer (Dan 2 20 cf. Tobit 9 5) the Aramaic form of it HDty «in^

Further, in a well known Midrash on Jacob's blessing 9, Jacob's

sons are pictured as assuring him of their belief in God's unity in

the words ^n« 'n 1iM^« 'H ^«nty"' V^ti^ (Deut 6 4) to which he answers

IV"! d'tIJ;^ "iniDl^D nnn Diy inn. In the old version preserved in the

Targum, his response of praise is given in the Aramaic form ^rr*

)'»D'?y '12bvh linD «nn .TDtyio. This shows the substantial unity of the

Temple response nj^l n"?1^^ imnbtt TOn Dty ^nn with the response

here in the Kaddish. Tinn Ut^ = ^Ip*" n)^ (Dt 6 4 J I; note 10 supra),

and «ni D1t5^, are, as we have seen (p. 30f.) simply substitutes for the

Name of God. *Tinn Dty is used in the nearly related summons (Neh9 5)

TTinn Dfiy imn"'i D^ri^n iv^ ^b)vr\ p Dn\n^« 'n n« mm ittip (c£

Deut 28 58 nnnin n^n). So imnVo ninn DtS^ inn, correctly construed

as "Blessed be His glorious sovereign Name",ii is seen to be merely
DtJ^ inn = 'n inn, more generously strengthened with two words 12

in place of the usual one.i^

8 Psalm 135 and 136 are the same Psalm constructed for two differing forms

of response. Further 1 Chr 16 34 41 2 Chr 5 13 Ps 118 29.

9 Sifre Deut 6 4 p. 72b Pes 56a 20 Gen. Kab 98 to ^r\^\
, beginning, Tanhuma

ib. p. 109a Deut. Rab 2 Jell., BH. II 73 Genesis 49 1 J II Deut 6 4 J I and J IL
10 Deut 6 4 J n nb^b inno «n"i n"»»l!^ «n\ Gen 49 1 J I has the synonymous

n^np^ nw for «3n n^tsty. So Deut 64 J I YQb)f •'tiVy'? nnp"* nw ^^nn.
1* Ges.-Kautzsch, Hebr. Gram.^"^ 135 n.

12 Cf. "in^^'jii nnD Ps 145 11 «wnpi «nn «di» ,«Tp^i «n ^or ,H^''mi «s"» how etc.

p. 30f. Exod 33 22 nii3.

13 «n-i (^ni), «-ip^ ODD), «mp (B^np) etc. Cf. L. Blau, i^^JT. XXXI 1895

p. ]88f.
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We are now in a position to see the identity of this response,

at bottom made up of 3 parts
^ 4

(i) 'jnn (2) Tl (3) D^l^^ in the

various liturgical passages in the Old Testament in which it occurs.

Temple
Besponse

Kaddish Dan 2 20 Palis a lGhT29io
Pi 106 48

1 ChT 16 36
Pb 41 14 Pt72 Ps 89 53

ubvh

I

«ni?« n no»

TiStt . . \T

'n D»

inn

D^iyn p
nb)V7\ n»i

D^^y^

-p-Q

nbwb

Even the form of summons is sometimes of the same type:

Ps 145 21 1^1 CJ^IJ^V (y) Itynp Dt5^
(|3) [ItS^n "PD] Tin''"! (a) or Neh 9 5

nh)vr^ nyi d^"iv?i P (t) Q^nh^k 'n n« (p) IDnn (a) It is here seen

that all the doxologies closing the books of Psalms, perhaps also

recited after every Psalm, is are substantially the same, and that

this one type of blessing runs through the liturgical Psalms and

prayers of the Old Testament. It seems not improbable that a formula

of this type may be meant by the enigmatic 'T'tJ^n T\TO, (Pes 10 7)

recorded as said over the Hallel, the meaning of which was no

longer known to the Tannaim of the second century. The formula

is a simple blessing of God('s Name). In the Psalm doxologies it

was said by the leader, the people responding (Ps 106 48 = 1 Chr 16 3«

Dj;n b 10«"l) with (]»«1) ]D«. So too in the ancient fast day service i«

the leader said the blessings or Psalms and closed with the doxo-

logy D'^lVn ^V^ D^15;n p ^«1ty^ \n^« 'n inn (Ps 106 48 l Chr 16 3fl)

to which the congregation in the Temple answered 111D Dty yr\1

nyi Uh^yh iniDte, in the synagogues (p«1) p«.
The difference between the Temple and synagogue responses

is due to the fact that within the Temple, the Tetragrammaton
was spoken, outside its pronunciation was avoided. This prepares

us for the fact which we learn from other sources, i^ that Dt^ ^IH

»* Similar to the frequent Palmyrene dedication Kfi^p^ r\tw y^lb. The
Mechilta 16 p. 19b gives the responBe of the people as ub\$b T^niDn "n ^nn.

16 So Graetz, MGWJ. 1872 p. 481 fif.

»« T. Taan 1 lo—14 215 26 ff. B. Taan 16b.

17 Yoma384i2 62Taan25 T. Ta an 1 lof. 13 21529 216 3. Mechilta I.e. Gen.
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•7^1 D^l^^ iniD^D 1UD was a response to the utterance of the Tetra-

grammaton in the Temple. Bearing this fact in mind, we shall arrive

at a clearer understanding of the nature of the Kaddish response.

In the Tanna d'be Eliahu Eahba the phrase ^n:in IfiK^ \T

D'>d!?1V ''tt^lj^^l t:b)V^ ^1niD occurs 23 times, in the Tanna d'be Eliahu

Zutta once. Ten of these are tacked on to n"lpn,
is 9 to Oi)'';i«

Q^»tyntJ^,i» 2 to p-tJ toSltS^ «DD b)^ ntyi-'io and one each to ynbii 'H,

«in ins D-iD^DH ^D^io i^tt and «in Tiis D''D'?fin •»d!?» I'jD n"npn.2i

This insertion of the praise at a mention of a name of God is not

for special emphasis, but occurs quite sporadically and after desig-

nations that already contain the interjection Min TllS, and there

seems to be no reason why it should be limited to just these cases.

There is every reason to think that the response was often used

in one form or another as an ejaculated praise at the mention of

God's Name. For we have seen that it is the equivalent of IHl
^) ub))^b imste TO3 Dty, which is unquestionably a response to

the Name, and both are in form simply blessings of the Name.

Moreover we have direct evidence that responses were given at

every mention of God, as in the later phraseology of Rabbinic

writers ^l^TT^ (Tl) or the liturgical IDt^ inm «in inn are added.

Deut 32 3 )ynbi^b bli Un «np« n DtS^ '«D was interpreted as "When
I mention the Name of the Lord, ascribe greatness to our God". 22

Prov 10 7 HDin^ pnx "or was taken as prescribing a n3in at the

mention of the Righteous One. 23 Hence the added lllSDn according

to R. Ishmael Ber 7 3 in the formula opening a service 'n nj< Dll

Rab 98 I.e. of Jacob's response nyi n^lj;'? inw^tt nna D» l^nn nD«i vnB^n »n^B Kin «!«

where vnsis^n a^n'^S means uttered the B^"i1S0n UVf—the Name distinctly pronounced,
the Tetragrammaton. This explains the otherwise enigmatic notice p» pij? 1^«

»npttnT.Ber7 22l7ii T.Ta'an In 215 28 J.BerOs 14c i2B.Taanl6bi2 Sota40bi.

In the Temple the longer formula nyi d'jIJ^^ inD^t3 nns UV "["nn was used, in the

synagogues (p«l) p«.
18 TBER. 2ii 7 32 8 39 18i09 20ii3 25i36 27i43 29i56. TBEZ. after -j^JO

7\"yp7\ D^S^tsn '3'pti 4 180.

i» D''t5t»aty -nK TBER. 10 51 1153 17 83 18 100 20121 29 157. n^owntp ir2«7 33

20115 (not immediately). 20 TBER. 525 12 56. 21 TBER. 4i8 17 84 84.
22 Sifre to Deut 32 3 306 p. 132b towards end, Rashi. Cf. Ber. 45a. Mechilta

1. c. reads v^^P ]^ n»^ .i''"in« D^aij^n '[ha M^nh»h bii un .^"latD.^ m .«np« "n d» ^d

D*?iV'? n"ii3fin "n "iiin ?rnn«.
23 Yoma 37a 1 Yalkut to Prov 10 7 Mechilta 1. c.
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•pl^J^n (p. 51). The custom that these verses were made to support

was not regarded as tedious,^* for various responses were given,25

sometimes inordinately heaped up such as (TBER. 17 84) tynpH 'plK

"'0^iV'?i nb)v^ TiUD b)i^n iDtr \T' «in inn d^d^dh ••n^D ^b^ «in inn]

p ir« [d"'d'?15;
or TBEZ. 4 iso inn tynpn D^n'r^n '•n^D i!?» n^:init5^

D^tt'^iy ''O^IV'?^ Cl'?"!^^ 1*»1^» ^HiM IDfiJ^ \T «in. The response to the

opening summons llinDH TI HN innn was 1^1 ^b)^^ llinttH 'H inn
and IJ^I d'^IV^ ininte linn DSS^ inn (Slfre, Mechilta 1. c). The response

in the grace after meals was llinon inn DS. (Texts 11in»1 inn,

Tosafoth innDI «in inn) Ber 45b
7.

The frequent designation DIpDH

(Aboth 54), especially in the blessing DIpDH inn, has almost in-

variably i^)T[ inn tacked on to it; and when it occurs without it,

the praise was certainly added in actual recitation and is merely

omitted in writing to avoid repetition, just as in early Church writ-

ings the doxology closing the Paternoster is often left to be supplied

in reading, and as, according to Geaetz (1. c), doxologies were

recited after each Psalm, but written only at the end of whole

books. In this way we can explain the rare cases where
t^tffllp

or K^npn occurs without an added praise.
2 6 It occurs with added

praises as follows:

Win inn K^npn = «in inn «^Tip (i)

(blessed is, or rather blessed be He)

27iinD n-'Dty «n^ Wrip (2)

28nnityD n'^Dty «iT «in inn Wiyp (3)

29^D^5;^ linD n^ttti^ «iT «^Tip (4)

30D^V^ nntj^Di lin» «n-i n^m «.t «in inn Wi)p (5)

24 Deut 27 15—26. Cf. the 123 n^l^^n responses p. 44 note 7.

25 Romans 1 25 and (?) 9 5.

26 Exod 32 19 J I Num 23 20 J I Deut 32 3 J II Lam 3 38 Cant 4 11. In

these cases however «B^Tip could be genetive in place of the adjective e. g. Deut
32 3 J n «lsnipT .T-DIS^ equal to «lJ^np n''ttt» as commonly in Aramaic. KlJ>n"ip

Dia as

in Exod 32 1 9 J I is the translation of the commonly occurring B^lp "'B used to

avoid 'n '•B. (See the examples collected by Bacher, ETT. 168 f. and Addenda
ETA. p. 254.) But for this also n"Spn ^B occurs.

27 Exod 20 2 3 J II Num 16 2 J L
28 Exod 15 18 J I 24 18 J I Num 21 34 J H Deut 3 2 J II.

29 Exod 15 3 JI.
30 Exod 20 2 J n.
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'*r
-^l

'^^V^ V^^ ^'^^ ^^^ «D'?vi «n^« (6)1

32)'>D'?y >i2bvh iinfi «ni iT»ty «n^ Wr^ (7)

35«"»D^j; -fi^v'?! D^V^ lintt «ni iTdis^ «n^ «^Tip (8)

bmn iisB^ \n^ [«"in inn do^dh ''d'?d i^d] win inn ¥npn (9)

ss^D^iV ^»!?i5;'?i D^iV*? i»ty iinn^ Kin inn ^npn (lO)

^o^iV^i Q^'JV'? «''n inn tynpn !?iy loiy innn^ty «in inn Wnpri (il)

etc. etc. 37

These examples leave no doubt that it was customary to respond

at the mention of God's Name with a blessing, varying in form, but

at bottom composed of the same three elements as the Biblical

responses examined above with the Kaddish response, namely (1) inn

(2) iTDtfi^ (3) D^J^'?. These are all responses to a int, mntn, niDtS,

fc<jnm« 38—a mention of God's Name, given by the reader and the

congregation.
3 9 It is clear therefore, that this response in the

Kaddish is the liturgical response of the Bible, and the praise

ejaculated in the synagogues and study houses after every mention

of God's Name.

3 J Gen 35 9 J n Haftarah Targum blessing Lagarde, Froph. Chald. 1872

p. 493 no. 8. 32 Gen 49 i J II Ex 15 i8 J II edd.

33 Exod 15 3 J II as in the Kaddish. 34 TBBR. 17 84 and p. 47 note 18.

35 TBER. 18 108. 36 TBER. 28 i49.

37 Compare Chase (The Lord's Prayer in the Early Church p. 168 et seq.)

for the various ways in which the doxology aoi [lariv] -^
66$a tic, xou; al&vai;

was expanded in the Christian Church. Ps 113 2 appears as a response in the

early Church liturgy e. g. in the Mass of St. Chrysostom Brit. Mus. Add. 14497.

Cf. Pbobst, Liturgie des vierten Jahrhunderts, p. 443.

38 Exod 23 13 n^3in »h Dnn« d\-i'?« np). Exod 3 15 "Ti ^'lh nsT mi nhyb "tsB^ nt.

npt is "name" mention. Cf. Assyr. zakaru to name, mention, zikru a name. Cf.

further Exod 17 14 Isa 26 8 Hos 12 6 Ps 6 6 30 5 34 17 97 12 102 13 135 13 Prov

10 7 Job 18 17. n"i3l«n, nnDm etc are prob. shortened from DB^n mDM, r\'^^m

nvfn etc. and sometimes refer to other designations of God besides 'n. Bacheb,
ETT. 186 ff.

39 Dalman, therefore, Gram. p. 26 is at fault in finding a sign of the Palestinian

origin of the Kaddish in the quotation of the response in the Palestinian Sifre

1. c. The response is, as shown above, Biblical. Hence also Friedmann is totally

mistaken in writing of this response (Introd. to TBE. p. 79 bot.) n^iptP nnni

nn5tn nn h^i^i^b ns ninne^i on^o^a nnM nu^nn ^ny it i. e. in the time of Joshua b.Levi

and Jose j(3rd cent. CE.).

4
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From the variety of responses, Biblical and postbiblical, all of

the same type, it is impossible to speak of a fixed custom. But

the response in the Aggada seems to have been as a rule i<iT

[fc^-'D^^ ^tibv^) nb^b] TinD «ni n^Ot^.^o The references to this response

in the Talmud are to a well known and popular formula and the

necessity is not felt of explaining what is meant by it. The passages

A B E H I K L (pp. 8f. 43 and 50) may refer not alone to the final

doxology but to the constant response given throughout an Aggadic

address. The reference seems to be rather to a response that was

frequent in the people's mouth than to the one final one as is

always assumed. But where, as in C . ^H'' J»« Y^^V T^ *1^^1 and

D F NT" p« inn« J^ilV, J»« introduces it, the reference to the

Kaddish found in these passages is probably correct.

According to the Sifre 1. c. rCDtS^ «.T 1D1«^ pD ntt1« ''D1'' '1

'n Dty ""D ntti^ iiD^n ?n'^b)v '^b)vb) ^^b)vb Dnnn« D-^ii^ty iin» «n-i

1iM^«^ bl^ inn «1p«, the leader added the first half of the praise

to an utterance of God's Name and the congregation followed it

up with 'hv yb) yb. Assuming the text here to be correct, ^^ it

would nevertheless seem that the final response in the Kaddish

doxology was given in toto by the congregation, the leader prompting

))0« nD«"l and the congregation answering fc^n"! H'^Dty «n''
]):5«.

There is no mention of God's Name in the Kaddish to occasion

this response other than «ni iT-Dty
ty^pH'^'l bl^^TW The emphasis

however is on this magnifying and hallowing of the Name through

the redemption,
4 2 and in response to this as a finale, the whole

response is given in full by the assembled congregation. To magnify

it above the other (less complete?) responses given throughout the

discourse, the Midrashic amplification of it nnntJ^"'1 Tinn'' was

added.

There is one more Talmudic reference to this formula. In

Succa 39 a 2
(L) Raba (280—352) says one should not separate

*o «rni«n K31 notr «n^ Sota 49a jg Compare also C D E F page 8 f.

41 Note however -ID^« (Sing.) and nnnn« (PI.)
— "after these mentions"?;

^"lal^ «an n^aer h,t Aramaic and D-)3'?iy ^D^IJ^^KO ^^^^V^ Hebrew.
42 The intervening n"i3^0 clause is not felt as interrupting; compare TBER.

20 116 hM^T^ Miv M" VT ^B^pD ^sni '[hv izm )h n«a ^db^i idb>3 ^r»tt^», D^at^nt^ ir3«,
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Tiao from rw\ but should utter the four words D"-|fiy^ together: t6

This is apparently directed against a scheme of response: Reader

«an iTDty ^n"*—Cong, ''rj; 'b) yb I-I^D 'n 'ty «iT, similar to the summons

of Akiba (Ber 7 3) 'H n« ^DID. To these were preferred the schemes:

Reader ^1no '11 'fity H.T—Cong, '^j; '^1 yb 'ifi 'ni '»B^ 'H"* and Reader

TlinDH 'n n« Dli— Cong, nj;"! D^IJ;'? llinen 'n Tim 43
emphasising the

importance of responding to the utterance of the Name.

The relationship of the Kaddish and the summons IDIl which

we find as interchangeable in various passages
44

is, as we now see,

the relationship of their responses to each other. The two responses

•bv 'b) 'j?^ 'nc5 'nn '»tj^ 'n*' and ij;^ Q^iV^ iiuidh 'n inn, both of which

are supported from Deut 32 3 in the same way, are similar in form

and are responses to the mention of the divine Name. For the

response IV) d'?1j;'? lll^Dn "n Tlli is not the answer to the sunmions

to prayer, but a response to the utterance of the Name contained

in the summons. ^ 5 These considerations help towards understanding

the importance attached to these responses.
^ 6

Jliey not only imply

the presence of the congregation in the synagogue or study house^

hut are the praise of God offered after every blessing,^'' after every

mention of His Name and after the final doxology of the lecture

house.

The response must, from the analogy of the various Biblical

and Rabbinical forms adduced above, end at ^''tt^J^.^s Through a

misconstruction and to preserve the number seven of 'the seven

praises', many texts 49 include also the Tlin"' of the following paragraph

43 R. Ishmael Ber 7 3 Sifre 1. c. Ber BOa
^4.

*4 Soferim 10 8 p. 153 t»np ]''n
12"il V^j 1^ 8. The Akiba legend (Appendix B

note 3 p. 102) where the son says 13"ia 1« B^np. Compare the Kaddish like prayer
added as a meditation to ^D^S in almost all prayer manuals.

^5 The text of Sifre 1. c. emphasising Dt? in Deut 32 3 makes this clear.

This answers the doubt expressed by Dr. Elbogen JQR. XIX 1907 p. 235.

*6 Shulhan Aruch Orah Hayyim 56 3 (aOM "i«a) : ^Bfi «)nj? «a"l iT-fiCr KH" p«
Dnmi 7\)Dr\pia

47 Sifre 1. c. "^iinttn in« D-iipe^ ^ao.
48 So Seadya, Asheri, Rashi, Mahzor Vitry, Maimonidea, Kol Bo etc.

49 Amram, Orhoth Hayyim, Shulhan *Aruch Orah Hayyim 56 3, Spanish,

many Yemen MSS. (Or. 1480 etc.). The legend in Derech Eres Zutta as cited in

Shibbole ha-Leket 8. Ha-Manhig Ch. 4 etc. The Cabbalists Joseph Gikatilla,

Bahye ben Asher and Recanate quoted in Matteh Moshe 74.

4*
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in the response. This reading is construed as two sentences ^n^

nhvh l"in» «m rr'^ty and linn*' W-'D^V ^llbyb). This is apparently

the meaning of the reading «"'»^V ^i^^V^) i^l^b^h TilD «n"l n''12^ «n''

yDJl^ fc^in in a Genizah fragment, so and certainly that of the Itahan^^

and Provencal " reading ^l^byb) «''»'?5; •'»!?V^1 D^ry^ ^iniD «ni H^Dty «.T

nnnt5^ .«in ^in mDp"} n''»ty imri"' «''D^V. The Carpentras and

Chinese rituals divide the words: 'D^V 'bvb nbvb TIDD «ni n^Dtr t^iT

p:in'' and the Mahzor Vitry^^ in understanding l"in» «n n^aty fc^iT

(KSn) D^V^ obscures the true meaning of the verse.

Kni Superlinear wrongly «n\ perhaps from the influence of the

irregular fc<, (usually standing for a), in place of the expected Yod

(from the root rvn not nin Barth, ES, 1893 71 f.) that as mater

lectionis implies an t or e. The « is perhaps also used here to

avoid reading the Hebrew form ^n\ Nabatean and Biblical Aramaic

generally write tertia « in the 3rd sing. impf. of tertia N,
"» and 1.

In later Aramaic NT* and fe<rp occur indifferently.

The superlinear texts read here «n\ In the paragraph b)f

^«1K^'' they read almost invariably \\nh) \"T' and again «D^ty ""inv

There is no apparent reason for this regularly occurring variation

in form. 54

i^\d?V ''D^j?^^ D^JJ^ Thus in the Kaddish response,55 or without

the connecting Vav. The readings J'^D^j;
for «''»^V in Kohut's Yemen

text 56 and ND^V^ for D^V^ in two Genizah fragments
^7 and in the

Yemen text of Maimonides' reading
^8 are exceptional. The numerous

variations shown above (p. 48 f.) could easily be multiplied from

50 GDK. 54.

M LuzzATTo 40b. Or. 2736 Add. 18,230, 26,957, 27,072 etc. for the sabbath

morning service.

62 Cod. Gaster 701. 53 Tosafoth Ber 3a.

5* "'in'' and \n^ («n'') are quite similar in usage. Compare Onk. and J I to Gen
16 12 and 18 is where NT* corresponds with "'in'' and vice versa. Aramaic in-

scriptions show '"'in^, «n^ and KVn^ Ldzb. 259. The Biblical Aramaic form »)nb,

occurring occasionally in the Targumim (Exod 22 24 JI, Ezek 41 6, Exod 10 28

JIII, GiNSB. ^ino"?) is not found in Kaddish texts. On the forms see DG 264.

352 ff. NoLD. Hand. p. 215 ff. § 166, p. 267 § 196. Konio ZDMQ. LI 1897, 332

et seq. Barth ES. 1893 71 f. Bevan, Daniel 35 f. etc.

S5 Cf. Ber 28b
33. Targ. Exod 15 3 J II. ^e Targ. Ps 45 18.

" GDK. 63. 54 and Chinese MSS. Cf. Isa 45 17 Cod. Reuchl. Targ.
58 Or. 2227 p. 18b.
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Biblical usage,59 Aramaic inscriptions,^^ the Targum'i and other

sources. In view of these differences, the notice of the Mishna
and Tosefta is instructive "D^lj; 1^" Vn tyipcntr niDin "'Dnin hD

"n'piyn nvi.62 «The final words of the Temple blessings used to be

'for ever^; but in opposition to the sectaries who denied the existence

of a second world, the formula was expanded to 'for ever and to

all eternity.'" This notice can hardly be wholly true historically,

as both the simple D^^ip^es and the fuller d'^IJ^OH) ^V(I) D*?1J^(n) (])D64

occur in Biblical doxologies. The sectaries
()"'i"'D)

meant must be

Sadducees (or Samaritans?) as the existence of the Temple alone

precludes any later reference. The Sadducee Sirach uses the form

th)V "IJ^I Q'^^VO (39 20). But the oldest Samaritan texts have only

D^1j;«7.65 The double reading however ub)VT] 1^) D*?1J?n p (T. Ta'an 1 u
215 28) used in the Temple is always reproduced traditionally in

the Targum as "Tl^n t^i^bv 1^1 T^H «D^j; p. And a comparison of

this notice of the Mishna and Tosefta with a passage like the Targ.
to Isa 41 4 («*in •'i^ D''iin« n«i ]ity«n 'n •'i«)—S55j; nnn 'n «i«

)iy« •'^n fo»^ ^555; *)«1 n-'ty^intt shows the transference of meaning
from «tt^V eternity to «»bj^ world, and makes clear the traditional

reference to the present eternity-world and the future world-eternity

expressed in the formula «'^»'?V 'tih^h) nhv^

59 Ps 72 19 90 2 41 14 145 2 etc. Dan 2 20 Kto^J^ ^'}f^ «ti^p p Dan 7 is «tt^J^ IV

60 Palmyrene Xto^J^V. Sayce-Cowley Egyptian Aram. nh)f ny 9 timeB. Ldzb.

342 )-tt^v D^s?V.

81 Isa 6 3 edd. »^nby ^tih^h) D^p!?. Cod. Reuchl. «^ti^j; D^p. Abud. Amr. Sead.

?imhi «»t2^y d'jj;'?. Abraham ibn Ezra «^»^y ^ttby.

62 Ber. end. T. Ber. 7 21 17 8 ""ttnin is a noun, pi. cstr, of onm, not of Dnin.

The Mishna text reads less suitably D^iyn p vn. «3 Ps 72 19 89 53.

64 Ps 41 14 106 48 1 Chr 16 36 29 10. Compare Dan 2 20.

65 E. g. Add. 19,651 nhiv^ )ti\if ina^ D^^y^ (ia)^n^« Tna "inan-' d'tj?'? nnD n^Vv

Heidenheim X Samarit. Liturgie Heft 1. Geiger Urschrift 128 fif.
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ni5n^.i (6) ^^in^.! (5) DDnnii (4) i«Bn^. (3) n^F\\^]] (2) ^lan^. (i)

KHTis^ «nDi2i-'?3tt i^Vvb «^n Tin «t5^npi n»i5^
'''"'

fH rfej^n'^'i (7)

p« nD«i «»bysi n^tt«T «nonii «nnst5^ni

Yemen reads 1 2 3 4 7 6 8a 5. Eoman, Romania, Corfu and

Provence 1 2 3 4 5 7 6 8a, and Chinese 1234756 8. Rashi,

Yemen, Chinese, Roman and Provence i^b'^b i<b)^b and so German

from the 1st to the 10 th of Tishri.

Stripped of its richness of wording this paragraph may be

reduced to «nDnn ^DD i6yb n"l mip"! iTDIT innn% and it is seen

to be a florid Midrashic working out of the response '11 '»tJ^ wrf

Tin», apparently suggested in form by the opening words hl^SV

t5^1pn"'1, intended to magnify the finale and make it more impressive.

This paragraph is therefore younger than its original. Phil.

Bloch^ dates it from the Gaonic period, the style, according to

him, pointing decidedly to the mystics known as the nnDID niV as

the authors of this addition. In proof of his theory he refers to the

manual of these mystics—the work Till m^DNT^ that contains many

passages of heaped up synonyms of praise more or less similar to

those in this paragraph.
3 Their relationship cannot be gainsaid.

But in the '•mi m^D\T they show a mystic extravagance and un-

clearness of expression that is foreign to the Kaddish paragraph.

Many of them are expansions of expansions like the acrostic one

in Amram (I 3 b) IIIDH ^i?D^ y\b «^ ''0 nn«n iVd'? in«"' »b ''0

. D'^D^DH and as such betray themselves as belonging to a very

late stage of the tendency.

1 MGWJ. XXXVn 1893 p. 264 et seq.
2 Jell. BH. Ill 83—108.

3 E. g. Ch. 16 3 p. 95 nns ]>:nui y^•:7\^'\ i^tsm-im i^nxsoi ]^D'?pm ^nniyoi ^disd
"n H^oniD^ta^ n^nii m«S5ni; Ch 247 p. 102 ^fifin'' ymb n«B^ t»:e5'? m^m^ yiiih la-ia^ ^^th
.. .nr TiB^; Ch 72 p. 89, 12 3 p. 92 . . n«istt "i!?o KB^inn Dttinnn mnnn; Ch 26 e p. 103

c^pnn \bynT\ nbj^nn »npnn ^ninn nnnrn pnnn "i«Bnn «B^:nn nennn mnnn m«nn
. . T\y\n ]^V (slightly varying in a Genizah fragment published by Gaster GDK.
240); Ch. 24 p. 102 xis'ann ,ni«i b^n b)f nmnnn ,Dpii ^ds "issnn ,^^v ^3i mnnn
^j^ np^nn ,^^n^ «D3 ^y lasnn ,D^ni!»- h^ by nwinn ,D^B>)>on ^22 "»3^rin ,"i«b niay ^p

^3a D^pnn ,b\b^n7\ !?33 'j'jnnn .ninne^inn Vdi nan»n ,nwian ba inann ,'imon ^Vs
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With far more right could the author of the TBER be fixed

upon as author of our paragraph. For in that work instead of

praises sometimes over 80 in number piled one upon another as in

Till r\)bTn, we get the more modest phrase Vin DttlTI nnt^'^l T^n"*

t5^"lp''1
in different variations over and over again.

^

The almost complete agreement in the wording of the para-

graph in every ritual points to its having been old and traditional

long before the Gaonic period [7th
—11th cent]. The subsequent

paragraphs dating from late Talmudic or Gaonic times, show many
variations in their traditions. Of this paragraph there is only one

tradition and that is shared by every rite. And this early date is

borne out entirely by the praises on which Bloch bases his theory.

Hechaloth Rabbathi itself contains elements far older than Gaonic.

Bloch himself refers to the case mentioned in both Talmuds ^ where

a synagogue reader in Tannaitic times is blamed for departing from

the traditionally fixed form by heaping up praise designations over

and above «1ini lUiH ^n:in ^«n6 incorporated by the Men of the

Great Synagogue in the Shemone 'Esre. This, if it shows nothing

else, proves that the tendency towards piling up synonyms of praise

existed earlier than the Gaonic niDID '•lir. The same is attested

by the rain blessing twice given in the Palestinian Talmud' begin-

ning liD'jD l»ty DDIinXI) innn-^O) tJ^npnXI) b^^r\\ by the Mechilta

of R. Simeon b. Yohais ]"«'?VnD') p'^pDI I'^nntyttl l-^DDnDI p«SD ht^ltS^')

. ''fi^ mm m^) ni«sni nb^^ nntri Tty ]^:iniii oninai), by the

Mechilta of R. Ishmael^ rh"!^) n«^in"i nnt^i Tt5^ ]niii nntytti ddiio

* TBER. 5 22 6 31 3i, 15 69 1681 1896 97 (6 times in twelve lines) i03. Com-

pare further 1889 29 157 19110 627 17 83 20 11 3 28 154 18 100.

5 B. Ber 33b jj B. Meg 25a 21 Jer Ber 9 i 12d 3^ Midr. Ps 19 2 ed. Buber

p. 163.

6 Deut 10 17 Neh 9 32 Ber 33b 12 Meg 25a 21 Yoma 69b
^g J. Ber 9 1

12 d 31 Sifre 343 ed. Friedmann p. 142b Midr. Ps 19 2 p. 163.

7 J. Ber 9 3 14a 8 J. Ta'an 1 3 64b 12 Ber Rab 13.

8 Mechilta of R. Simeon b. Yohai ed. Hoffmann to Exod 14 8 p. 45, to

Exod 14 14 p. 47.

9 Mechilta of R. Ishmael (ed. Friedmann) to Exod 14 15 end p. 30 a, to

Exod 14 14 p. 29 a. See Zunz Gy2 387 note ii.
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to say nothing of Biblical examples
lo such as nnDI DDIIttl nntyo,ii

1 Chr 29 11 'n T^ Tinm n^iim n-i«Bnni mn:ini nb^yn 'n ^7

.ty«n'? '^ab «K^inDni nDtelsn. The very maxim of R. Meir (139—165).

«in inn t^npn •'isV p^iD d^« '^ts^ vini vn^ Dbi^V "few should be

the words man utters to God" (Ber 61a ^ Eccl 5 i), of K Yohanan

(Job 37 20) ntt«ity rh)vn )d "ipj^i ""^id "nnv n"npn ^si^ inntj^n isD»n

im« ""D lb 1BDNT "he who gives God immoderate praise, destroys

himself" and other similar sayings, must be understood as showing

that the opposite tendency was prevalent, and against it they warn.

The Mishna Pesahim 10 5 in our Babylonian editions contains

the following words DDiib i«sb nnty"? bbnb nTDTih D^n"'^n iini« *]ysib

Dhpb) nbvb l;^:h Tinb or in the Palestinian text DDnb ^y^b
IXi^b) b^ib. Eabbinowicz in his Dikduke Soferim mentions other old

readings, but all are agreed in reading heaped up praises usually

seven or eight in number. 12 This Mishna has practically the same

tradition as our paragraph, since nmnb cannot be turned into the

Hithpael without giving it the meaning of "confess" i3, and linn\

corresponding with T^^b, is in the Kaddish transposed to the be-

ginning, as being the connecting link of the whole paragraph.

From these and similar examples, it is clear that the Gaonic

mystics, the Tl^yyo HIV are not to be held as the authors of this

paragraph. In the language of the mystics there is an unvarying

tradition, and the two works with the most frequent echoes of the

seven praises are the mystic "Tini iTlbn\1 containing many old ele-

ments and TBER. and Z. also containing many very early traditions,

10 Page 27 note 5 doubled expressions in Daniel. This heaping of synonyms
of praise is very common in apocryphal works e. g. The Song of the three Holy
Children and in the early Church liturgy. Carl Michel Gebet und Bild in frilh-

christlicher Zeit Leipzig 1902 p. 3. Apostolic Constitutions VIII 35. Even the

prayer book of the Falashas shows the same style
—JosephHaliSvy Paris 1876 p.21,

*i Daniel 4 34. In Daniel, the earliest extant work of the mystic school,

expressions of all kinds heaped up 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 fold are a marked feature of

the style e. g. 2 27 4 4 5 7 11 magicians; 3 1 3 27 6 8 satraps (compare Jer 51 57);

3 4 7 29 31 6 19 6 26 7 14 peoples; 3 5 7 10 15 musical instruments; 2 37 4 33 7 27

kingdom; 5ii i4 wisdom; 5 4 23 gold etc. 3 21 clothes; etc.

12 Tosafoth to Pesahim ib. Amram.
*3 2 Chr 30 22 is questionable; and if it does not mean confess, it has at

least a semi- active meaning "to give thanks", here unsuitable. In Rabbinical

Bebrew the Hithpaal always means confess.
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so that this heaping seems to be a special characteristic of the mystics

as Bloch has pointed out. The origin of Jewish mysticism is usually

traced back to the Essenes and the literature of the cosmogony,

angelology, esoteric speculation and mysticism in general took its

rise among them. We are therefore justified in seeking the origin

of this paragraph among the mystics, most probably among those who

followed and carried on the traditions of the old Essenes, the prede-

cessors of the Gaonic n^DItt mi\ Many prominent Eabbis belonged
more or less to this (Essenic) mystic school, such as R. Simeon b.

Yohai and Joshua b. Levi, and there is nothing against seeking the

origin of this paragraph somewhere between the second and fourth

centuries of the common era.

The Hebrew form bn b);^^ reads 1«sn^1 n^fltT'^l t^npn^l ^liH'"

bhnn>) nnrT'l nbvn'^) i^mr\') D^nn^l, the order of the terms agreeing
with that in the Roman ritual (Shibbole ha-Leket), the Yemen tra-

dition and the Genizah fragment (GDK. 53). Out of two dozen

instances taken from TBER. and 'Tini ni^D\n, lin and nntJ^ are

coupled 18 times, bli and t^lp 11 times. Very many prayers both

old and more modern contain echoes of these praises, often in a

Midrashically expanded form, is In the prayer book examples
^ 6

DDnn"*! M^Sim nnnt:^'' is a traditional order.

In the early middle ages fanciful explanations were given to the

numbers of the terms of praise whether reckoned as seven, i^
eighths

or ten 19
(including t^lpn"*"! ^n:in''). In the Kaddish the praises are

usually joined with Vav.20

i* Page 18, Soferim 14 12 text as edit. Muller.
15 E. g. in the grace after meals nnn»^ «in ]onnn p«3^ D''tswi "Iiin'' «in pnnn

D^tt^^y ^i2h)'}fhi ny^ laa -nnn^ DTiJia n^^h 13a n«&n^i o^-n nil*?.

16
m^npttS Arnram I 27 b, Vitry 154, n»«ty -]lin Amram I 2b, i:-i1!t Tinnn,

nane^'' Amram I 27 b etc.

1'^ Amram, and most authorities follow him, connects them with the Theavens.
18 Mahzor Vitry, Orhoth Hayyim, Kol Bo equivalent to the 7 heavens and

the expanse above the Hayyoth. Dififerently Eleazar of Worms, the 8 words

of Moses.
19 The 10 words (nntt«») by which the world was created (Aboth 5 1),

Rashi, Shibbole ha-leket (Zedekiah b, Abraham). Di£Ferently his brother Ben-

jamin: God's 10 garments of justice and vengeance.
20 In the old Genizah fragment (GDK. 53) only the last two are connected

with Vav. So too Yemen Ms. Or. 2227 (1640 CE.) p. 18 b. Or. 2418. Cod. Gabter 321.
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It is impossible to regard the words as anything but Hebrew, "i

Almost all old authorities recognise their Hebrew character and many
are at pains to account for the change from Aramaic. 22 Abudarham

gives the reason quite correctly that these words cannot be forced

to take on an Aramaic dress ])\i;bb iniit^^ Yb)y VH «^ nnt^n ""D—

Di:inn—even though we find passages like iT'Dt!^ nnnt^^l innn'' «1 hv

«VlD nn»T (Yitry p. 172). t^mn^ and n^5;n"' are purely Hebrew forms;

MT]SV can only mean "to return, go around" etc. in Aramaic, and

IKSn^ and ^Sin"* are not used in Aramaic at all. The Ithpaals are

used, as often the Nithpaal, as the usual new-Hebrew passive.

Probably under Aramaic influence the Hithpaal form, preserving

the original a vowel that is very common in classical Hebrew, 2 3 is

used as far as we can tell from early punctuated new-Hebrew texts

almost to the exclusion of the Hithpael, especially, as here, in cases

of words in rapid connection. It is as unnecessary then to point

with many editions y]^r\\ l^sn*' etc. as it would be to point nsnty\

Most of the old MSS. and editions point the words as pausal, al-

though for what reason it is difficult to see, unless it be to ensure

their deliberate recitation.

'^*l2iri';
Amr. Maim, and many MSS. treat it 2 4 as part of the

response requiring an )0« after it. Vitry etc. read l^l^H"'].

njritj^l] in Biblical Hebrew apparently late and borrowed from

Aramaic. 2 5 The usual Targ. to IXDn"" and bhnn> is nnnty\ It is here

used as the pass, of the Pael "to be lauded", not as "to boast".

^lijISri*]]
a favourite root in Ben Sirach (48 4 50 20 . .

.).
It is no-

where used as Aramaic. Barth E. S, 21.

DDt^iri^] Ithpalal, Hebrew, but in Aramaic not necessarily a

Hebraism—Dan 4 34 (11 36).26 Baeth E. S. 14. This word is almost

21 Baer treats them as Aramaic, as did Solomon b. Adereth.
22 Rashi Pardes, Mahzor Vitry (p. 8) explain the change into Aramaic after

them as an avoidance of the U\tf in Hebrew. So D''"«n nim« and "12 h^ which also,

as Rashi, give as a reason of their being in Hebrew that there is no occasion

to conceal these praises from the angels.
23 Ges.-Kautzsch27 § 54 k.

2* Also Shulhan Aruch Orah Hayyim 56 2. Isserles ib. Tur Orah Hayyim 56.

25 So Kautzsch, Aramaismen im Alien Testament p. 87. On the Rabbinical

use of naiy Bacher ETA. 212.

26 NoLDEKE, Gottingsche Gelehrte Anzeigen 1884 1016.
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always pointed DttllH^I in old MSS. e. g. Amram Or. 1067, and the

editions.

KtS^^ri^] perhaps coupled with DDIin^l under the influence of

Isa 33 10 «b^3N nny D)bl-l« nnj; and «^i1 D1 Isa 6 1 57 15.

n>'j?n':] ^"nnrii) usually pointed i"nnn^i.

Oi'pnil So Amram, Seadya and Schechter's Genizah fragment

(GDK. 53). Later texts S^nn^l. Cf. Mishna Pes. 10 5 nbph (p. 56).

From a responsum of Abraham Maimonides27 we learn that his

father Moses preferred ^SlIT'l to D^pn''1. In Amram's time already

the custom varied and he notes that while some say D^pn*''!, others

do not. The reason for the change from D^plT'l was because of its

double meaning. 28 In Biblical Hebrew the verb Dbp and its deri-

vatives means only to mock, scorn, scoff, and D^p 'derision' is always

parallel to nsiH. In Ben Sirach too (11 4) it bears the same

meaning, but also (probably) in the Piel to sing praises D]^pni

m''^ DllDp 47 15. In Eabbinical Hebrew the verb is commonly
used in the sense of to jump, leap, springes and very commonly in

the sense of to praise, sing praises
3
o, as in Aramaic;^! and as long

as Aramaic was the ruling language, this latter meaning would

27 Beginning of the npn .ntJ^Vts, D2tt"in ni3B^n ^nip 51b. c.

28 Ha-Manhig (Tefilla 28).
29 See the Wiener Zeitsckrift f. Kunde d. Morgenlandes XVII 1903 p. 165 fif.

Prof. A. BUCHLER.
30 J. Shab. 16, 15c 34 Sof. 16 11 (p. 222) the 147 Psalms of the book of Psalms

connected by Graetz (Psalmen p. 9) with the triennial circle of reading the

Pentateuch, are called 7\'"ip7\b ^D^pD b\fr\tB^^ l^Di'j^p. Midr. Ps 89 1 p. 381 ^a

li«nn*? d'?p'?1 ^ns'? ..
•'io'^p^B^.

Bar. Rab. li, Yalkut II 835, 941. Sota 40a 25

mh^^ D'?pn\ PR. El. 3 etc. etc. Bacher ETA. 190 f.

31 BfjcHLER 1. c. finds the root meaning of D^p in the signification "leap,

jump". From the leaping at weddings or funerals that accompanied words of

praise he derives the meaning "praise", and from stamping the foot, that of

"scorn, deride" etc. He thus rejects the usual derivation of D^p praise from the

Greek—Payne Smith xXeoi; fame. Levy TWB. xXei'Cw, Fleischer, Nachtrag to

Levy TWB. 576, Kohut, Aruch, Frankel, Aram. Fremdworter 284, Dalman,
Gram. 183 xaXui;, xaXo;, Krauss, Griech. u. Lat. Lehnwbrter im Talmud II 547

xeXeoaai, Wellhausen (quoted by Bevan) a denominative from xXtjcji^. A. A.Bevan

agreeing with Levy NHWB., compares the double meaning of hhn (Gbsenius,

Brown Lexicon) praise, and Syriac Afel ^oil mock, both from the root

meaning to cry out. Orientalisehe Studien Theodor NoldeJce zum 70. Geburtstag

gewidmet 1906, Vol. 1, p. 581 f.
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present itself first. Later when Aramaic was no longer the verna-

cular, the Biblical meaning was again brought to the front; and in

scrupulous avoidance of all ambiguity, D^pn^l was not allowed to

stand and was replaced by ^!?nn"'"l. Yehudai Gaon (760 C. E.) (Shib-

bole ha-Leket) preferred bbnr\'^'\ on this account. Amram however

defends D^prY'1 denying that the Biblical use is exclusively un-

favorable. It is purely a dernier ressort when Hai Gaon [939
—

1028]

gives to DbpTY^) the meaning "behelmed".32

^?W1] as in Prov 31 so the passive of the Piel, not to boast.

Old MSS. and many editions ^^HIT'I.

Kin "^nn i^^TQ^ rli$p, On «in ins see above p. 48. One of

Schechter's Genizali fragments (GDK. 53) reads ^3^D 1^» bti^ 1»ty

«in Tim D"'D!?)on The designation H'n mi)p is the customary Ara-

maic equivalent of H"! t^npn, the Aramaic term using the abstract

noun "Holiness", as the abstracts ^niOty, ni"'DtJ^, nnniin, n^^JD, inD

i<nV^V etc. are used as names of God, the Hebrew the adjective

noun "the Holy One", based on Biblical usage such as ^fc^lti''' tJ^Hp,

similarly to the adjectives «i»ni, \vbVy nt^^bv (Biblical Aram, n^bv.),

nUi etc. 33 In designations of God compounded with D^iy bli^, ub))f ^ty

is sometimes joined with an abstract noun such as D^IJ? b\i^ HDD,

y V lOnD, y 'ti^ l^n, y V "innitD, sometimes with an adj. such as

D^iV !?B^ )Tn\ y 'tr )y^v, y '^ ip-nj;, y v ipns, y '^ liioip.s*

Kin T"'^ «t5^*Tp as a Name of God is of very frequent occurrence 35,

and it is here impossible to split it up construing as two sentences

^r\y\l ^Dtt W^J^^ «"in X^n «ty'7pn riDiy bbr^T\'^^ as several pre-

scribe. 36 Eor Seadya and Maimonides prescribe an )»« after T'"^^

fc<in, and the paragraph is ultimately based on Neh 9 5 DK' 1D"in"'1

32
D^lp a helmet, Fleischer 1. c, Krauss 1. c. p. 507 xtovo;; Levy TWB.

D. Gr. 186 xopu;. BCchler REJ LIV 1907 p. 194-199 thinks D^pn^ is the Palesti-

nian reading, adopted in the academy at Sura, but rejected at Pumbaditha.
33 Compare 6 £{)Xo7T)t6; Mark 14 61.

34 E. Landau, Die dem Raume entnommenen Synonyma fur Gott, Ziirich

1888 p. 6 et seq. gives 57 Rabbinical designations of God. On n'l K»T)p (n'n mipn)
ScHURER, Jahrbuch f. Protest. Theologie II 1876, p. 171.

35 E. g. Sanh 39a
jg.

Ber 3b
^^

7a 18. Keth 77b
j^.

JI Gen 22 i 25 21. Num
21 34. Deut 1 1. Burial Kaddish.

3»
J>nt "»1« quoted by Dm3« ]iti

Shulhan Aruch Orah ?ayyim 56 7 and

Isserles to l^yir ibid, followed by Baer, Abodath Israel p. 130.
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nSnm riDin ^d bv aontti itidd as is the parallel passage in tni^npon
^K^"' p in nmnis^ni m^ty nm "ja 'ry d'?p*?i nbj;^. Moreover

MK'lpl iT'Dfiy alone occurs very exceptionally (e. g. Deut 32 3 Jll)

even though «tyilp is, in accordance with Aramaic idiom, usually

used with 1 as a Genitive instead of the adjective «t5>np. In such

cases too Sin T'H or some such response was almost certainly added

in actual recitation. The sense of the passage is obviously 'jUn"'

«nDin ^D» ^b^v^ n"apn n^oty amplified by «^''v'? T\"':i'pi
n-fity n:inBf''

snnntyin ^dd.

^^^^^^
in the Hebrew versions l^bvch. «^5;37 is better than «'5"'5;88

or «^"'5;39 in pointed texts. ^h'^V^ vh^'^h of Rashi, the Roman or

Yemen rites is better than the form often found «^'«V^1 \fh^vb in

spite of the Genizah fragment (GDK. 53) th'^ioh^ Th'^'ch. Compare
Deut 28 43 rbv^ n^Vtt in the Targum «'?7'? «V7^. MS. Add. 27,086

reads ^""V^, once ^h^^^b with the « crossed out.

731? or ^3"]p. JO or the contracted form -Hp is quite as in-

differently used in the old versions as in Biblical Aramaic where

bm and «t2^i« p occur together Dan 4 22, and DJ^tt J» and Djmp

occur together in the one verse Ezra 6 14. On the whole however

p in Biblical Aramaic is more often unassimilated. According to

Dalman {Or. 227) ]p in the Palest. Talmud and Midrashim often

remains unassimilated, so also in the Jerus. Targumim. In Onkelos,

according to MS. Socin 74 )0 is almost without exception assi-

milated, but never in D*lp ]JD,
and in Mandaic^o the

]
is not assi-

milated—at least orthographically not.

i^nDI^— see on «nttmi p. 62.

Krin3t?^ri] KriT?^ belong intimately together. Hence ^vrm,

not «nTtyi. «nnntym «m"'S5>—mnnt^ni niTty is a usual expression for

Psalms. 41 D''Ttyn 1^ becomes in the Targum jniK^ini ]"'Tty,
while

37 Dan 6 3. Nabatean (Ldzb. 341) Egyptian A.rainaic Sayce-Cowley A. 5 10

11 13 etc. Several MSS. e. g. Add. 26,954.
38 Most MSS. and almost all editions. Targum Sabionetta etc. Dalman.
39 Ainram Ms. Or. 1067. Or. 2736, 2389. Add. 18,230.
40 NoLDEKE, Maud. Oram. § 158.

*i Of David Ber 3b ^^ 7b 24 Sanh 92b 7
Midr. Ps 22 i p. 180. Of Solomon

Targ. Cant 1 1 4 11 Midr. Ps 22 1 p. 130. Biblical n^btn e. g. Ps 72 20. Cf. Me-

ciiilta to Exod 15 1 p. 34 a, Tanhuma ibid. Harkavy, Besponsen der Geonim 30 f.
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Tfiy, riTtr appears regularly as «nntyin, «nn3tJ^in ^2 which are also the

regular Targum equivalents for 11DTD, often for H^nn^s and even for

min44 nsiD^^s ny:ii46 etc. Both words are therefore used synonym-

ously for every kind of song of praise.

Seadya reads «nnntrn. See on ]p1^ p. 37. «nnntyr\ of many
editions is a vulgarism, perhaps, as Dr. Gasteb suggests, here assi-

milated to the preceding vowel of t^syyp «nD12. The change of

u to u (i) occurred dialectically in old Arabic, and occurs occa-

sionally, e. g. in Palestine, in vulgar dialects to day.
^7 It may per-

haps be compared with the form HillD'H Ezra 6 2 as contrasted with

H^iinDT Ezra 4 15 and the Tagum form «i1Dn. Compare also iTiBDID

(oufAcpcttvta, symphonia) Dan 3 5 15 occurring beside iTiS'^D in the

Kethibh (iTiSID Q-re) Dan 3 lo and the Neo Hebrew and Aramaic

form pSD''p (tube) [Palmyrene Tariff JISD, Syriac JUjosJ. On «nntyin

Babth NB. § 190 d.

i<riDm] «ri5"j?^«nDm
^s is better than ^nisnj

49 ^nSnj
50 or

fc^nisni^i The word here cannot mean consolations offered to God,

although the medieval commentators interpreted it so with the aid

of various Midrashim. ^2 Nor have we any authority to correct the

reading to WnfiV^j i<ri»n^ or to anything else.^s With as little suc-

42 JI Exod 15 1 Num 21 n m^ty equals i<nn^B^ nitt^.

43 Ps 51 17 100 4 106 47 145 1 149 1 .
44 Pg 42 5. Compare Jonah 2 10.

45 Ps 111 54 1. 46 Ps 55 1 61 1 76 1

47 Wright, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic languages. Cambridge 1890

p. 77. Dalman's Grammar 171 and 87 and older literature there given.
4S Amram Or. 1067, Eecchlin, Merx, Dalman, Yemen.
49 Baer just as Kte^to Dan 6 3 ed. Baer, etc.

5 Many editions e. g. Landshuth. 5i Jastrow, many editions.

*2 Rashi in Shibbole ha-Leket, Nissahon § 113 understand praises offered

for consolations about to be given. Hai Gaon, Mahzor Vitry, the Zohar to

CBBll!^ refer it to the comforts of the future when God's Name will be perfect.

Rashi Pardes (ed. Amsterdam p. 7b), Orhoth Hayyim, Tur Orah Hayyim 56 etc.

refer to the comfort of the Midrash Ber 3 a (B. p. 8).
53 Even «ni»n, 'Hymns' (!) has been suggested bv Z. F. Vidaver in Hamagid

33, 1889 p. 11, It is well known that the gutturals were locally smoothed out

so as to be all of the character of the «. Cf. Frankel, Vorstudien zu der Septua-

ginta 1841 p. 101, 110. Mechilta to Exod 12 13 p. 8a ^nnoBl is explained by TyD&l.

Sifre to Deut 32 24 p. 137b n^Dnn is interpreted by nifina (Bacher ETT. 175).

In Erub. 53b 11 the cry of a Galilean ("ID« ]«t3^) is understood as niion, "iDn,

•»»J> or no^«.



cess Phil. Bloch^^ tries to prove it a strict synonym of «nTt5^ «n31D

«nnnti'in occurring otherwise in this meaning only in Tini ni^DM

p. 101. There is there attributed to God in a list of over 80 attri-

butes . . ntsn ]im di!?b^i iDpts^n mViy nomi nmio nm The word

here, if it means anything at all—and the text of Tin'n m^D\*T is

notoriously very imperfectly preserved
—must in connection with its

neighbouring words obviously be a synonym for "rest, peace, quiet-

ness". This it cannot mean; and it is either inserted as inappro-

priately as many other words in the list, for the anagrammatic play

on nnUHD, or is more simply still a corruption of nniiD.

fc^riDni, in addition to its general meaning of comfort, consolation

for mourning and sorrow, often means the comfort of the future

Messianic life. Gen 49 i JII «n»mi «nDnn yp means this. In the

Targum to Isa 18 4 God promises to bring JorTiil pTl upon Israel.

So too in Joel 2 14 Targ. the repentant sinner will receive ]fini1 pTX
In a similar sense of the future promise pn^) pB often occur

together.
^^

wnoni in the sense of the Messianic comfort again often seems

to be identified chronologically with the resurrection, ^e Hosea 6 2

liDy ^ti^-'bti^n DVi D'^lD'^O )y^n^ becomes in the Targum ''DvV ^ii^TF"-

«i:"'D^p^ «^n"'D nvn« nvn Tl'^tt'? p^n^l «nfim. Among the seven

things hidden from man are Hfinin D^l nn''Dn DV." But «n»m is

more often used generally of the comforts of the Messianic promise,

just as the Messiah is called DHiD SanhSSbg.ss Jer 31 5, 2 Sam 23 4

fni^l «nDm "'ity^ inttn». The leviathan and his mate are being

kept «n»ni DV^ Gen 1 21 JI. 2 Sam 23 1 speaks of '«»V^ «D^V ^'^^^

Tl'^D^ pTlVT «nDm. Taan 11a ^^ in^JH nomn n«T ^«, a formula of

cursing, perhaps also belongs here.

The oath n»nin n«1« "may I not see the comfort if . ." in the

54 MGWJ. XXXVII 266.

55 Gen 45 28 J I and II J. Sanh. 10, 28 b 33
Num 23 23 J 11.

68 But not as Merx, Chrestomathia Targumica, Nestle, Philologica Sacra 5

Note 2 on philological grounds. Cf, Peshitta John 11 24.

57 Pes. 54b 2 Mechilta to n^B^n Exod 16 32 p. 61a. Gen Rab 65 to Gen 27 2

Yalkut 114.

58 J. Ber 2 4 5a 14 notes that the Hiltt^W—the numerical value—of DniD (138)

is the same as that of nti'i, also a name of the Messiah. See p. 37 note 61.
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mouth ol Simeon b. Shetah (fl. 90—76 B. C.)
^9 or of his contemporary

Jehuda b. Tabbai ®o would also seem to refer to the comfort of the

future life. On the other hand when said by R. Eleazar b. Zadok

(fl. 2nd cent. C. E.)^^ the consolation of Jerusalem is probably meant.

This special consolation is often the meaning of wnttni: Isa 33 20

D'jtyn"' nenn
)'>nn'' li^V, Isa 4 3 D^I^IT nonin ''tn\ Compare Isa 51 3,

J. Ber. 5 8d 22
j^pDiy vn dVb^it ni»nin.62

But wnfini here can mean neither ordinary comforts for

mourning, nor the consolation of Jerusalem; neither the comforts

of the Messianic time, nor of the resurrection. It is used here in the

transferred meaning of ''^glorifying consolations^\ books, prophecies^

sermons, praises, songs etc. containing and dealing with these future

comforts. The passages themselves are called ^riDHi from their

chief contents. Thus in Ber 48 b 20 the passage UTTi (DPli) in the

grace after meals is called HDni. In the arrangement of the ca^

nonical books, books dealing with calamity are put together and

books with the note of consolation are made to follow one another:

«nfimV «nDmi «inninV «iniin ]y:ioo B.B. 14 b ^o- Again n^^is in^j;ty^

i^nisni, the book of Isaiah is one long paean of consolation (Targ.

to Isa 40 1). In 2 Mace 16 9 occurs "he comforted them out of the

law and the prophets; (ver. 11) armed with comfortable and good
words". Messianic prophecies, especially those of Isaiah ^ 3 were

called WnDHi and these, read as the mtasn, became particularly

identified with «nDm.64

«n»ni, or rather ^flttriil «nDi:3, therefore, here means the praises

and Messianic consolations brought by the predcher in his Aggada.
R. Levi and R. Isaac (4th cent.) complain of the neglect of the

69 T. Sanh 8 3, 427 19 Sanh 37b 9 Shebu 34a
^q Mace 5b

^g.
60 Hag 16b 8 J. Sanh 6, 23b

3.
«» Keth 67a K Cf. Matt 5 35 b.

62 See p. 84 note 33.

63 Kn»m it!?i3 n^yts^* BB 14b
j^.

Tanhuma to Deut. 1 in^yr^ "its«iJ^ niton:n ^3

en D^^M. Cf. Isa 40 2.

6* On the meaning of «ni3ni Schwally, Idioticon d. christl. paldst.Aram. 54 f,

Merx, Chrestomathia Targumica. DWJ. 71. Rapoport nisn Dn2 III 45. 'Erech

Millin art. mi« p. 8 col. 2 followed by Zunz GV. 335 note f. 372 note f. David
Oppenheim in Kobak's Jeshurun 4 p. 57—63. K. Kohler Appendix to Kohut's

Aruch p. 59. Graetz MGWJ. 1872 486 f. Plessner ]1il!? p D"''?m p. 71.
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Aggada in contrast with Halacha. HDIH is here used in the spe-

cialized sense of the praises of the Aggada as in 66 rilDH ^^riD

^"h p yt^in'' '1 i»« riTDin nni:: n\ity in«n ntyv» niin •'SiitJ^

«ni3«i 1SD i:i n-'briD^ «^ •'^dv p «i« nnniDn «mj« nn. All four

expressions «nDm"l «nDin and «nnni2^ini «ni''t:^ may thus originally

have referred to the Aggada of the preacher. D''i1fiy«in D"'«^nil li'^XD

nT5m mini nn^ nmn nnnm n« j^»nin vnsyeT^ and the sense of the

whole paragraph is that God is praised and exalted far above all

the praises and glorifying words that can be uttered in this world.

^D^S^2 n^Pi^T in conscious contrast to Tl^T «D^V^ as Cant. 1 1

Targ. ]nn ^d'?;;^ n»«n^« «nn^tJ^ ^mov. In the burial Kaddish as

given by Eashies it is expanded to )1)D«n"'«TI )nn «fi!?;;i )T»«1
•Tl^T «D^Vn. The perf. )1)?«n«n or H'^W^I can give sense only by

referring to the praises
69 and songs

'o of the angels, but it does not

suit Tl^n «D^V^. Perhaps either nownn 'that will be said', or at

least I'^DSniD*] is the more correct reading. The Perf. 3rd pi. fenu

sometimes ends in )-;- in the Jer. Targ., sometimes, as in Onkelos

in «— (DG. 255). The Ithpeel is better than the Ithpaal.

)D« nD«1 See above pp. 41 f.

nD«i «»DB^n^ iin^3« m2 *?«1^'. [n^?]""^?! )inn^j?n^ \\nnm ^sj^nn

t])D« So Amram I 13 b, Vitry 64. Old Castilian, Abudarham, Old

Roman, Genizah. With fl"*! modern Spanish and Roman. Tripoli
*

reads «jn^V?^ «jri1^?. Carpentras2 and Lille 3 as Tripoli adding

65 Cf. Pesikta 12 p. 101b ed. Buber, Cant. Rab. to 2 5 p. 15 b. Soferim 16 4.

66 J. Shab"l6i 15c 3^ Shab 61b 17 nsb 4 Soferim 15 4 16 lo Temurah
14 b. Cf. ExodRab 47 7.

67 J. Ber 5 8d 27 Ber Slajg T.Ber. 3 21 8 10 and text notes. Pesikta 116a

n^an: nmi itsrim n^nDin nmn inns o^x^nin bo. Again ninwn inns D^«^ain ^3

niisn:3 in^Di.

68 Mahzor Vitry p. 247. 69 Ps 103 20 148 2 Gen 32 27 JI etc.

70 Ps 19 2 Job 38 7 Megil 10b
7 Hag 14a 10 etc. Apostol. Constitut. 11 56.

1 Quoted by Mordecai b. Hillel of Niirnberg, d. 1298, to Taanith 635.

2 Add. 19,667. The printed edition reads as the Spanish and Roman rites.

3 MS. Gaster 164.

5
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n*"! ^DT )inniv^i pnni!?:} nj;. Corfu 4
so, omitting n'ln, with «}5tni5

for pnu«.

Dii? ^witp^r^T^^-^ iinn^v?^ iinni^^^ linn^iys T?ynni ]inni'?? "^^^n

J«>DK^n"n )in5in« Maimonides. s Yemen and Chinese read for the first

jinni''?2{, pm'?!} and so pDniv^ for iinniyn. For jinmyni inni^si also

appears in Yemen texts pnnij;n Wp or Jinrnj^ni pnm'?^} nv and «JO«

regularly for pnilK. Cingalese-Cochin in the elaborate Kaddish reads

n^n ^3 «DyT pnmpni iinm^xi :p« qiDniyn n^n^^ni ]):ir\)b^ h^pnn

]D« nttSI. Persian Codex Adler 23 reads «imj;n inj^nni «im^:u ^npnn

According to Maimonides this verse was added by the people;

hence the absence of )D« n»«1 in his version.

It is a closing formula for the end of a service and was per-

haps the old dismissal formula of the synagogue in use before the

Kaddish was introduced into the synagogue. The terminology of

it is so natural and traditional, that, excepting the response 'fity 'n"»

'T\, it is probably the oldest verse of the Kaddish. The 16th

blessing of the Shemone *Esre is fully parallel to !?lpnn in that it

comprehends all the preceding paragraphs in one prayer that they

may be heard D^iinni m^sn ^filty lin^sn . ^npl. The short

Tefilla (Shemone 'Esre) is given by R. Jose (139—165) as rtsn V»ty

DntS'pn nnnD ntyj^l h^lti^'^ ^QV, R-. Joshua und R. Eleazar b. Zadok his

contemporaries substituting respectively nyitS^ or npj^^l for n^Sn, 6 all

three versions being very similar to this paragraph. The Samaritan

liturgy too offers a close parallel? in m« •«» \\^m)h:i b:ip'^ pD

J1Dn«1V^ ^^V^'^ "Ityisnw, as indeed almost any Hturgy could show parallels

4 MS. Gaster 155.

5 Maimonides MS. Gaster 173 reads as Amrain.
6 Ber 29b ^j E>S T. Ber 3? 6i6. In the Tanhuma to pnn«l beginning (ed.

Bdber 3), n^Sn, r(y\v and npVi are among the ten expressions of nVsn. In Sifre

to Deut 3 23 (p. 70b) npj?S is not reckoned, but npj?t occurs as in the Tanhuma
list. All three words could possibly be turned into Aramaic as «niV5i. Cf. Deut

Rab. 2 beginning.
^ Cod. Brit. Mub. Add. 19,017 p.B5b quoted in S. Rappoport, La Liturgie

Samaritaine 1900.
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with this closing formulas that seems to be directly descended from

Biblical usage. It has been poetically amplified in the piece lijjn

DDnbsn ]"i:jnn v^^^ DDnpj;^} b2]>r\ d-^db^h p D^onin nnjjrn that

includes a long alphabetical supplication.
9

This addition to the original Kaddish of praise, and the follow-

ing ones are in perfect accord with the rule that praise should

precede prayer
lo hb^n^ ID in«1 n":i ^)lpn ^t^ initJ^ D^« 1TD"' uh^vb;

and in this respect the Kaddish just as the Paternoster is divisible

into one half of praise and one half a prayer for needs.

/^Spriri, editions often Hebraized ^2pnn. b^p, as distinct from

Vfit2^ to hear, listen with the ears, means to hearken to, accept, re-

ceive, hear. 11 Gen 16 2 Onk.

P'nril^^, lb:j, fcs*n6:J with Holem. i^n^b'^ of many MSS. and editions

is a Syriasm. Compare in Arabic the loan word i^J^, It is the

usual equivalent of T]b^r\ and expressions like nij?,i2 b)p J?Ol5^,i3

n^sn V^^ 14 are translated in the Targum by i^n)b^ ^np. The word

must not be taken here in the technical sense of Shemone *Esre i^ as

referring to this prayer recited earlier in the service. On the form

see Lagakde Vbersicht 150, Dalm. Gr. 148.

]tn;;iiyn!|
a Katul form like

^i^J, ^iDt, !|j;e) Baeth NB. 152 §99b. Cf.

i^cL^. ban 6 8 14. Expressions like H^p, n'?«tJ^,i6 n^]B^,i7 ninnis are

reproduced in the Targum by ^mj^l often with the verb i:i)^^^ or ^3p,20

8 Compare the prayer used by Augustinus at the close of a sermon. Ferd.

Probst, Katechese und Predigt p. 161 f.

9 Spanish Minhag for the 10 days between New Year and the Day of

Atonement (1
—10 Tishri) founded upon Amram II 21b.

10 Ber 32a
4
AZ. 7b ^q R. Samlai (cf. Ezra 2 46 Kethibh). Sifre 343 p. 142 a

to Deut. 33 2 Ber 31a g Deut Rab. 2 to Deut 3 23.

11 On b'2p see Kautzsch, Aramdismen im Alten Testament 76.

12 Isa 65 24 Jon 2 3 Ps 120i.
13 Deut 26 7 Ps 18 7 = 2 Sam 22 7 2 Chr 30 27. b» J?Dr Deut 9 19.

»* 1 Kgs 8 45 49 = 2 Chr 6 35 39 Ps 65 3.

15 Ber 17a 14 18 Pes 117b i« 18 22. le 1 Sam 1 17 27.

17 2 Sam 22 7 = Ps 18 7 Ps 39 13 40 2 145 19 Lam 3 56.

18 1 Kings 8 30 38 64 =2 Chr 6 29 35 39 Ps 6 10.

19 Jon 2 3 Ps 18 7 =2 Sam 22 7 Isa 65 24.

20 1 Kings 8 28 30 2 Chr 6 19 33 13. 'n
7!\n^,

when not equivalent to 'alas!',

is invariably (10 times) "n Ti^V^ ^^np (Jud 6 22 ed. Pratorius lj>n3) as is also n|^
2 Kgs 20 3 = Isa 38 3 Jon 1 14 4 2.

6*
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and the words ^<^1^2J and i^mj^l are used practically synonym-

ously,2i either paired together with the one verb ^Dp22 or with the

two hup and 13J^.23 Abudarham quotes the Jerusalem Targum to

•'ntj^j?!'!
'•nnnn (Gren48 22) as "'m^nni Tll^sn probably suggested by

•'JI^B'j?^"! (^n^j?51)j a reading not found in our editions. 2 4

WniJ^^I «irn^2J as the superlinear texts, Onkelos (not Sabionetta)

and the analogy of the Syriac show. The editions (Baer, Ginsbueg)

of Daniel and Ezra give fc<J-7-.

On the redundant ^DT jinnij;^ see above p. 41.

D*]J5. occurring 42 times in Biblical Aramaic and frequently in

inscriptions
25 is best written with Hatef-Kames. Compare Mandaic

D^llp, Syriac ^jOkJD, superlinear Wlp. According to the Masora to

Onkelos Exod 6 5 3 9, the school of Sura there reads
''D"](5,

that of

Nehardea W{^.26

i^JD^5T ]'f''T^^^ On the occurrence of the ) before suffixes

Baeth Zi)ifG^.XLI 1887 609 ff. ]"inn« and «in« are both accented

on the penultimate syllable. In Onkelos and the Targum to the

Prophets the suffix of the 1st pers. plur. is regularly i^i—
»
i^ ^^®

Jer. Targum it varies between «J— and j-rr-.^^ The Mahzor Vitry

reads «''Dtyn \\7lD2i^ perhaps a slip. But «''Dt5^n ]inn« occurs in

Exodl5i2JII perhaps also a lapsus calami, and another variant

«"'»tyn )1Din« occurs Gen 21 33 JII. The simple «in«, ]1D"in«

21 nVsn generally = wni^iJ; in 1 Kgs 8 28b = 2 Chr 619 it is «mj>2. ni"i in

Jer 7 16 11 14 Ps 42 5 61 2 88 3 is turned by «nip; but in Jer 14 12 1 Kgs 8 28

= 2 Chr 6 19 Ps 106 44 119 i69 142 7 it appears as ^ni'pS. nj?W, usually = «nij>3,

is in Ps 34 16 = «ni^5J. b)p J>t3r translated by the Targum as wniVs ^3p (note 13),

in Jon 2 3 is turned by «mV5 13^. Hinn mostly translated by «mj?a (note 18) is

in Ps 65 2 (^)ni'?s.

22 1 Kgs 8 28 45 49 = 2 Chr 6 19 35 39.

23 Ps 18 7 =2 Sam 22 7 Isa 65 24.

24 GiNSBURGER J I and J II and Berliner's (Sabionetta) Onkelos have not

this reading. It occurs however in some editions of Onkelos. Cf. BB 123a ^^.

25 Ldzb. 360.

26 Berliner Onkelos II 143 f. Merx, Abhandlungen des fUnften Orientalissten'

Congresses I p. 166. D. Gr. 46. 75. 156. 230.

27 pn« regularly in JII Gen 18 1 21 33 28 10 49 2 18 21. But 49 18 in Cod.

Oxford 2305 «iin«. Onkelos on the other hand regularly has «in« Gen 19 31 f.

31 1 14 16 42 13 43 28 Num 27 3. So too J I in these passages, whereas in Exod
36 33 Lev 22 28 Deut 64 31 14 J I reads pn«.
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("ii^:i«, W^K) was hardly ever used of God without some expression

such as «''»t5^m (D"'Dt5^nty or UD^D) being added to make the usage

totally unambiguous. It is true that Biblical usage employs 3fc<

alone without further qualification for God, 28 but in every case the

usage is quite clear. In the New Testament too 'Appa29 occurs

alone, but the more regular usage is seen in expressions like 6 iraxTjp

6 sv oupavot?-30 The designation «''»tym ( )n« (D'^Dtynt^ ( )''a«) is

one of the most frequently occurring designations of God in Rab-

binic writings.
31

A confused and incorrect reading is found in many editions

and manuscripts 32 «j;n«1 «''Dfiym Jinn^. The addition of «j;iKT under

the influence of phrases like «p«1 «"'Dty n^D and «"'tttym pD is

against all usage and cannot be translated either as 'on earth' or

*of earth.'

i^J0?^5'l better than «^fit5^1 ''T (Page 32). «^DtJ^ here corresponds

with U'^mn with the article; compare D'^Dtrn p )^WnJ^

Amram 13b. Old Roman i adds ) n''2)^. Modern Roman (24b)

as Mahzor Vitry p. 64 adds "I 1i"'^V t]''^1^. German adds 1 ^^'h)^.

n|«:^ n«5is-]^ «n;a^V| nanii n)i^^^) v;^l ni'!n(i) «'d?^-]p[ «2"3] «»'7a^ i^n\

)»« nD«l ^«1^^.-9d'7[^ sii*?] iT^^ni [nn] niSDl nn'''?D5| Amram 55 a ( ).

Abudarham, Mod. Spanish, Romania, Corfu, Genizah fragment [ ].

Carpentras2 so up to n»mi then nfi«1 i?«nty"' "^D^l ii^ n'ri^ii no'^i'i:^ n«isii

)»«, whereas Lille 3 ends the paragraph n^^b^ n«1Dn niSDI nn^^DI n^TlDI

^D^l )^b n'?'i«:n. One Yemen MS. as Abud. adding nn'^^Jni after n^:ini.

28 Isa 63 16 64 7 Jer 31 19 etc. 29 Mark 14 36 Rom 8 15.

30 Matth 5 45 48 6 9 16 17 etc. in Matthew in all 20 times. DWJ. 150 et seq.
31 J II to Exod 1 19 Num 23 23 Deut 32 6 Esth II 1 1 ed. David p. 2 6 13 16

Yoma 8 9 Sota 9 15 Aboth 5 20 Kil 9 8 TBER. and Z. constantly etc.

32 E. g. Mahzor Romania Cod. Gaster 157. Corfu Cod. Gaster 155.

33 2 Chr 6 21 23 25 27 30 33 39.

1 Or. 2736 Add. 27,072 etc.

2 Add. 19,667. The printed edition reads as Abudarham adding 1BJ? (^3^1..)

(.
. bm^V^).

3 Cod. Gasteb 164.
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9«li?n ]in^njp-^r^j;i «J??1 P**?? «Ji^ls^ ^^J^!?] «'tt^"lP «2-i «d^^ ^n*;

1»W nD«1.—Maimonides, Yemen MSS. begin similarly, with '^in"' for

Nn\ up to «ip*nsi. Each MS then goes its own way, such as «nni

n'h^h) D^-'n^ ^«nty'' n'^n ^dt )inbnp ^d ^vi «i^Vi T^^^^V "'^nni wnom «in"i

pK iittsi; or nni n^i«ii n^isii «nri5^i nDmi nv^tj^^i v^tj^i D^^ni «mi"i

«iVj;i pD-'bv n!?:jni; or n'^D^Di noinsi nomi nvifi^^i j^n^^i n^Tii «nni

4
]1D"'^5;

n'^sm nm etc. The Cingalese-Cochin rite (p. 23 a) runs

similarly to Maimonides up to «ipni£)1, then ends ^D bv) jID^^V^ i^^^V

p» niD«1 nxiSI^I Dl'?tJ^^"l D'^^n^ ^«1t^'n ])nh7]p. Old English reads ]D

. bv) )ybv D^nitD D'l^n'? «ipiisi ^nv'^^Di N^»tym «^Dty.

i<2T i^^T?^ ^'^1 ^^^^ closing paragraph seems to have grown

up out of an original greeting of peace.
* Its composite Hebrew

and Aramaic character—the Aramaic of Maimonides^ reading is

hardly original, else it would be difficult to account for the mixed

character of all the other versions—would also indicate this. To

greet is expressed by Dl^ty ^^ty, Dl'^tr liT; greetings {n)bti^ rh^m)

of all kinds were expressed by 5<D^ty (Dl^tJ^) ;

& and examples of dis-

missal addresses frequently occur with «fi^ty (Dl^tJ^): Taan 9b ^
))Ti ""D

(editions ^D'^trn )ini )bvb) D^t^^ pni l^n in'? 1D« n^i-'D niDD"'»: 'On

parting from him he would say to them "Go, masters, in peace"'.

M. K. 21b ^^ R. Akiba dismisses his hearers after an address with

the words n)b\i^b DDTin^ ):ib. B. M. 14a 13 i^tabti^b b\ the general rule

running Dl'^tJ^^ l"? «^« n)b\i^2 i? )b -|»i<"' bi< nnno lasin Ber 64a ig-^

In the early Christian Church the preacher prefaced his address

with the greeting of peace and the peace greeting was given very

* So, in part, Landshuth D"'bin nip3 p. LXI. Rappopoet non DID III 46 sees

in it a parallel to the congregational IpllB Dlp\ But there seems to be nothing
to favor this.

5 Taan 24 b
21 . . 3tD D^t!^. The greeting to non Jews DS^bj? U'\bvf ^K"i»'' Dl^tri

J. Shebi 4 3 35b 30 Git 62a
jg

Ber 55b Gen 43 27 1 Sam 25 5 f 2 Kgs 4 26. In

letters Ezr 4 17 5 7 Dan 3 31 6 26 Luke 24 36. Sayce-Cowley Egyptian Aram. N 1.

Gen. Rab. § 100 p. 187 c littipo ini»3 DS^by Dibiy »b» psinitt «"in no yT «:« n^^

i. e. the greeting D3''^J? Dl^ty was current everywhere. On greetings generally Zunz,

Zur Geschichte 304 et seq. D. Gr. 244 155 Aboth 4 15 Ber 17a
^5

3a
jg J. Ber

2 1 4b 24 J.Shek 2 6 47a 15 Ldzb. 376.

6 Exod. 4 18 Jud 18 6 1 Sam 1 17 20 42 25 35 29 7 2 Kgs 5 19 2 Sam 15 9

Mark 5 S4 Luke 7 50 Acts 15 33. For more elaborate greetings at parting from

the study house Ber 17a
g (Life etc.) Yoma 71a jq (Life etc.) Ber 64a 16

(Peace).
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frequently during every service, but especially at the end.' Parti-

cularly instructive are the dismissal words addressed by the priests

to the people at the festival of the water drawing (T. Sue. 4 9 199 2)

iiDn n«ii )VSD 'n ^D1n^ ?n6 nt )nDi« vn n» nto nt ptDSi ytw^

(Ps 128 5 6) !?«ity^ ^y Di'^ty ^^in^ D^in n«ii T^n ^d"" ^d D!?ty'n\ In the

Masoretic text of the book of Psalms the dismissal greeting is added

to the Psalm and has become an integral part of it. So too in

Ps 126 the words bt^^ti^^ bv Ql'^ty have been added to the Psalm and

somewhat similarly in the last verse of Psalm 134. This gives ana-

logy enough for the phenomenon of this final (mutual?) greeting, in

form a prayer like all such greetings, becoming an integral part of

the whole prayer here in the Kaddish.

Another strong tendency working towards this is the desire

everywhere visible to close prayers, lessons, homiletic addresses

and Halachic studies with words of «»^fiy (Dl^t^). The massed up

praise of peace beginning «i''in '1 1»« ^tV^fc< "^ 1ttfc< is used for

closing many of the chapters of the Talmud. ^ This tendency finds

expression in such sayings as 9 niDHil nnitDl niDinn h^ti^ Dl'jty b)1^

,D"i!?t5^
nDiD tj^iis v^^ n«npn pi^tyn ]^Dmn ^«ity^ hv J«'':it3 rr'npnty

Dl'?ty ^^ W^) D^in^ riDinn Dl^tr ntriV n!?Sn!l. "Great is peace, for

all the blessings' promises of wellbeing and consolations that the

Holy One, blessed be He, will bring upon Israel close with peace.

In the blessing of the Shema' it runs 'who spreads His pavilion of

peace'; in the eighteen benedictions 'who maketh peace'; the priestly

blessing closes with and 'give thee peace'." It is possible that there

is the double meaning of D^ty (a) 'peace', (b) 'completion' to be traced

at the bottom of this tendency. The words here may possibly also

have served as a sign for the members of the family of Aaron to

give the priestly blessing that closed the service (Dl^fi^ '^b U^^))J^

^^5*^ The addition of «!! is probably occasioned in this case of

7 Probst, Lifurgie des vierten Jahrhunderts 162, 206,443 etc. Didascalia II 55.

8 Ber 64a Nazir 66b Yebam 122b Kerith 28b Tamid III 32b Megillath
Ta'anith. Isa 64 is Ps 122 7—9 128 6 119 t65 29 u. The whole Mishna closes

with Dl'jK^ 'Ukzin 3 12.

» Lev Rab 9 p. 14 a. For the highest appreciations of peace see the p"iB

n^b^n Lev Rab 9 p. 13 c Num Rab to Num 6 26 Sifre p. 13 a ib. Tanhuma ib.

10 J Taan 67b B. Meg 18a.
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the Kaddish closing the exposition of the Law by the phrase ixh^

iniin ''nn«^ ni (Ps 119 I65) and the very familiar Midrash of E.

Hanina's iiD^iyn Dl^tT 5m5 D"'»Dn ""TD^n that was so often quoted

at the end of the study. Otherwise the phrase «21 «D^ty in a

greeting does not seem to occur except in the guise of Xib'''
JIDfibfi^

in the formula heading a proclamation.
12

1

i<JD?^"ID probably equal to 'from God'. «"'Dty (n"'Dty) in later usage

is one of the most frequently used designations for God. Already
in Daniel the metonymy is visible from a comparison of two phases

of the change like ntei «''Dt5^i' '•i'^V (4 3i) and «'')05J^ p^^ n V'^i^l (4 23).

D''Dty, («''Dty) is used for God almost entirely in combinations such

as D^Dt5^ nty, D''»ty «1\ V ''Tn, 't^ niD^D, an exception being formed

by the commonly occurring ^"'Dty p (D'')Otyn )»). The fact that p
D''Dtyn always has the article as compared with the invariable use

of D"»Dty without the article otherwise in this connection, implies

that in this combination with )D the local sense was never really

obscured. Therefore in phrases such as D'^DK^n )D 1^ lipnt^ TWi^

Ned 10 6, D''10tyn ]D "iDinnn Sanh 2 1, D^Dt^n )D niin Sanh 10 1 (cf.

Deut 30 12), pb Ybmra D^Dt^n p yt^ (T. Shebu. 3 1 449 12), Yby ]^OniD

D-'Dtyn p (Shab.aSlbg) and «''fity ]D iT^V ''loniD Yoma69b25, nU''^

«"'D65^ )» l^j; Ber 55 b 21 Eccl. Targ. lis, ^'^m p rhv iriD«1 Deut

24 3 J I, «''»ty p ^mnDIS I'pj;
"ri^n Eccl 7 9 Targ. (cf. 2 Mace 9 4),

«''0t5^ )» )p11S D1p"»i3 as well as in «^Dty
]tt

«ni i^^hw «n^ here, the

local sense is best brought out by translating "from Heaven" (with

H).
14 It is therefore possible to see here a reference to the peace

subsisting in heaven referred to very often in the Midrash as

furthered by the study and practice of the law. A connection with

some well known Midrash such asi^ nninn pD1j;n b:i miDD!?« '1 1D«

1* Compare Sanh 98 a ^
6,

12 Dan 3 31 6 26 R. Gamliel's letter T. Sanh 2 6 416 29 31 33 Sanh lib 7

J. Sanh. 1 18d is i' 20.

13 Page 90. Compare I Mace 12 15 16 3 help from Heaven. 3 19 strength
from Heaven. Matth 21 25 Mark 11 30 Luke 20 4 John 3 27.

1* On the name of God «''tttJ^, D-ttty Schurer, Jahrbuch filr protestant. Theo-

logie II 1876 p. 171. E. Landau, Die dem Baume entnommenen Synonyma fur
Gott (1888 Zurich) 14—28. DWJ. 178.

IS Sanh. 99b 20 Num Rab 13 p. 54d. See further p. 77.
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i« (Isa 27 5) nD«ity ntofi bty «''V)3sni nVj;D b^ «^^»sn Di^ty D''ty» n»B^^

••^ nt^V' Q1^^ '^ C31^ty ntyj;^ ni^^n ptn'' "All who busy themselves with

the Torah for its own sake make peace in the heavens above and

on the earth beneath" (with referrence to Isa 27 5), would also help

to explain very aptly the general tendency towards closing the study

of the law with words of peace.

On the plural form «^Dty, D-'Dty Baeth, ZDMG. XLII, 1888,

p. 341f. D. (y. 201.

D\''n] This paragraph shows the tendency towards expanding

prayers in full play. Amram's version contains 11 words and of

those the Hebrew 6 are probably a later addition. We have the

ancient prayer liD^D "li"'lfc< in forms ranging from two verses to a

litany of 53.^6 Extreme multiplication has not infrequently been

condemned. In the Tur a protest is recorded against adding to the

^vr\Ti versicles at the end of the grace after meals, i^ The closing

blessing of the Shemone 'Esre (no. 19), in character like the para-

graph \M:h\if i<n\ was originally limited to a prayer for peace. It

contains in the modern Roman and German versions 5, in the Spa-

nish, 7 words— a^nnii npi^j ^Dm )n D-'-n riDini nmiD (Dibty n^ty)—

added to the original prayer for uh^ as seen in the old Palestinian

version.

The word D^'TI is sometimes treated in this paragraph as a

congregational response, perhaps due to the tendency towards

responding at every mention of God. As a response it is meaning-

less; but in exclamation as a wish or greeting it often occurs. 1 Sam
26 6 ^rh HD Dni»«1 is turned by the Targum into l^^^vh )n3 p1D^m.i8

On drinking wine ^"^rh «1Dn (T. Shab 7 8 118 u) or "'''ni «nDn

Disi* (Shab 67 b YI end) was ejaculated. In parting greetings

i» Two verses spoken by R. Akiba Ta'an 25b 21, expanded to 3 Alfasi ibid.,

and 5 in Jacob ibn Habibs 'Ain Yakob. In the liturgy they first appear as 19

verses, Amram (p. 45) 22 (25), the Old Spanish rite 23 or 27, Algiers and Constan-

tine 28, Catalonia, Modern Spain (Gaster 37 ff) 29, Roman (p. 19 b) 30, Avignon
and Greece 34. Worms 35-38, French 38, 40 or 41, Polish 42, German etc. (Baer

p. 109 fif) 44, Salonica 53, Zunz, Bitus 118 ff.

n Tur Orah Hayyim 189 (c. 1300 CE.). In Maimonidea they number 3,

modern German 9, mod. Spanish (p. 61) 18, Roman (p. 101a) 22 etc.

18 Compare IKings 1 25 34 39 Ezek 16 6.
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it seems to have been especially frequent—"•^'ino )il1 '»1t3S"'tt "»D

ppinfii Y2)^) i;*:i)M<
U'^^n "f? ]ir c^n h^^hd ^:in ""itt^ ^n^'intoisn (Yoma

71aio): "The teachers in Pumbaditha when parting from one another

used to say : 'May He who creates life give thee a long life of hap-

piness and strength'"; or 'n ^n» n^ niOSl ^tt« '^ •'Itt ]ini ntSBD IIH -"D

impm «nn d^i^n ''^n^ innn«i T'^nn n«in i^^iv on n^^ nD« «i^in

D'^in n^ (Ber 17a g): "On parting from R. Ammi, according

to others from R. Hanina, they would say to him 'Mayst thou long

enjoy the life of this world; may thy latter end be for the world

to come and thy hope for all eternity'." To the respectful inter-

rogatory )i110 ^HD the answer given was ^^H^, (D^TI). On the form

D''^n see Baeth, ZDMO. XLII 1888 p. 344.

^^)??01. The form
^njj^l'p"! may at bottom be a confusion of

Vav and Yod as in ^"hiy^ and "yhty^^. The Yemen texts vary be-

tween «n5;^"'D and «n^VD.

J^5^ Judged by Biblical usage yib^i^ would be better than the

more usual P5b^,20 which, except in Ps 16 ii, is always used adverbially

joined with h.

i^'^'^^). njflK^'; are very often coupled in liturgical Hebrew.

i^^W an Aramaic (in the last instance Assyrian) word, the

Targum equivalent of HtD'^^B, ID^pD etc., affords a further instance

of the manner in which common words in Hebrew and Aramaic

were used indifferently in either language. In form it is an In-

finitive; hence «nrty.2i

niSI^S^I The use of the sing.
—which is not Biblical—in the

sense of bodily healing
—ni«S1 in the Bible is always used figura-

tively
—is quite general in later Hebrew.

n?KIl Biblically only of technical monetary redemption as

iJL^i Baeth, E. S. 18; in new Hebrew used almost entirely of

redemption in a general sense.

iTISD] nn*'?p1 may perhaps have come into the prayer from the

service of the ten penitential days (1
—10 Tishri), just as many

complete prayers, confessions and hymns have passed over from it

»9 Babth NB. § 70a p. 105 Lagarde Uebersicht 143 u.
20 Baeth ib. § 24b p. 37. 21 Jastrow H^V^.
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into more general use. 22 Their absence from the Yemen texts lends

color to this supposition. In Biblical Hebrew nrT'^D is used almost

entirely in the Plural, only Ps 130 4 nrT'bDn "jDV ""D having the sing.,

and the abstract of 1SD in use is D''1^B3. Postbiblical Hebrew

prefers niT'^D and HISD, here also demanded for the assonance of

the passage. nn"'^D 'forgiveness' in later technical use denotes a

supplication for forgiveness, and as such has given its name to a

large class of liturgical compositions. On nifl3 see Lagaede, tjher-

sicht 230 et seq.

rb^n) nn Esther 4 u. On mn Baeth N. B. § 80c p. 125.

t^b^Ti he regards (ib. § 60a p. 90) as an old infin. in a.

^i^il. better than «ibv of the editions (Sabionetta Targum etc.).

Biblical Aramaic «i"<'?5; Baee, t^yh^f Ginsbueg.

^^li^l^ ]in^njp On the redundant suffix p. 41. The use of

N^np is apparently a Hebraism of the Targumist. riDiS or TilV

(ouvaY«>Y7]) is in the Targum fc<nty"'iD, while hT\p (IxxXirjoia) is some-

times «^np, but more often fc^tJ^^iD, «nty^iD. The more truly Aramaic

expression is ^«1ty''T «nty^iD, although «tynp «bnp (Ber 9b 20) and

«nfi!^''1p ^nty'^iD (Sanh. 109 b 2) occur very similarly. According to

ScHUEEE,23 ouvaYtDYY] (HDiD, mV) is the assembled body, the actual

congregation, sxxXYjoia (^Hp) the congregation as standing before

God.(?) On bnp in Onkelos, see the Masora to Onkelos Numl4 5.

According to Lagaede 24
bnp means originally "court of justice"

(EilgegericM).

9«"ilpr^|"^V.[l ^^1)1] ai'TB^ n^?; [^'^nin] »^n rDi-i»3 di^k^ n^jr

[)!?« 'np^lj. The simplest form: Amram, Seadya and Or. 1479. With

[ ]: Mahzor Vitry, German, mod. Spanish, mod. Roman, Cochin,

the printed Carpentras text etc.

Maimonides, 1 Carpentras MSS., Lille, Genizah fragments, Spanish

22 E. g. ir^J> (Gast. 57 Baer 131 Rom. 25b DWJ. 307 Jewish Encyclopaedia
I 336 f.), 'jnaon (Gast. 143 Baer 312) . . 310 \\^^\2 U131 (Gast. 4. 5) etc.

23 ScHiJRER, GJV. II 504 f. 24 Lagarde Uebersicht 61 10.

1 In the Shemone 'Esre. Spanish Shemone 'Esre.
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ed. princ, old Italian 2 read as Vitry omitting lllii^l. Corfu and

Romania add to Vitry's version D''lin after VDITO, Romania also

adding Ps 29 11.

The Yemen texts vary. Some e. g. Gaster 321 as Vitry omit-

ting p« nfi«1, Or. 2418 omitting also 1 )ybv. Others 3 run as follows

^«it5^'' n^n b hv) '\yhv n)bii; n\i^v^ inom rionin «ini VDnon n)b^ nmv
jDWi ]tt« nnpn ii^»"»m li^-^ni o'^ts'i-i^ n« T'onin nin"«i )v:jn ^ymy) "ii^n«.

Persian Codex Adler 23 reads D^nin VDHin «in VDnan Dl^fiJ^ nt^lV

fc^in "iDj; )V2?
nmio (?)^nn1 '?«ity'' j^nt b ^^ Dibti^ ntrj^"' d^'ph:!;! I'^iDnm

A Genizah fragment
4 reads )^''bv U)b\i^ ntyj;'> VDIIDn Dl^ty HK^Ij;

This Hebrew verse, in substance superfluous after the preceding

verse «D^fiy «n\ must have been added when the character of

the latter as a prayer for peace was obscured by the addition of

other words to fc^D^t^, in accordance with the desire to close with

Dl^ty. It is similarly added to the Shemone 'Esre at the end^ of

the private prayer IllJi \1^« ^ appended to the last blessing, obscuring

the character of the closing peace blessing in exactly the same way.

It is added also at the end of the German and Roman versions of

the grace after meals. In no case however is it an original element

of the prayer; but of these three places of its occurrence the She-

mone 'Esre knew it first, and thence it was carried over to the

Kaddish with the insertion of 11D«1. Three steps backwards with

accompanying inclinations to the left, right and forward, formed the

respectful mode of retiring from a superior, as a pupil from his

teacher, or as the priests and Levites retired from the service in

the Temple.
7 This form thus became identified with the parting

peace greeting,8 and was appropriately transferred to this verse,

the concluding phrase of the Shemone 'Esre said while retiring from

2 Or. 2736, Vbnna is added later. Add. 27,072.
3 Or. 1480 2389. Gaster 4, 249, a codex of 1760 etc. each with slight and

immaterial variations. * GDK. 53.

5 In the Roman rite (p. 18 a) at the beginning of 115t3 \1^«.

• Ber. 17a ^8 the private supplication of Mar the son of Habina, there

given without this verse.

^ Yoma 53 a
7.

» Yoma 53b 3. Of. 53 a
7,
Shoher Tob to Ps 35 10.
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the presence of God. These three steps backwards were then

taken over into the Kaddish, together with the verse to which they

had become attached. 9 In accordance with this custom, some MSS.^<^

read at the close of the Shemone 'Esre instead of this verse Dl'pty

D"'K'n ^«ntJ^'' '^D bV n)h^) ^yn^l n)b^) ^^^fityn.n Others again e.g. Add.

26,954 D-'trn )ybv ri)bt^ Dl^ty Dl'?ty or in the Romanian rite (Harl.

5583) t2^ipn TV D^i^iT bv) bt^^ti;^ bv n)bti^ ^^«ttty bv U)b^ '•^d'' bv D'i!?t:^.i2

The Spanish ritual ed. princ. reads Dl^ty ntJ^I^ but concludes pi "li'^^V

))D« p:J1 NT. 13

It is always assumed that Dl^tT ntriV is late. The following

consideration will show that, though late in the Kaddish, it has yet

as a concluding verse an old tradition behind it. It is based on

the half verse Job 25 2b VDIIDn Dl^tT ntriV- This was interpreted

as referring to peace between the angels. In later scholastic times i^

it was applied to the peace prevailing between the angels, some of

whom are of the nature of fire, others of water. In the Yemenite

Targum to the Shemone 'Esre, discovered by Dr. Gastee i^ our

verse is paraphrased ni«1 'p^nn^l ^«D^D ^2 ^7^1 «^'?»"'Sn i^tibti^ Tnp
'?«1t5>"' iDj; b i?5?1 i^^bv «»^ty r^V iriDnin. This idea is that already

contained in the concluding prayer added to the Shemone 'Esre by

R Safraie «^^Dsai nb^iz bv; ^^'rDsn Di'pjy n^trnty \n^N 'n n^iste ji^ji
\t

ni2D ^fiJ^. It is clear that the verse Dli'tS^ HtJ^IV is simply the same

idea in more Biblical language, taking the place of R Safra's prayer

at the end of the Shemone 'Esre. The traditional explanation of

the verse in this connection is therefore the original one. The same

idea is also at the bottom of the Midrash quoted above (p. 72 f.) D''ty)D

ntOtt bti^ «"''?DSni n^j;» ^^ «^tesn DI^SJ^. The comparison of above

and below is a common one in Jewish thought and prayer.

9 For some of the fancies that have grown up around these three steps see

Vitry 18. 67. Ha-Manhig § 91. Shibbole ha-Leket 18. Matteh Moshe 153-160.

Abb. Levtsohn Opinio n^p?3 p. 33. *<> Baer p. 105. i* Yoma 53b lO.

12 Compare ISam. 256 1 Chr 12 i8. Prof. Bezold draws my attention to the

Assyrian sulmu, sulmu, sulmu. Carl Bezold, Die hahyl.-assyr. Keilinschr. in

ihrer Bedeutung fiir das A. T. (Tiibingen '04), p. 59; J. Hahn, Siebenzahl und

Sabbat (Leipzig '07) p. 65.

*3 More reasonably than reading ^"\)i«l in a private prayer said in an under-

tone. 14 Orhoth Hayyim, Kol Bo etc.

15 MGWJ. XXXIX 1894 p. 90. le Ber 16b ..
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R. Eleazar prayed
i7 ntDo'?^ yi^^>b nr\ nni ]ni *?5?io» D'^ists'n 7iis"i nu^v.

One introduction to the Kedusha^s runs Dt^D ub))^^ 7»ty n« l^npi

DHD "'Dtj^n ini« D^tynpDiy.

Some similarity has been pointed out between this verse and

the greater doxology of the Church, the Gloria in Excelsis A6$a h
omoTot; 6e(j) xal km 7^; elpyjVYj h avOpwTcoi? s55oxta? (Luke 2 14), but

it cannot be pressed, even though Iv dvSpcoirot? suSoxia? be taken as

the equivalent of ntOO *?tJ^ «''^»S, in our version ^Nlt^"* !?D ^j;. Both

are doxologies praying for peace on earth. But the New Testament

formula puts peace on earth supplementing glory to Heaven (Com-

pare Ps 8 2). The Jewish formula wishes for peace on earth as it

is in heaven (cf. Matth6iob). A variant reading due to confusion

of sound is VOHini for VDHin «in.

yp Uw^ ilt^y is a pregnant usage combining the Biblical

n Debts' ntyj; with the form common in greetings bv n)bti^. Dli^tJ^ nti^V

is usually construed with ^,^9 sometimes with DJ?20 and in a different

sense with ]''n.2i

17 Ber 29b
14.

is Baeb p. 89 236. Gastbr p. 31 117.

19 TBER. 17 84 29 i56. 20 Yemen Cod. Gast 249. TBER. 29 i56.

21 TBER. 18 106 29167 etc.
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A variant to (a) b is «rnn!? mV"! «»^V^ of Soferim 19 12, and Tur

Yore Deah 376 gives a version of (y) varying in details. Old English

mostly follows Maimonides JQB IV p. 54.

This version, known as the burial Kaddish or Kaddish «mn^

(Kmnn«^) from the first characteristic word, is, broadly speaking,

the older simpler Kaddish with the Messianic insertions b. c. d. e.

f. g. For dating it, the termini are the destruction of the second

Temple 72 C. E. and Massecheth Soferim 7 th—8 th cent. It is im-

possible accurately to fix a date between these two limits and the

most one can venture to say is that it is hardly earlier than the

third or later than the seventh century.

This elaboration of the Kaddish is also in origin the nnt^ "^^Tl

D'^Dinini 1 at the close of an Aggadic discourse, and very probably

arose, if we need seek special grounds for its development, in

differentiation from its simpler original, when the latter became an

integral part of the synagogue service. When the older, simpler

version had assumed its function in the synagogue with a definite

place and meaning in the services, it was amplified in the study

house with the comforting Messianic promises and hopes that recur

again and again at the close of Aggadic study. And even the

Halachic treatises of the Mishna often close with prayers for or

references to the world to come 2
(b), the resurrection =*

(c), the re-

building of Jerusalem 4
(d) and of the Temple &

(e) and the approach

of the Messiah 6
(h). This study-house use of the paragraph is un-

doubtedly original, although it was later applied as the graveside

Kaddish and as the mourning Kaddish par excellence [Appendix F,

p. IIB].

Whereas the Hebrew prayer b'DTi b)} (Soferim 14 12) is strictly

parallel to the ordinary Kaddish, the prayer JISI NT'^ corresponds

in three of its four paragraphs with the contents of the three para-

1 Ber 31a 28 T. Ber 3 21 810 (text notes) J. Ber 6 8d 22.

2 Talmud Tamid 33 b MK. 29 a Hull. 142 a etc.

3 Sota 9 15 MK. 3 9 Tosafoth MK. 28 b top y^S.
* Aboth 5 20 reading ^TV niariB'. Derech Eres Rabba.
5 Taan 4 8 Aboth 5 20 reading Vflpl^n n^a ni^^Vf. Derecb Eres Zutta.

6 Eduy. 87.
^ Amram I 24a ( ), 33 a

[ ] Baer 124 Gaster 113 Roman 23b. See

further pp. 92 and 98.
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graphs of this version of the Kaddish: ]^)^b to TTlj; «im, U'n'h to

^^Dnn (p. 97) and U^ph to bi^ilt^^ b)> (p. 98). The form differs largely

owing to the "Systemzwang" of the ])^^ NT* framework. The simi-

larity is least clear in the first verse D'^DK^n [Nn'?^] "'iDte \\:i^
'•n"'

where only e. g. and j. are paralleled. The other two verses are

far more closely related. The elaborate «ip1S Dip"* of the Yemen
codex Gaster 243 f. 132 a contains the phrase «^D\n i^hb:it!;h 1»«n

HTlIp "'inoVl ((e) and (d)). Various closing prayers offer parallels

to this paragraph; e. g. the p2J1 \'T' added after counting the 'Omer

and after the Shemone 'Esre, s and the old liNI^^ liDte 9 also closing

the Shemone *Esre and its variant in the Genizah fragment published

by Gaster 10 ri'in^ nt5^n 7nrDty (h) ^^''ty» nip (e) ^^D^'^ ^btr

(b) «nn D^ij;n •'^n^i n'^ti^fin ni^i'? liDf pnin , (g) 7B^np».

The paragraph, itself an expansion of the simpler Kaddish, has

in its turn been poetically amplified. Dr. Gaster has published
1 1

a Genizah fragment, dating from not later than the 9 th or 10 th

century that appears to be a poetical expansion of it, phrase by phrase,

perhaps for the fast of Ab. The following extract shows its con-

struction:

:l<Tp5lT«n«^ K-'^ni Ninnj; n** hv i"'»«i «dd . (c)

«nnp ''ino^ D^V r^^ nn^ ""inD!? d^i^it «n-ip ""inD^i (d)

nTi^DtJ^ iTTii^nty ip"' n^n'^ ^bVnty^ ;^dm «'?'7Dfis^'7i (e)

WV'^^ P'J ^'^^ P nn*' ip^d!? InDiT^STfiF^ipj^ (f)

«in iiin S^Tijnlon^iD^ «»^V ^3 inin'^i (g)
[T]^^ pni «p« "nn^ ^D 'rv n^niD^tt •»^:inm (h)

'151 rrniD^D

'i?iDi [pD^j^nn (i)

This text agrees on the whole most with version (a),

(b) The more explicitly dogmatic Messianic character of this

version of the Kaddish is at once brought out in the qualification

8 Meg 20b Tosafotli nb^hn h^ end. TBBR. 18 95.

» Amram I 9a Vitry 67 Baer 104 p. 36 note 55.

10 GDK. p. 238. n GDK. 234 MGWJ XLVIII 1904 417£F.

6
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given to Wto^J^l instead of Nin of the simpler version. The

characterisation "Messianic" is meant in the broadest sense (Y. pre-

face p. VII). Accurately speaking, Jewish eschatology usually pictures

the earthly Messianic Kingdom as giving way, after a period, to the

resurrection (c) and to the great judgment, 12 followed by the Kingdom
of God. 13 The new heavens and new earth (b),*^ the iraXivYlvrjOK; or,

as the Syriac version turns it, the !ltju jvtNv,^^ follow the period

of the kingdom of the Messiah. 16 According to R. Eleazar of Modin

(2nd cent.)
17 the «in D^lj; is connected with the souls, the preceding

tt^^)^ D^lj; with the resurrection, is this giving (b) a very close con-

nection with

(c) the resurrection. 19 This belief occurring sporadically in the

Old Testament, 20
regularly in the New Testament 21 and in Hellenic

and Pharisaic apocryphal works,22 the Mishna23 and Talmud 2^ and

Targum25 hangs inseparably together with the Messianic hope. The

"renewal of the world" (b) must necessarily include the revival of

the dead for them to share in the Messianic glory. Sometimes the

12 Dan 12 2 Enoch 98 10 103 8 104 5.

13 The modem German addition to (c). Deut 30 19 J I. Hos 6 2 Targ.
i* Isa 65 i7 66 22 Exod Rab. 15 to Ex 12 2. Tanhuma to t^i^l ed. Buber 9.

PREl. 51. Alphabet of R. Akiba (version B) letter Heh, Jell. BH. Ill p. 25. Cf.

Deut. 32 I J I with ib. J II. Eth. Enoch 45 4 f.

16 Matthl9 28. Cf. 2Pet.3l3 Revel.21i,5 20 11 Apoc.Baruch32 6 44 12 572.

16 Sanh. 92 b 1 97 b 16, 7000, 5000 etc. years.
17 Mechilta p. 50b to Exod 12 25.

18 On «mn Htt^y Schdrer GJV. II 636 fif. and literature there given. DWJ
146 f. J. Klausner, Die messianischen Vorstellungen des jiidischen Volkes, Berlin

'04 p. 18 ff.

i» ScHURER GJV. II 638 et seq. Collected Jewish views on the resurrection

ZuNz, Zur Geschichte 372 et seq.
20 Dan 12 2 Isa 26 19 Job 19 25 f. 14 1 3 f. Ezek 37 1 et seq. Compare 1 Kgs

17 22 2 Kgs 4 32—35 13 21. Contrast Ps 88 11, but also Ps 49 15 73 18—24. A
lan, hint of it is found in Deut 32 34 (Sifre ib. p. 139 b), 33 6 a Num 23 10 b Hos 6 2.

21 Luke 20 35 ff. John 5 29 Acts 24 15 1 Cor 614 2 Cor 1 9 etc.

22 IV Mace 17 18 Wisdom 3 1—9 Ps of Solomon 3 16 Baruch 30 1—5 44 12

49—51 Enoch 22 51 if. and esp. 2 Mace 7 9 11 14 36 14 46 12 43—45.
28 Aboth 4 22 Sota 9 15 end, cf. 1 Kgs 17 22.

2* Sanh 90b 28 et seq. Keth 8b 20 J- ^^r 4 2 7d
25. Compare Shem. 'Esre 2.

TBER. 6 29 151.

2B Gen 19 26 J 11 Zach 3 7 Hos 6 2. See p. 63.
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resurrection is pictured as taking place through Elijah
^e or the

Messiah, but more usually, as here, through God who alone has the

key to open the graves
27 at the end of the Messianic era.23 The

connection of this phrase (c) with (a) cannot be too closely drawn.

As the Kaddish prays for the sanctification of God's Name through

the resurrection, the resurrection is again and again described as

having for its purpose the praise of God. In Ezek Ch 37 the

foundation of the Rabbinical teaching on the resurrection, it is three

times 29
emphasised that through it Tl ''i^ ^D Dn;;T1, and after the

final defeat of Gog and Magog—''ntS^lpnm ^rti:!;!;!!—will come the

resurrection. So in the TBER.30 D^iyn lioty ^n:ini1 rntr ^lom

^ntynpnm "'r\'?^:inm (Ezek 38 23) -ioi« «in n^fi^ nni« bv) tisiD n;;i nb)vn ^^idd

or ^njn i»ty t^iph hd ntn nViyn n":ipnb dtidh n^''nn. The Tar-

gum to the Shemone *Esre3i translates D^n»n n^HQ n nn« "jnn

(d) There is no attempt at putting the various eschatological

ideas here enumerated into their chronological order a, h 2, d. e. f.

g. b. c. h 1. In the Bible there are many references to God's building

up Jerusalem, this also bringing honor and glory to His Name; 32 and

after the destruction of the city by Titus and the building of the

heathen city Aelia Capitolina on its site by Hadrian, the hopes of

26 Sota 9 15 end. Compare 1 Kgs 17 22.

27 Ezek 37 1 2 Ber 15b
^ g

^®^ ^^ 22 J II. Alphabet of R. Akiba letter Zayyin
Jell. BH. Ill 27 PREl. 34 Keth 8b 23 J. Ber 4 2 7d 26 Ber 60b 27 Taan 2a

^

Sanh 113
3.

28 Num 11 26 J I Deut 32 39 J II 1 Sam 2 6 2 Esdr 7 26—36 TBER. 3 14

5 21 18 93 107 TBEZ. 4l80.
29 Ezek 37 6 13 14. Cf. Targ. Isa 42 11. Targ. to Shem. Esre quoted lower.

Midrash Konan Jell. BH. II 36.

30 TBER. 5 22 24 Num 11 26 J I.

31 MOWJ. XXXIX 1894 85.

32 Ps 102 14— 17 Ps 51 20 where nn'^HDM seems fo be a technical term for re-

building so as to improve and beautify. Compare the Zenjirli inscription of

Barrekub bar Panammu 1. 12 pnm ]2'?» n^n p nnnani ^IK n^l nin«^ and that of

Panammu 1. 9 nnto\Ti niK n^3 Sachau, Mitteilungen aus den orientalischen Samm-

lungen Heft 11 p. 25. Berl. '93. Ps 147 2. Compare Sirach 36 17 f. Isa 51 3 52 9

54iif. 61 3 f.

6*
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the consolation (ni!Dni)33 and rebuilding of the New Jerusalem 34

loomed most prominently in the hopes for the future, and find

expression at every opportunity.
35 Almost invariably the prayer for

Jerusalem (d) is coupled with

(e) the prayer for the rebuilding of the Temple. God will

rebuild His Temple,
36 described by Ezekiel (40—48), through His

anointed. 37 The nations of the earth will forsake their idols and

go up to the House of the God of Jacob to learn of His ways (f),38

for the service of God will be restored to the Temple once more (g).39

i^^n*^
and 'T'n?^ better than "^^. Compare Galilean and Sama-

ritan n for «im.

'^'^^)l,
better than the usual ^o

i^nj;
—a Hebraism,—in form Part.

Pass. Peal, h Tnj; in the Targum, as 'jID with ^ or a participle or

Tny ^ID, is constantly used for expressing certain futurity,
^i Cf.

»)2b ITiVh "to the future world".

i^lj'^np more original than «n'inri«^. The Targum in two

passages—Mic 7 u «mnn«^ Tnv «im «D!?^n and Deut 32 i JI simi-

33 Isa 52 9 66 13 Zach 1 17 Sirach 36i3f Targ. Isa 33 20 51 3 4 3. Ber

48b 20 nam referring to the paragraph ]rs f?y (nnn) Dm and D^K'n*' romn HiU.

Sofer 13 12 the Haftarah blessing n^iS3 1V5» Dnifi , . . ^Tj? ]V2t irn^« 'n Dni.

Derech Bres Rabba end HTilOinil D^lPn'' h\if nnnttB*. See p. 64.

34 Isa 54 11 f. Zech 2 6—9 14—16 8 3—5 Revel 21 10 et seq. Tobit 13 I6—18

14 5 Enoch 90 28 f. Jell. BH. HI p. 69. 74 f. Schurer GJV. II 625 f. gives

literature. Apoc. Baruch 6 9.

35 Ber 44a 7
J Ber 4 2 7d ^g TBER. 14 63 Shem. 'Esre 14 17 (Elbogen

p. 525). The Palestinian version (S. Schechter JQB. X 1898 p. 657) reads in

one text I^SNT bb2\ff ^n^n nil. lii^nn (Baer 108). Service for the 9th Ab (Taan. 29b)
Dna (Baer p. 96). Further note 33 above. Aboth 5 20 Soferim 14 12 .131^ «ini

36 Isa 60 7 Hag 2 7 9 Taan 4 8 Aboth 520 Tobit 14 5 Enoch 90 28f. Derech

Eres Zutta end. Shem. 'Esre 17 (Elbogen 526) Jell. BH. Ill 69 74f. Further

note 33 and 35 above.
37 Zach 612 f. and Targ.
38 Isa 2 3 18 Mic 4 2 Zach 13 2 Tobit 14 6. The second half (p by) of ir^y

(Baer p. 132). vn«^^ New Year liturgy (German) DWJ. Anhang 306. Cant.

Rab. to 2 13 p. 17'c.

3» Shemone 'Esre 17 "[fi^n l-m*? mnj?n 3B>nv Midr. Ps 17 2 ed. Bub. p. 127

nbw)Vh t:'^):!)):: moi p'-s'? ^ni^^» n»n (Elbogen, Shem. 'Esre 627).
40 Targum ed. Sabionetta, Lisbon etc.

41 Gen 4 7 10 Onk. Exod JI 1 15 3 5 10 7 etc. D. Gr. 268.
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larly, reads the Ithpaal, but in Habak 3 2 mbv »r\inh ni»«T In

Onkelos to Deut 32 12 the MSS. and editions vary between the Pael

and Ithpaal.
"12 With the Ithpaal «in refers to «»^J^, thus laying

unwarranted emphasis on ND^J^ and leaving b out of connection with

the following phrases c. d. e. etc. With the Pael t^)T\ God is the

subject of all the following verbs. The later change to the Passive

is apparently in accordance with the scrupulous spirit of the Targum
to avoid attributing the action of the renewal directly to God.^s nin

(Ldzb. 271) is a denominative. Old English WtS^nn*?.

nijjtrii^j'l
44 is perhaps the best orthography, pronounced as the

later more popular spelling n''^^ri«;45
nfc<^n«46 and riivjn^^? also occur.

The form in Biblical Aramaic is njjnn^.^^ The punctuation nfc<n«

also occurs in Yemenite texts. 49 Old English SDHd'?'! (!).

^^J^1''P Most Targum editions and some MSS. and editions of

the Kaddish prefer ^^H'^DSO possibly hinting at
«*^ri^D from «n« 'the

coming ones.'

plpP^-1 So Onk. and Proph. Targ. pinSD^I often in Jer. Targ.

i^^J3 as in Dan 2 30 4 14. Most editions and Targ. edit. «^;n.

i^|^D«^1 Afel Inf. of pbo with Daghesh m D. Of. Dan 6 24 np^^rh.

]lnil|^^
Dan 3 12 better than pnn\5i

HD^j; '';n^ based on Dan 12 2. Amram II 21b ^'^rh b)»^i:i p^Dtt

« Bologna 1482, Vienna, and two MSS. (1185 CE. and 1439 CE.) quoted

by Levy TWB. mn, read the Pael. Edit. Sabionetta, the Lisbon 1491 editions

and modern editions have the Ithpaal.
43 So Abler "li"? nrn: to Deut 32 12.

** Amram, Rashi (Vitry), Yemen, Yemen Genizah fragment. Targum Cod.

Reuchl. Isa 38 16 2 Sam 8 2 1 Sam 2 6 Exod 13 17 J 11 ed. Giksburqer TDJ^ pw
«''n"'fi n^nw*?. 45 Maimonides.

48 Abudarham. Targum Isa 38 1 6 Buxtorf. Tur.

47 Targ. Isa 38 16 ed. Venice 1517.

48 Dan 2 10 16 27 3 32 5 15 one Yemen MS.Qre. HMinn^. Stback to Dan 2 10.

49 D. Gr. 3f>3 355 60 98.

J^o Jastrow, Landshuth etc. Num 17 13 Onk.—not ed. Sab. and Lisbon.

Reuchl. 2 Kgs 19 35.

*i Merx, Bemerhurtgen iiher dieVocalisaiion der Targume (Verhandlung des

5ten internat. Orientalisten- Congresses 145, 185. Noldeke, Mand. Gram. 92.390.

Wright, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic languages 112. Berliner, Onkelos

n 148. Bevan, Daniel 38.
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i^thv better than Targ. 1 Sam 2 6 mhv ''^nn ^pDX*? mv 1«1 where ^o'rV

may mean Tlfc^T «)d!?5; as often.52 Both "TlW"! «D^V "'^n («an rh)V»^ ''^n)53

and ^d'^j; '•'^n (th)V ^^T])^^ occur, the latter more frequently.

•'J5P^^ better thanYemen fc^iStt'?'! although Ezr 5 2 17 has «infi^,55

since in later orthography « is usually mater lectionis for the

vowel dJ^

^^1p NoLDEKE, Beitrdge ziir semit Sprachwissenschaft, p. 62,

note 1; Barth, ZDMG, XLI 1887, 607. «nip followed by a name

is usually constructed with! 57 b^t often (hebraizing?) without it.ss

D^l?^nn So Baer and Ginsbueg. Strack D^tJ^nn as many MSS.
Steack to Ezr 4 8.

^))y^^ in Biblical Aram Thhy^h^^'^ to finish building walls so

or the Temple. 61 In the Targumim it is used in this sense also 62

and in the rather more general sense of to build up^s as here, or

to lay the foundations. ^4

fc^^yn So Biblical Aramaic 65 and Syriac )jLa-»©» better than the

hebraizing form usually found ^\yT\.

52 Targ Lev 18 5 Isa 58 ii Ezek 20 ii 13 21 compared with Deut 30 19 J I.

53 Aboth 2 7 Sanh 10 2

54 Dan 12 2 Lev 18 5 O.J I Deut 33 6 0. 1 Sam 25 29 Ezek 20 11 13 21 Ps
Sol 13 9 14 2. Cf. Enoch 103 3 f. In the New Testament Cwrjv aUoviov 40 times,

Soferl3 8 DWJ. 127f.

55 Besides n^infi*? Ezr 5 9 (cf. DG 340 349) and «ia^ Ezr 5 3 13. This latter.

form too in inscriptions e. g. Hadad 1. 11 13. Sayce-Cowley Egypt, Aram, has

7\i:i'ch A 3 6 9 11 C 14. 56 D. Gr. 339 349.

57 D^lS^nn «mp Amr., Rashi, Maim., Tur. Isa 10 32 Eeuchl. margin and

editions. Cf. Gen 33 is J 1 49 7 J II Esth II 8 15 ed. David p. 44
3
^

ib. 1 1 p. 2 1 1 .

58 uh)0\y «mp Abud., Yemen, Genizah fragment Isa 10 32 Reuchl. Cf. Gen
33 18 One.

59 Ezr 5 3 9. The Inf. Pael ending in « occurs only in ^bten*? Ezr 4 21 6 8 «a»!^
Dan 7 19 and perh. Kethibh «^isn!? Ezr 6 17 D. Gr, 250 f. 281.

60 Ezra 4 12 13 16 5 3 9.

6* Ezra 5 11 614 and 5 3 9, if ^5i"llr« is connected with Assyrian asru

sanctuary as Paul Haupt suggests in Guthe's Ezra. Cf. Hi'lK'K a part of the

temple, Sachau, Die Aram. Papyrusurkunden In.
62 Gen 2 1 Exod 31 17 J I Deut 20 5 J I Ezek 27 u Am 9 1 1 1 Chr 4 23.

6» Ps 51 20. 6* Zech 8 9 Hab 2 12 1 Sam 2 8 2 Sam 22 8 Isa 42 5.

65 NoLDBKE, Hand. Gram. 135 § 113 Reckekdoef, ZDMG. XLII 1888 p. 399

Barth, NB. § 264 d p. 423 note 2 Ges. Kautzsch, Hehr Gram. 85 c Lagardb,
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^y^l) ^'^'^^P added in the Yemen version can be defended by
the apparent usage in Biblical Aramaic where the two fneanings of
H^yn ^'palace'^ and ^Hemple'^ always appear to he purposely kept

distinct from each other by qualifying additions. «^DNT as temple
is Db>tyno n «'?D\T (Ezr 6 i4a 15 6 5 5), thmy^^ n Vfxh^ n'^n n «^3m

(Dan 5 3). ^fh^Ti as royal palace is WD'^D n vhyn (Dan 6 5), (WDte)

rhyrh (Dan 6 19), ^^D\nn parallel to "'Jl^ni (Dan 4 1), «niD'7tt byn
"^nn n (Dan 4 26). «inte «^D\T n'TD (Ezr 4 u) is speaking of the

king. According to this Ezra 5 i4b c h'1'2 n vhy7\ is temple in

Babylon as n'rtyiTi H ^hyTi temple in Jerusalem, in contrast with

Vnn n ^mD'?^ hyr\ the palace in Babylon.

rl555 So Ezra 4 15 better than ed. Sabionetta etc. npn. On 1i

Reckendoef, ZDMG. XLII, 1888 p. 413. Ldzb. 249.

'Ipy^?"' The reading of the Mahzor Vitry Ip'^J^fi^l is not necess-

arily Pael or a scribe's mistake for IpV^^'^l. In verba prima gutt

esp. prima V the first syllable of the Inf. Peal is often opened
in superlinear texts and ed. Sabionetta, giving forms like 15''J?D

Deut 27 12 Num 20 21 (J I ^y^t2) or ^^V^P- pTV^P Gen 19 20

Sab pIV'-D. ^5J;d Deut 24 8 Sab., TOD editions, contrasting with the

closed syllable in Biblical Aramaic T^JJtt (Ezra 4 22 7 is).
66 With

closed syllable the vowel of the prefix tt may be a, e or i.67 On

npV Baeth, ES. 6.

nijlpj ^^n^S On jn^lS see above on ]p113 p. 37. Baeth, iV'^.

§ 194b p. 318 p. XXIX note 1. n«nD1i «in^"lS68 or as pronounced

«;i31i 'S69 is the regular equivalent of the Hebrew n*^t rni^V strange

service i. e. idolatry, or the idol itself. The former meaning is

TJehersicJd 121 9 Delitzsch, Assyr. WB. following Oppert, ekallu from the

Sumerian e-gal large house.
66 Steack to Ezra 7 is notes a superlinear MS with nayto.

67 Barth NB. § 161b p. 243 DGr. 93 f. 279 f.

68 J I Gen 21 9 15 f. 26 35 Exod. 6 9 17 s 32 is 27 Num 23 1 35 25 Deut 25 18

32 12. Of. S. Landauer, Das Elif als mater lectionis im jiid. Aram., Festschrift

Abraham Berliner's p. 220 f. D. Gr. 98 177 194.

69 J II Gen 4 26 21 9, J I Exod 32 6, Deut 32 16 J II «>n3^i cf. ver. 12 Deut
14i JII «nn3U Sin'jiE), Ginsburger

]''«"i3"i3. The M in ^Hnsii is only a mater
lectionis to avoid reading ''isii.
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required here. ''^"O'li 0?) is the technical term for that which is

alien to the religious laws, contrary to ritual prescription.
7 o

^J/r^J. is a late reading for rt«i:31i (ed. princ.) due to the

censorship, just as n"lt muj^ is in most printed works changed to

D^^''^« miW Editions of the Tur read ^--rj^lD ^nbSil n«1D1i ^in'pia.

Although the word does occur rarely in the Targum (e. g. Lev 1 2 J I),

it is not a usual Aramaic word, D^^"'^^ being invariably translated

by the Targumist as fe^nilj^io.

i<JJ1*?5 The Masora to Onk Exod 12 37 would require «g"]«»,

«p«fi being a Hebraism. «pN'lfi avoids the hiatus and removes

the difficulty. «5;"l« here meant originally the "land"—Palestine.

This is meant by iT'J^I^D in Amram and the Tur. It was especially

Palestine that was polluted by idolatry (Zech 13 2). The national

restoration is here primarily intended, but secondarily also the

universalistic, the complete extirpation of idolatry from the earth.

Old English, however, reads «iV"l«tt.

i^^O??"' So the superlinear pointing,
^i The sublinear is the

more regular wnn^^l.

i^JDlJ^l ^^in^S the original form. The fuller forms '^1
«B^'>'lj5

"ID

'B^T «Ti?^-"l£>, or m i^^yip )n^S~not ]nhSi in the construct as mostly

in the superlinear texts '2—
emphasize the contrast with ni^"D1i ^in^lS.

The reading H'^DU^T for «*»tyn in Abud. and Yemenite texts possibly

goes back to an orthography n^Wl for ^JDtS'l, naturally read as

n''Ot5^*7. But as the wording of prayers was transmitted orally, it

is also possibly an original variant. The reading iTfity appearing

in almost all the Yemen texts—Cod. Gast. 4 reads iT'DtS^ with the

two vowel signs n^Dty rubbed out— is further assured by the

Yemenite Targum to the parallel passage in the Shemone 'Esre 17,

which translates nnnvH ntrni as ^»ty^ n «in^1S ]b n"^nn"i.

i^y]u?y t^n^^f in the mouth of an oriental are scarcely to be

distinguished, the H being very lightly aspirated, and 1 and n both

softly pronounced very much as the Arabic >. Hence it is im-

possible to say which of the two is original, although the context

70 Exod 30 9 Lev 10 i Num 3 4 26 61 Onk. and Jer to nnt.

71 Meex, Chrestomathia n^n D. Gr. 316 324.

72 Pratorius Joshua 7 5 D. Gr. 7 9.
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might be regarded as slightly favouring iTIflW^.^^ The Yemen version

combines both nmnn rriin^^. iT^mn^ 'to its glory' rather than

'for His glory'. Old English ^nrw'?.

nijT, nVp^ and n'^^^n are quite synonymous. The Targum in

avoidance of anthropomorphism or anthropopathism uses Til «"lp''

(«'n TOD) or 'm «1p'' in equally. J I prefers 'm «ni^Dty lp\ and

the Tur reads here iTn^Dt^l n^ip^) ,TVt1. Tin in Deut 33 n is Vt in

Onk, «np« nnnn in J I, «nm ^Ip*""!
in J II. li>\ occurring often in

the later parts of the Old Testament is recognised by E. Nahman
b. Isaac (280—356) as Aramaic. '^

rin^ri'''!
—

^l^n;! of the superlinear texts ^^ is perhaps a better

form.

nriDpO? t
"sj.?^!]

the modern German reading is a confusion

of HTIID^D i^m and HHID^ttn
?['^D^'I.

KJJt^n contracted from m0 «n.

Tt»l T* LI I T-J -: --1- --I TI-il-T Tt-|« Tl "I- T:T t

]D« IID^I «JJ1«1 «'^J?12^ ^"jp Dl{5 ]p ^pnil. Abudarham. Mod. Spanish [ ].

For the opening words Maimonides has only ]^T\ ^J^l. b^ is inserted

in the modern German and in some Yemen texts. Maimonides

omits «nty''^p as do some Yemenite texts. The modern German

inserts VpDj;^) l^'^S'^pj;!. Carpentras, Spanish (ed. Livorno 1791),

Maimonides MS. Gaster 173 J'^pD^I )''2nn. Maimonides, Roman and

Mod. German read jID^T \\T\h «n\ Yemen also, or «i^1
lin!?"l )D^

or «i^1 ]1D^1 ])T]b etc.i Yemen reads also "'Dnm «nDni «in. Roman
adds «D^tJ^ before them and jTl'^n "'ilTDI after them. Maimonides

adds «nim «nVVD"l. Mod. German reads l^DHn Dm 'in «nn «D^K^

73 Cf. Ezr 6 5 5 15. Cf. Sachau 1. c. p. 41.

74 NoLDEKE, ZDMG. XL 1886 p. 732.

78 Meg 9a ^7 Kautzsch, Araniaismen p. 38 Barth, NB. 88c D. Gr. 100 155.

Assyrian akru is 'precious, valuable'. 76 D. Qr, 85 92 164.

1 Kohut's Yemen text ]13^1 ]in^. Yemen Or. 2418 \\r\b^ \\^b. Spanish ed.

Livorno 1791 \\2b) pn^l »ib. Carpentras as mod. Spanish ])nh'\ »ib. Spanish ed.

princ. ]inV. Some Yemen texts \\2b etc.
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«ip^"lB1 «n''n «i1ttt1 pn« r^ni.s For «5;"l«1 ^'^tS^ '•>»,3 Maimonides,

mod. G-erman and Kohut's Yemen text read «''Dtyin pnn«, Yemen
as both of these or nn «in« or «p«1 «''Dtyi ^DO^'D.

This paragraph, recited in the Kaddish at the end of a lesson

is an appropriate wish for blessing on all teachers who uphold and

transmit the traditional teachings. ]p11S U)pY the old Babylonian
formula used for the same purpose, is practically the same:^

Vnp (German)
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also the three heads of the T\T\i;^ = wn^'^ntt are called nmn -= «ninn.

The phrase yt^^l )''pD b pi HpV '^^ ID ])2\T)^^) l^plDn'^l has its

counterpart in the Kaddish in the paragraph '''?Dnn (p. 97).6 The

real diifference between the two formulae is that the Kaddish is

universal and IpllB Dlp^ local. Certainly the phrase ^in «in«m
in«1 in« b^y]) in the Kaddish looks more like an adaptation of

the corresponding phrase in ]p11S Dip"* than an original expression;

and because of the local color in )pns Dip'' it has been assumed '

that the Kaddish formula is a later adaptation of it. But even

assuming that JpllD Dip'' as we have it in the Mahzor Yitry has

been expanded, it would still be hard to see why the Kaddish

omitted some phrases, and found it necessary to alter the order

and construction of the sentences. This consideration also bars

the assumption of IpllS Dlp^ being an adaptation of the Kaddish

formula. It is therefore probable that both are independent develop-

ments from a common original. This original would appear to

date from post Talmudic times, and is possibly early Gaonic. This

paragraph, not in Amram, perhaps dates from later than 900.

^Nl1i?^";"!?j; The only excess of the Kaddish over ]p'^1D Dip** lies

in the two words ^^ity bp, which are out of place at the head of

this blessing for the ]^21 but have never been explained. Furthermore

Maimonides, old English and Kohut's Yemen text do not know them,

but commence the paragraph )il1 b)f. There is a second formula

]p11S D1p\ a prayer for the congregation, running as the one for

the teachers except for the words m^^p t^bnp '?dV («n^l1« ^D:inso

.
)i3n'' 111'' «»^j;t «Dte) «^tyii ^'tdd «n"'j;r Dy «''nini

I'^'in etc. with

the second pers. plur. suffix ]1D—for that of the 3rd pers. pi. )in
—

.

In the Mahzor Vitry p. 172 these two formulae are combined into

one. It is obvious therefore that our version of the paragraph be-

ginning )i!n by) biA'W^ b)^ unites both these formulae in one. The

formula beginning ^«*\t5^'' b)f and reading ]1p^ «n'' (which otherwise

6 The form in the Kaddish Maimonides MS. Gaster 173 running «nDni «in

p3nx?D3T «inVD3 «n^ w^etyn «"io^o «b^j n^«nni «^t3iri ^nv^-oi ^:no^ ^d-'-ik [^ni] ^onn^

pK no«^ p^pi p\ ^33 is almost literally the same as the beginning and end of

Ipni) n)p\
7 Rapoport lisn D13 III 1838 p. 46 and following him Landshuth 1. c.

-Hamburger, Real-Encykl. II 606.
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comes very abruptly and is bracketed by Baer etc.) corresponds

with the congregational ]pns Dip*"; and in so far as it begins bj?

pil and reads \\T]b «n"' it corresponds with the rabbinical Jp'^IS D1p\

This paragraph is therefore a combined prayer both for the con-

gregation (of Israel) and its teachers.

The parallel paragraph of
]i:{n

\T«8 (the third) running pi %T

9Dnn"'D^ni nn-'im nn ^«ity^ -"D^n b^ n« i:^
n-'-'p!?

D'^^tyn [m^«] ^is*?©

]D«io ntD«1 DiTmntS^ID mttipo bn (^«1t2^^n), otherwise fully parallel

to the Kaddish paragraph, has nothing corresponding with the words

]iTT?)^^ not, as usually IJSI. )51 is itself a nominal form and

is not to be regarded with Geigerii as ^1 with the suffix of the

1st pers. plur., which would be ]a\ It occurs in the Targumi2 and

has an uncertain history.
^^ According to the general tradition!^ pi

is a higher title than '»2\ T. Eduy 3 4 460 4, implying the same,

defines '':2"l as a teacher whose disciples are known, ]2'1 one of earlier

date whose disciples are already forgotten. In actual usage the

title is in Palestine first given to the Patriarchs Gramliel I (30
—40

C. E. Acts 22 3), then to his son Simeon, his grandson Gamliel of

Yabne (90
—110 C. E.) and his great grandson Simeon (fl. 140) After

him the Patriarch is called «''tJ^i and the title )m loses its official

meaning. R Yohanan b. Zaccai, the foremost teacher at the time

of the destruction of the Temple is also known as )ni. It was used

later in the weakened sense of "rabbi, teacher" and applied to any

distinguished teacher,
^^ and particularly the Exilarch or chief Baby-

8 Amram I 24 a ( ), 33 a
[ ]. Gaster 113 Baer 124 Roman 23b. See

p. 80 note 7 and p. 98.

9 In the modern German text expanded to Dn''T'tD'?n n^fi^ni Dnn^O^m as in

the Kaddish and ]pnis D1p\
10 In the modern German text nisxil as in ^pllB Dlp\
1* Geiger, Was hat Mohammed p. 51.

12 Levy, TWB.
13 Levy, NHWB. Kohut, Aruch Completum I ''''2« p. 6. Ahoth 1 16 et seq.

ScHiJRER, GJV. II 376 D WJ. 272.

14 From a response of Sherira Gaon. Kohut's Aruch Completum I "''•aw p. 6.

Ad. Neubauer, Anecdota Oxoniensa Preface p. XII.
>5 Shab 33b 16 119b ^g AZ. 3b 21 pn n^3 b^ nipim. J. Ter 8 7 46a 38 JBM.

2 13 8d 40 J. SanhlOi 27dii Targ. Cant 65 PsSOn EcclS?.
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Ionian teacher was called «ini.i6 The suffixed form pil is used

regularly as D^DDn in the Mishna in the wide sense of "teachers"

in expressions like pninD, ]initt «"inn, 1^111 «im:j, \^^D'pi ]^T\, the

suffix being as meaningless as it is in ""^l, ^-P*.^'

In form ]i21 is contracted from WJiSI. The plural \^:^T\ occurs

only in the Palestinian dialect. But the suffix of the first pers.

plur. added to the plural is in Galilean as in Samaritan ]y
—which

would give the form P''ini—Compare Syriac ^-o-w, ^ and Biblical

Aram. «i\—The absence of the Yod in the form ]ini must point

to an original suffix «}-r- as in Onkelos (Sabionetta and the editions

«J— ).
In the Jer. Targ. occur both «}— and p— .^^

]inn^D^n n-'D^n ^j;^ ]in''TD^n ^D by) The expression, in-

cluding two generations of pupils, is modelled on Isa 59 21 1 9 A Ti:hr\ 20

is defined 21 as n»1«1 )l)thn2 HD^n im in"l« ybi<)\^tff b.

]D Of. ^, the superlinear punctuation, Ginsbueg (Dan 3 15)

many MSS. (Steack to Dan 3 6), Maeti § 27 Note, Bevan, Daniel

p. 39 etc., better than ]» favored by Baer and the editions. The

orthography ]«tt is only to distinguish it from the preposition p.
22

The use of—1
]tt

for the simple relative is more characteristic of

the Jer. Targ. than of Onkelos.

]''piJ^X^) l''5r^n ^^"^ ^^ often used specifically for sitting down to

study (Targ. Isa 1 3) or lecture, ^r\) nty\—n pDVI nty\23 Yemen

Cod. Gaster 249 reads J-'pDV l"ii«^ l"inn^D^n.

^'p^V is better in a pointed text than )"'pDJ.
The D is used

constantly for ty in New Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic to avoid

misreading as tJ^.24 The root pfc^V) in Biblical Hebrew Hithpael

16 Pes 115b 8
«np^j; «3sn Keth 22a ^2 ^^^ «::i«i.

17 Compare Monsieur, Monsignor, Mijnheer etc.

^8 D. Gr. 95 108 174 204. i9 BM. 85a
^j.

20 NoLDEKE, ZDMG. XL 1886 727 Note 3 1 Chr 25 8 D. Gr. 172.

21 Ta'an 10b 2 D. S. Levy, NHWB. nb.
22 Landauer, in Abraham Berliner's Festschrift 1903 pp. 215—226.

23 Passage D (p. 9). Often ag in i^nni nrv nMtt^ nn« Dn«n nis^yo, onm rwfhm

»nn^ nt»i> ^«yDi»'' "i n\nt8?. Gen. Rab. 6 7 «piDD V"'"^ ^^^'^'^ ^"'i'- Eccl. Rab. to 6 2

»^mi iTi"', J. Ber 2 1 4b 35 etc.

2* bno (Biblical ontif), on^ (Bibl. te^n^), Di« (Bibl. l»n«), pBD (IKgs 20io pste^),

-I3D (of. Ezr 4 5 for nsbf), ^iD (Bibl. nils'), ino (Bibl. «nnnte>), naiD (cf.Num 5 12 ntab^),
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Gen 26 20 to strive,^^ is the same as the New Hebrew and Aramaic

pDj; (poetical Arabic J-*^) "to cling to." The theory that \ff in

Aramaic is a Hebraism, 2 6 is in the light of old Aramaic inscriptions,

especially Palmyrene, not tenable. 2 7
pD^ sUidere, is especially used

with «nni«n (n-nn:i),28 the present participle active Yp^)l and the

passive part. Yp'^^V "busied with" occurring indifferently.
2 9 (Yemen

Or. 2389 YP'IDV).

Kri'!1tfc<3 so superlinear vocalisation, 3o
Syr. i)^|o{. The editions

all Kn'il'l^.

^]?l^'>'!|p Abudarham corrects the reading «a^''1j? usual in his

day and found in some MSS. e. g. Maimonides Gastee MS. 173.

It is found sometimes in old Yemen texts 3 1 and in Roman texts.

pn i^irifc551 referring back to )ini. )in in pointed texts is better

than jnn. Of. Bibl. Aram. Nabatean and Palmyrene HiT, Zenjirli,

Egypt. Aram. Hit etc.

fc^n^j
The Yemen texts read here invariably ^'^^ See p. 52.

K2*l ^9/^^ an unnecessary interpolation, but a fixed phrase as

in Soferim 14 12 D^DHini IDHn ]nn Dl^t^n.

''Dqi] ^'npn] «|n in BibUcal Hebrew IDm )n32 and D'^ionm IDHSs

are paired. In New Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic the three terms

DIB
(te^-iB),

D-in Qtf^n), ^30 (p3\» Prov 23 2), Dns (te>n2 Jer 51 34), n^D (n^lj^), nsD (nnte'),

D^a
(te^^tD

Job 9 26) and so on.

25 The Targ. ^pDynx is to preserve the etymological explanation of the

name
pfe>j;.

26 In Biblical Aramaic occur 2b^, «ifc^, »'^\tf, «nnnty, D^t^, "iBte', ^3b^, iin'?3te>,

«itP, nj>l», nte^n, nfe^S, «tri, ats>j>, nte^y (all of which occur in Rabbinical Hebrew, e.g.

in Dalman's Worterbuch, with D), and «D3fe^ parallel to K33D,

27 N6LDEKE,Zj[)ilf(^.XXIV 1870,95. Reckendorf, ib. XLII 1888, 395. Earth,

ES. B3 et seq. Berliner, Beitrdge zu Hehr. Oram, im Talmud u. Midrasch {Jahres-

bericht d. Ttabbiner^ Seminar. 1878/9) p. 23ff. D. Gr. 53 66. Bevan, DamW p. 39.

Sota 5a 2 '^^01 = nttn nnno nt»n.

28 Gen 30 18 J I Deut32 4 J I and II Eccl 6 8 12 8i6 Cant lis 4 is 5io.

AZ. 3b 10 Kid 30b lo Ber 17a \ Aboth 4 lo nn^ni piDj;^ pDP3 tDjJtsfi ^in.

29 Besides examples in note 28 Bacher, ETA. 152.

30 Josh Its Mic 5 i4 Eccl 5ii 6 s 12 8i6 Cod. Socin. So Sabionetta Gen

49 11 but «nn.i« Gen 27 40 Lev 19 32 D. Gr. 78 172.

31 E. g. in Or. 2389 it is inserted in the margin. 32 Esth 2 17.

33 Jer 16 5 Hos 2 21 Zech 7 9 Ps 103 4 Dan 1 9 Compare Pa 25 6 40 12.
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occur very frequently together
34

owing in a large measure to the

alliteration of the H, which sometimes attracts to them also pn
(pn«). On «nDn see :Nold., Mand. Gram. p. 14 §16. D., Or. 88 138.

prjQsoSa John 5 2, if this be the correct reading, would point to

«1Dn—Compare ft^jui. In New Testament times a in a closed syll-

able,35 as here, was largely pronounced as such: izdaia^^ ^appouvt^T
are the later «nDS—compare JLu^

— •'ilSI. So too ''Sn is found

later often as ^21. On the other hand Luke 1 15 oixepa is «'32K^.

The older pronunciation would therefore seem to be WIDH combining
both Pathah and Seghol. Many editions e. g. Spanish ed. princ.

(owing to the guttural n?) point «nDn. But the best editions

—
superlinear, Sabionetta, Reuchlin, Lisbon etc.—read W'lon.ss A

better pronunciation may be fc^lDH. In Syriac r^.iooM is disgrace,

K'.iQojj grace according to Gregoby Bar Hebraeus.39—)W1—Sabio-

netta Exod 11 3
)'«ttnn

or •'Dm. This shortened plural in e occurs in

Assyrian, Old Aramaic inscriptions,
40

especially frequently in Man-

daic,4i apparently also in the New Testament names BTj^cpaY^q

(Matth 21 1) ''iSn^n and rsQoYjixavsi (Matth 26 36) "iDt^ n:i,42 and in

Onkelos.43 On the form J^DHI and its meaning Noldeke, ZDMQ.
XL 1886 151 Note 5.

Ty% T^jy\ The root 71« to be long is used mostly of time,

and Jons (D''3n«) commonly occurs with
J'^Tl (D''"'n)4-i According to

Noldeke, ZDMG. XL 1886, 724 the root meaning of T1« may be

"old." Assyr. ardku to be long.

m"T\ «i1tD-1 The plural form
J^n"'!!

^iltttl of the Roman and

34 Ber 29b ^ 60b ^^ Sofer 14 12 Amr. I 55 etc. etc.

35 The LXX often shows a in such cases, where the Masoretic text has ».

3» Josephus. Matth 26 2 etc.

37 Mark 10 51 John 20 16.

38 Cf. Git 7a 13 i^'to ]^«nDni ";t2iy «nDn «^«.

39 Bar Hebraeus, John 52 ZDMG. XXXII 1878 750. Compare D. Gr. 189

40 The Hadad inscription (8th cent. B. C.) 1. 5 ^nyiy 1. 31 ^:n« etc. Noldeke.

ZDMG. XXIV 1870 100. Sachau, ib. XXXVII 1883 566.

41 Noldeke, Mand. Gram. p. 161 § 131. p. 305.

42 D. Qr. 190 f. Compare Wright, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic

Languages 67 f.

43 Onk. Gen 1 10 14 1 39 20 Deut 30 15 19 etc.

44 E. g. Ber 16b g Yoma 71a
9.
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Spanish (ed. Livorno 1791) texts is more idiomatic. ^5
According to

the Talmud Ber 35b ^4 all food stuffs are called
JltD. Further on

(Ber 44a 1*) ^ittD is defined as satisfying food, a meal in contrast

with «i^*t food, anything eatable. The form
Jittt

in Biblical Aramaic

is a Hebraism for ptD.

^Oni unpointed fc^nini may have arisen out of the adj. «n"'1*l.

«nn is in some MSS.46 pointed «nn. D., Gr. 105 140.

i^ijJ'lDI assured in the German version by |pTlS D1p\

KJJ1K] ^\tS^ ''ID This designation,47 an expansion of the Biblical

^''Dty «"ID,48 approximately the same as the very frequent «»^J? «1D,49

appears to be original here. The reading fe^p^l «"'tttyT «1»^D is

based on the not infrequent Targumic designation «"'aK'l «1»''».*o

The construct fc^"ltt in Biblical Aramaic is in later orthography

generally """ID Sing, and Plur. But in accordance with the scrupulous

care exercised to exclude rigidly every suspicion of plurality as

applied to God,si the choice here lay between nno and «*]». ^*}»

even as a Plural would be defensible as equivalent to U'b'^l, D"'i*T«,

but such ambiguous forms were carefully avoided.

DlfJ'IP already in Dan 2 I8 5 24 etc., as in ViS^ID of Esth 4 8 etc.

—compare Acts 3 19,
—used very frequently in the Targum, is the

only one of the expressions characteristic of the Targum's avoidance

of anthropomorphism and anthropopathism that is met with regularly

in Jewish Aramaic outside the Targum. See p. 68.

*5
]"ittt

in Biblical Hebrew is used only as a collective singular. The plur

n^iltto in Rabbinical Hebrew is common for (various) foods.

46 E. g. Or. 2389 Gaster 321.

47 Compare Ps 89 1 2 115 15 121 2 EzraBii Gen 14 19 Acts 17 24 Pesh. \^

48 Dan 5 23 Eccl. Rab, to 3 2 p. 9c.

49 Targum to Cant. 19 times (Grunbaum, ZDMG. XXXIX 1885 p. 571).

J I Gen 9 6 22 1 49 20 27 Exod 12 1 1 Deut 28 12 34 6 J I Eccl 611. Palmyrene
DE VoGU]6 73 Judith 9 12.

50 Targ. Eccl 44 11 3 Amram I 52b.

51
ZuNz, Ritus 39 (the variation between Dn"'i1p and DJip) may be explained

in the same way.
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(^31) [papi] fc<jjQ tp^.y;] ]V«a j^yip^ t^jnip^ fc^asgi «2in ^?3nn

ll?« 1-i»«1 ^«"lt?^. [n^S] nsj; [^V^l] Abudarham ( ). Modern Spanish [ ].

The Tur Yore Deah 376 reads ^Dl «iiO «3ni01 «iBD1 «nnn Hb^nn

n«tpn ^«itj^: n>5 bn «;s)« !?3»!i p-'Si^ )tp^ «5si« )p^ pap^ «J40 "'jsn^.

«??T h)i:i^ n«iDT «n;, nn» «|5^5^d wn^iVj «jnio nnitt «jm «;?b^ ^nirj

-^|»!i p"'£)J« )p5i «jsi«-]0!i )iDs»^ «j3ip nnn 'jipn «^n '^n? «?^1R :3W

)tt« 11D« nni? Ittpl «^5?5 V^lb^rnT'??! «;s«, also ending with n^'T]^

DI^B^^I. Yemen MS. Gastee 243.

The paragraph is known to Hal Gaon (939—1038) and from

him to Isaac G-iat (1038—1089) and Nachmanides (1194—1270).
It figures too in the burial Kaddish of the Carpentras rite. 2

A Persian view of the growing depravity of the world often

found a place in Jewish eschatology, and supported from the Bible,^

the Messianic times were pictured as being ushered in by a period

of misfortunes and direst distress—n^t^ion {hti^ 1)"'^in.* Therefore the

cessation of woes is among the ten characteristic signs of the glorious

future («U^ TTiJ^ij)
& when the desolate cities shall be rebuilt,

6 peace

shall reign,
7 and weeping 8 and deaths shall cease. This finds ex-

pression for instance in the Sibylline Oracles III (753) "JN'either war

(«:i*\n) nor drought shall be on earth any more, (754) nor hunger

(«iSD) and the fruits of the destructive hail, (755) but great peace

on the whole earth." So behind the surface thought of the removal

of the temporal calamities and woes of persecution, is the Messianic

prayer that the sword may give way to the promised peace among men

and beast, that famine and hunger («iSD) may be turned to plenty and

contentment, and that pestilence («iniD) and evil diseases
(j'^K^'^S )''V"^5!3^)

1 Compare Targ. Isa 25 8. * Landshuth, U'^bm nipn p. LXI. M^llee
nnStt p. 209. 3 Joel 2 1 et seq. Zach 14 6 et seq. Dan 12 1 .

4 Mai 3 2 Dan 12 1 Matth 24 6-9 Sota9i5 Sanh 97a 98a 98b 1 1. Derech

Eras Zutta 10 beginning Jubilees 23 12 Sibyllines 3796 Cant. Rab. to 2 13 p. 17

c. d. Jellinek, BH. II 58 ff.

5 Exod. Rab. to 12 2 15. Schurer, QJV. U 631. « Ezek 16 55.

7 Isa 24 9 6 H0S220 Mic4 3 Zach 9 10 Targ. Isa 11 6 Shab6 4.

8 Isa 65 19 25 8. » Isa 26 8.

7
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may no longer afflict mankind. According to Rabbi Hiyya bar Abba

(3rd cent.)^^ a desolating pestilence («initt) will precede the approach

of the Messiah. According to R. Yohanan in the second, third and

fourth "weeks" preceding the Messianic advent there will be famine

(NiBD) in varying degrees, and in the seventh "week" wars («nin)

with Gog and Magog.
The parallel strophe in p2t1 NT"!! (the second) runs

]1iJ1
ST

(n«) ii^jy^i [iinn«ty Vj; bM^nb)] litD^^s hv nmh n^mn [NnV«] ^^t>hi^

)yhv^ [btsi:ib nityp nnn:n nrnni '•ntyni npni innni] n^nt^Dn (n«)i ns:ittn

)»« ntt«"l ^wnty"" (IDj;) [^3] ^5;»1. The added '^tanV recalls the added

nv^ of the modern Spanish version. A similar prayer is given in

Keth 8b n.

vjriin feminine agreeing with «lin. «^D is used technically

of withholding rain 12 or the plague.
^^

i^jniDI KJp? i^Tp the juxtaposition (inni IJ^II nin) is a favourite

one in Jeremiah, occurring 12 times in that order ^^ and twice in a

varying order, is in Ezekiel 3 times i^ and 5 times in a varying order. ^^

The punishments offered to David were Ip, lin, m.is Solomon

prays for help if these three afflictions should befall the people IK 8 33

the sword, 8 35 famine, 8 37 pestilence (== 2 Chr 6 24 26 28), and

Jehoshaphat quotes this in his prayer ij^ll 1111 taiStJ^ lin (2 Chr

20 9). In Jeremiah the phrase is invariably simple. In Ezekiel it

is sometimes inflated with other words such as n^l riTl (5 17 14 21).

But it is usually expanded in a way that shows with startling

clearness the beginnings of the tradition of Midrashic interpretation

ly further qualification or specialised application of the words of

10 Cant. Rabba to 2 13 p. 17c Sanh 97a top.
11 Amrain 1 24a ( ), 33a [ ]. Gaster 113 Baer 124 Roman 23b. See p. 80

note 7 p. 92 note 8.

12
Targ. Gen 8 2 1 Kings 8 35. ZDMG. XLI 1887 605 Note 4 Barth, and

Barth, ES. 70.

i3Numl7i3i5 2580.JI 2Sam242i25 IChr 2122 Pa IO630 AsByr.kalu
to withhold, shut off, hold back.

1* Jer 14 12 21 9 38 2 24 10 27 8 29 17 f. 32 24 36 42 17 22 44 13.

15 Jer 21 7 34 17. i« Ezek 611 7 15b 12 16.

17 Ezek B 12 17 612 7 15a 1421.
18 1 Chr 21 12 (=2Sam24i3). Cf. Amos 4 10.
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the text^^ E. g. Ezek6 iif. innn pinin n^S" wni npn ninn

Di ^nDH ^n''^Di niD'' nvm iisjini i«tyini ^ib^ Finn nnpni ,nitt\ Or

again Ezek 7 i5 ,ni»'« nini mt^n ity« ,n''nD 3jhni irrni i>inn"nnnn

1i^D«'' nril Sjn I^V^ *lty«1. Compare also 5 12 where God threatens

i^B^ Std n^tj^'ptj^m pinn ibn^ njnni inifi^ =mn ^wbty as in

Lev 26 25 f. ntDJD DD^ nntfifn m ^nn'?tyi nin DD^^jy ^n«nni

(2V^ =) Dn^ both being similar Midrashic expansions of the

three ideas. This style of exegesis is found also in the book of

Daniel e. g. 3 32 f. riDD \ninttni )"^nini n»D \Tin« «\nttni «''n«

)''S''pn. According to both Jerus. Targumim to Exod 20 13--15 and

J I to Deut 5 17 «l*in, fc^iSD, wniD are the punishments for trans-

gressing the 6th, 8th and 7th commandments respectively. They

appear as punishments for other transgressions in Aboth 5 8.

Dr. Samuel Daiches^o has pointed out similarity of expression in

the Babylonian account of the deluge. These three words, there-

fore, are quite traditional for God sent calamity. Noteworthy is

the following passage
21 n»« .«niJD1 «iDD mn 22^ittni in V«10t5^ '1 ^tt"»n

1D« j'^inoi «iDni «imD« ^ni ,"'Dm ^n-'i «!? ••nins PTny: ^n>n pm
«in ^'nb «^n"ity «iDni nNi"* ^m «isn« •'j^n^i ••iDm in ^«it5^ '1 pb
«^i l^iDi .jiiJi

^n Vn^ v'^^^tdi ii^ n« nnis (Ps 146 le) n^nni n\Ti

ii\n^«D ntypn-ii ntti^isi (Ezr 8 23) nTim PTiins '•fini p"«vn. «ln the

days of K. Samuel the son of Nahmani there were both famine and

plague and one knew not how to pray, since one would not pray

for both to be removed at once (with reference to Ezr 8 23).

R. Samuel decided that one should pray for cessation of the famine,

for when the Merciful One gives plenty, it is the living that he

satisfies with favor (with reference to Ps 146 le)." In the elaborate

]p1S Dip"" of the Yemen MS. Gaster 243 f. 132 a occurs )ini^O nj;"^1

«n"lD "'1:11 «iBn •'1:11 «nin n^, and in the Targum to the Shemone

'Esre occurs «nv»i '^m «ism «nin "«bnn^ pni.

K^S3 the invariable equivalent of the Hebrew n5;i23 is according

1 9 E. g. on Cant 5 2 quoted p. 4. 20 JQB. 17, 1905 445 f. 451 ff.

21 Taan 8b 18 DS.
22 A Palestinian Amora of tbe 3rd century.
23

]p^ in Job 622 30 3 is an Aramaism—Kautzsch, Aramdismen im Alien

Testament 43. Laoabdb, Uebersicht 144 4 .

7*
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to the Talmud 24 far more grievous than «mi2J2. It must be

translated famine. Famine may be of three degrees (1) nilSl ^ty,25

(2) HDinio !?tJ',26 (3) n^^D ^ti^.27

i^irilD is in the Targum seldom the equivalent of 11^28 for

which i^niO more regularly occurs, while «iniD stands for ns:i)3,

f]^^ etc. 2 9 But both words are used synonymously, ^nifi in 2 Sam

24 13 and 1 Kgs 8 37 is in the parallel passages 1 Chr 21 12 2 Chr

6 28 WiniD. On 11"^ J. Yebam 83 9 c 13.

YP'^^ ]''yilD1 the usual equivalent of D^j;i D^'^n.so tj^^n, ty^«n and

J^ltt are both used for the adjective "ill, sick." 3 1

''?.)?! Afel, not as ed. Sabionetta, followed by Jastrow, Pael,

as the Biblical usage shows. 32 The more usual pointing in the

superlinear system is with closed syllable ""IJ?! but forms like ^^T

also occur. 3 8

APPENDIX A.

The Name t^np (p. 10).

There is little evidence to show why this prayer should be called

tS^^'nj? *holy', as Massecheth Soferim names it,i or the emphatic form

j<tt^i':|j5.2
The adjective here has clearly taken on substantival signi-

ficance "the holy prayer or praise" but the contents of the para-

graphs hardly seem to merit this designation. The holy praise, the

24 Ta'an 19ab «3B3 «ninb« Wfijntt .«n-n5ts K"ini« «"»ni pni ai "ijsk (SeeRashi
and Tosafoth). Or again «n-3t!^ »h) nya"iK .Hnn^iJS «n^3t»i y^on n«D «rin "i itsHi

«iB3. 25 1 Kgs 18 2. 26 2 Kgs 6 24—29.
27 Aboth 58 cf. Gen Rab 40 beginning, to Gen 12 10.

28 Lev 26 25 1 Chr 21 12 14 2 Chr 6 28 20 9 Ps 78 50 according to many MSS.
29 Num 14 37 17 13—15 25 8 9 l8f.

30 Deut 28 59 J I Exod 23 25 0. Eccl 6 2.

3i Gen 35 9 J IIJ. Besa 1 6 60c 9 Ber 22a
^
Shab 30a 10, J I Gen 48 1 Exod

18 20 Deut 34 6 Ezek 34 4.

32 Dan 2 21 5 20 7 12 26. Cf. Sayce-Cowley, Egypt. Aram. G. 35.

33 D. Gr. 345 267 51.

1 Soferim 16 12 19 1 12 21 6.

2 Orhoth 5:ayyim \iyr\ xts^np. Bdxtorf in his Lexicon p. 598b, perhaps
misled by the less common form «B^np, translates «n3D»n no'?B^n "inx pm «mp
nt 1»«^ "sanctus discipulus Rabbinorum absoluto tractatu dicebit" . . .
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prayer dealing with holiness par excellence, would be an inept

designation in view of the use of the Trisagion in the liturgy. This

threefold "holy" and the recitation of verses dealing with trip is

called «K^!i'np (H^ljp). The sanctification of the Sabbath, festivals etc.

is called «^np (ts^^'np, HB^^i?) and both these are naturally named.

The second word of the prayer tyiprT'l (Ezek 36 23 ""Dty n« Titynpl

hn^n compare 38 I6 Targ.), certainly not the leitmotiv of the prayer,

can hardly be thought to have occasioned its name. It may be

that the importance attached to the prayer (Appendix B) earned

for it the title W^lp, But in view of the original function of the

prayer, it is perhaps more probable that this name is given it for

its relatively high degree of holiness as compared with the preceding

words of instruction, as being the prayer concluding the discursive

teaching of the Aggada, the sacred seal of exalted prayer and

praise to the homiletic discourse. Hence also the name t^np is in

Aramaic, since the prayer itself is the Aramaic conclusion to an

Aramaic address held in the lecture room where the language in

use was Aramaic.

APPENDIX B.

The Kaddish as a mourner's prayer and prayer for the dead (p. 10).

The history of the application of the Kaddish as a mourner's

prayer and as a prayer for the dead is by no means clear. 1 Two

main tendencies seem to have worked towards it. In the passages

A B C D F (Page 8f.) great importance is attached to the (response

to the) Kaddish. It is plain that the (response to the) prayer is

valued so highly, chiefly in so far as it implies the presence of the

people in the synagogue and lecture room, the two pillars that

supported Judaism after the destruction of the state, and the con-

sequent praise of God's Name from the mouth of the assembled

congregation. In these passages, and in passages like the Targ.

to Jud 5 9 (2) «nty^i3 Tinn )^nnn ])nb ••«•' hdi «nm«n ts^ne^D ipos «^

'n nip i^iDi )oinDi ^n-'iix wttins «»5; n"* j^b^di "'^:i trnn and TBER211

1 Dalman, Saat auf Hoffnung XXYII 1890 p. 169 ff. touches upon some

points in connection with the mourning Kaddish. Also Obbrmeyer Modemes
Jxidentum im Morgen- und Ahendland^ Yienna 1907 pp. 91—143.
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]nn Vnin ^m n« Ympi:^^ nni«n )b^ (Ps 19 5) crfte 'jnn n^ipD the

emphasis is laid on the gathering of the people in the "houses of

assembly" and their responsive praise to the Aggada delivered there.

In Shab 119 b ^^ the mystic Joshua b. Levi (3rd cent.) says (K. p. 43)

u^V^^ h^ lin ir:; 1^ ppip ihd i?Dn 7110 wn^i natj^ «n'' )»« mij;n ^d

nit5>,2 "the evil decree is annulled for him who responds tt"1tt^''« with

complete devotion", and in a Tn**^ t^np in Amram's Siddur and the

Mahzor Yitry p. 55 in a quotation from an older Midrash work of

the nature of the mystic ni^D\"l, the evil decrees against Israel are

pictured as kept back day by day through this response of the

people. The transference of significance in this from the mystic

passage F where this response of the sufferers in Gehinnom procures

for them instant relief and the gates of Paradise are opened to

them, can be clearly traced. The value is attached to the praise

of the response alone, no longer to the implied meaning of it, and

this perversion of the importance attached to the response is com-

pleted in the oft occurring late legend
3 of Akiba teaching the son

of a man who was suffering in Gehinnom to say Kaddish or 1311,

thereby procuring relief from punishment for the boy's father

Furthermore, complementing the idea of ancestral merit, great

importance was attributed to having a son. The mystic Simeon b.

Yohai says (Ta'an 5 b 10) ^^^^^ «in ^« ^''^n Ipt n». "One lives in

one's (male) children." Again he says: (BB. 116a ^) )n n^itt iy«ty ^3

mng Vbv «te n'npn Ityir^ "God is full of condemnation for him

who leaves no son to take his place", or (ib. 116 a 9) iniDD p rT'inty 1)1

2 Text as Dikduke Soferim. See the note of Jacob Tarn (1100—1171) in

Tosafoth ib. Midr. Ps 31 8 p. 240. Exod. Kab 74.

3 Massecbeth Callab ed. Coronel. Vienna 1864 4b 19b; Pseudo TBEZ 17 end

(of Yohanan b. Zaccai); Midrash 'Asereth Hadibbroth Jell. BH 1 80 f.; Mahzor

Vitry p. 112; Orhoth 5ayyim II ed. Schlesinger p. 601 (of •'il^B '^), quoted by
Isaac b. Sheshet, Responsum 115, as in Kol Bo § 114 ^SK noSl ed. Venice p. 133;

Vnt nw of Isaac of Vienna ed. Zhitomir 1862 Pt. 2 p. lib; Menorath ha Maor
II 1 2 in two versions

; Bahye b. Asher's commentary to D''BBW end to Deut
21 8; nt33n n^K>«n of Elijah b. Moses de Vidas (16th cent.) on D^aa hwi ed.

Amsterdam 1736 p. 286b; D^^n mm of Manasseh b. Israel II 27; n)^)17] mo Beth

Joseph to Tur. Yore Deah 376; \inn nnn to nn § 200, nns ^«tiin"i 'n told of

n«n^»t '1 etc. etc. See further REJ. XLI 1900 p. 165 Sal. Reinach; Obermeyer,
Modernes Judentum pp. 98—119; Friedmann Introd. to the Tanhuma p. 52 b.
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(1 Kgs 11 21) nn'^iD n mtt«i imfiD p n'«in «V6y n«v .nn^Dti^ u mtsKi
*'Of David who left a son worthy of himself it is said that he slept;

of Joab who had no son who inherited his greatness it is said that

he died" (1 K 11 21). The verse Isa 29 22 n« ms nty« npy^ n"!

Dnii« was interpreted of Jacob's having redeemed Abraham.*

According to the same school the dead require an atonement, *

and none could effect this better than the son or grandson—Mil

«n« ''DTD (Sanh 104 a 28) «the son vindicates the father." The son

when repeating a teaching of his father within twelve months of

the father's death should not say 'Thus said my father', but 'Thus

said my honored father, (may I be an expiation for him)' 1)0«'' «^

"in::tyD niSD >inn ntt «n« i»« ID «^« «n« itt« id.s As we see

in the Akiba legend, where "IDID is equivalent to reading the

prayers, the son best confers saving merit on the father by taking

some part in the synagogue service in which he is the mouthpiece

of the congregation, so that all may see that he is following in

his father's footsteps. So too in TBER. 18 99 when the son of the

dead man reads the law in the synagogue or participates actively in

the discussions of the study house, the people bless Thy great

Name through him VT bv Vn:in ^OtJ^^ D^DIDID D^'Dnn IWltmiT (i. e.

^Dfi 'nn n^Dti^ «n''), or TBEZ. 12 194 based on Isa 29 22 \>1«n D^

fiin'':i bii^ ny^D )h^^i:) liD ,niin lin n« nit^m «ipnty—"an unlearned

man is rescued from the punishment of Gehinnom by his son who

has studied the Torah."

Thus summing up, we see on the one hand the utmost importance

uttrihuted to the Kaddish, and its recital attended with the most far

reaching results, according to the tradition of the mystics; and on the

other hand, we have the idea fully worked out of the redeeming power

for the parent of the orphan's recital ofprayers to which there were

congregational responses* These two streams of thought naturally

met, resulting in the custom of the orphan's saying Kaddish or

* Gen. Rab 63 to nn^in beginning, to Gen 25 19, TBEZ. 12 194.

» Sifre 210 to Deut 21 8 end of n^BDllJ^ p. 112b Pesikta Rabbathi 95b «fitt^

Cf. J. Sanh 10 5 29c 25.

6 Kidd 31b ^^ Compare Succ 20a
^ Neg 2 1 Sanh 2 1 T. Sanh 4 1 420 12.

7 Compare TBER. 17 87 f.
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1D1S, the essence of both of these being their similar responses^

According to the Mahzor Vitry, as in the Akiba legend, the orphan

says IDIi 1« IS^^lp at the close of the Sabbath when the souls return

to Gehinnom. Now the locus classictis for the power of the son to

redeem the father is Isa 29 22 f. ms 1ty« ipV'' ^''^ ^« 'H "1»« HD p^
ntyv» i'^^' "»ri«i:i ••d nijn^ vis nnv w'?!

ripj;-"
tj^n-' nnj; «^ Dnnn« riK

;:pj;'' miip n« i^nprn '•ttts^ i^np mpn ^t « Jacob shall no.

more be ashamed (Dan 12 2) when he sees his children sanctifying

the Name of his God," and from this emphasis on the sanctification

(t^Tp), the Kaddish has displaced IDin in this application and

remained the mourner's prayer par excellence.

Although S. Reinachs traces the origin of prayers for the dead

among the Jews in Egypt ^ etc. to Alexandrian teachings and in

Greece, Asia Minor and Italy to Orphic influence, Iseael Levi 10

finds no certain traces of them before Gaonic times. The Kaddish

is in its contents anything but a prayer for the dead: nnDtyn^

«n^'Dty«, ^ti'Bi n"in''i,ii and in its original application to mourning
it was also not a prayer for the dead in the true sense of the term.

But in popular practice it became one. Hence we find many protests

against this use of it. In W^n nini« 107 Hai Gaon is quoted as

protesting against such intercession. 12 E. Abraham b. Hiyya ha-Nasi

(d. c. 1136 Barcelona) wrote in tJ^Bin |nni3: vil Ht^^^D h)f nt^inn hy

nntyn», )b d^^j^j^id onty n^n D^i'^Bnoi iniD nn« i^^:in D'-t^ij; nm idv ^iit

p» ^mi^ b'D) D^JDDnn b:i ^^V^ «1ty rtnini «"in nvnn "They buoy them-

selves up with vain hopes who reckon on the actions and prayers
of their sons benefiting them after death. This too is the opinion

of all good authorities." Abeaham Huewitz (16 th century) in 15^^

J-'^mi p. 35 Introd. wrote similarly ni^Jtt n?"'«n pnnn^ Vin'? n)T n«n

1^ t^"* nn )b tj^"" i^^B« ID D«i .tj^npn p ini"" n^ni im«
j^»''"'ptt

D«t

mv bnpr\) d-'IIs ^inn'' Dt^n trnpD liit^D nio^ «in nistti niDt «^r

8 RIjJ. XLI 1900 161 et seq.
» 2 Mace 1243 from which the masses for the dead grew up in the Church.

A. L. Green and W. H. Lowe Jewish Chronicle 1880 May 21»*. to July 30*^.
10 R:EJ. XXIX 1894 48 et seq.
»i ZuNZ, Nachtrag to Literatur-Geschichte 1.

12 See Bahye b. Aeher to Deut2l8; compare "Warnheim D''tD3n nsinp.
13 Ed. Freimann, Leipzig 1860 p. 32. Rapoport's Preface to it p. 58.
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lin» «nn n^m «n^ p« nn«. "Let the son keep a particular

precept given him by his father, and it shall be of greater worth

than the recital of the Kaddish. The same is true also of daughters.

For the Kaddish is not a prayer of the son that the father may
be brought up from Sheol, but a recognition of the parent's merit,

since through its recital the child best vindicates the memory of his

parent by causing the congregation to respond to him with the

praise D"nty"'«." But the principle of Soferim 13 lo that in praises

springing from the heart the ruling shall give way to custom, nitrn

ntyv^*? nD!?n mity^ n^n ••ibn imnty D^^^ivn 'n hn^ rhnr\\ held good
here also. The custom is in modern times explained as illustrating

the principle that one should praise God equally for the good and

for the evil that befalls one h)f linDt^ Dt^D npin bv Tin'? Dl« n"»''n

nmDn.i4 By reading nothing into the words that is not contained

in them, we get in "the healthy, cheerful manliness of the mourner's

Kaddish" 15 the beautiful custom of the praise of God in the hour

of deepest mourning. But it was not always understood as such.

It was at first said during the first year of mourning, 1 6 for non ]^«

tyin n""« in«^ «^« nSl p nnntJ^tt (Ber 58b 27). "The memory of the

dead begins to grow dim in the heart when twelve months have

passed round." These twelve months, perhaps in origin due to

Persian teaching, also corresponded with the longest period of

suffering in Gehinnom;i7 and as the Kaddish was popularly regarded

as a prayer of intercession for the departed souls, its recital during

the 12 months of mourning was later curtailed to the first eleven

months so as not to cast an unworthy reflection on the parentis

R. Nissim in his D''inD n^;itti9 is careful to point out that the power
of the Kaddish is limited to lightening the punishment of the

departed. So too Eleazar of Worms (c. 1176—1238) cautiously

i* Ber 60b
5
Job 1 21 Akiba's saying ntaV Hittnn n^^yn ^3.

15 G. E. BiDDLE, JQB. XIX 1907 220.

16 Kol Bo hlK ni3^n ed. Venice p. 133a, first mentioned for an orphan in

pnt ni« 1. c.

17 Eduy 2 10 RH. 17a 10 T. Sanh 13 4 434 17 f. Shab 83b jg 162b 2 Semach 14.

18 Shnlhan Aruch, Yore Deah374 4 Isserles.

i» Quoted in the D^^on IBD ed. Wistinetzki § 605 (= 32 of the editions)

p. 29. Pahad Yishak.
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expresses himself 20 nion ]n ^pn^ typn^ VlD^ Tin ""D. "The living may-

seek to lighten the i)unishment of the dead by prayer".

The use of the mourning Kaddish was in the course of time

extended also to the anniversary of the parent's death, the "Jahr-

zeit" among the German Jews, although this application of it,

first found in Maharil, remained strange to the Jews of Spain and

the Orient, until it was adopted through a cabbalistic explanation

given it by Isaac Luria of Safed.21 The origin of the custom is

perhaps to be sought in the persecutions and massacres aroused

by the fanaticism of the Crusaders when thousands of Jews met

a martyr's death and whole communities, especially along the

Khine, were wiped out. The custom then grew up 22 of holding

memorial services for the martyred, for which special prayers 11^t^

D''Dnin 1« etc. were composed. From a communal mourning service,

the individual naturally passes to an individual one.

In later times the application of this Kaddish was extended

by allowing grandchildren to say it for their grandparents, parents

for children, pupils for teachers, and for relatives and friends and

even for complete strangers.
23 Permission too has been given for

daughters to say it where there were no sons, 24 and also to say it

on the Sabbath, where, as a prayer for the dead, it should be

superfluous, as even Gehinnom rests on the Sabbath.25

20 Rokeach 217.

21 ni^ttl n^i: p. 32. Vital Peri Es Hayyim ed. Lemberg 1864 p. 13 b. ^nipti

D'^initt Abb. Lewysohn § 98. Compare Manasseh b. Israel W^Ti ntt»i 2 27
;
1BD

W^von ed. WisTiNETZKi § 356 (= 241 of the editions).
22 ZuNz, Zur Geschichte 319. Nachtrag zur Literaturgeschichte 4.

23 Caro, additional note to Tur Yore Deah 403, Shulhan Aruch Yore Deah

3764, Orah Hayyim 132 2 Isserles in the name of earlier authorities, Pahad Yishak.

See too Per 12b 14 TBER. 3 15 = Yalkut II 593 to Malachi 821 for the inter-

cession of the righteous. Maharil Responsum 64.

24 Abrahaivi Horwitz quoted p. 104. Against the permission, Isserles Shulhan

Aruch Yore Deah 402 12. Hayyim Yair Bacharach (1639—1702) Responsum 222

in Havvoth Yair (ed. Frankfurt am Main 1699 p. 208).
28 Isaac of Corbeil 1270 quoted by Isserles Shulhan Aruch Yore Deah 376 4.

Cf. Shib. ha Leket Shab. 81.
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APPENDIX C.

The Kaddish in the Synagogue Service (p. 10).

In the time of Massecheth Soferim i the synagogue service ap-

parently began with the summons TlllDn 'H n« IDin and the Kaddish;
and the Kaddish closed the reading of the Law 2 and the whole

service. Its function was similar in the time of Maimonidess and

of Rashi,4 and although disguised by additions to the liturgy, the

same holds good in general of the modern application of it. The

rule that praise must always precede the recitation of the Kaddish

T^^bli^ rhnn i6:i ^'^'ip D-'IDI^
)•'« nb^yb preserves a correct tradition.

The shortest form of the Kaddish, the half Kaddish—t^np ""^Jn,

«tD1t tJ'np, "l^p tynp, ion S»np consisting of the first two paragraphs

up to «D^J^1 ITttXl, forms part of every Kaddish and is sometimes

said alone after a part of a service. This together with ^^pnn,

«D'?tiy «n"' and n)h\i^ ntyij; forms the D^ty trnp, iid:i ts^np, «-in:i i^np

said after n^sn, especially the n^sn par excellence, the Shemone

'Esre. Maimonides gives the rule: n^bt^ IttlKt^ t^np ^D .«nnn t^np

im« )7D"itj^ Dj^n b «^« Di^3 vin« itti« iy«ty n'^snn iDi:ity in« ins

^npnn it nnoi jsion «^^Dn^ oyn i:ini jn^aSDI. The Cingalese-

Cochin rite for the festival of the Rejoicing of the Law has an

elaborated version of it (p. 22 a—23 b). Following on the paragraph

^npnn are (1) «nip •'innn (See p. 108), (2) «niD« n^ntj^n and (3) j'ti'*''

YVi:^^ (See p. 13 note 12), (4) lij^n a working up of the theme of

^npnn, (5) ]^inn infitym nb\i^)y nnDt^n i«ini D-'^n nson dd'jd nn^n

p« "I1D«1 ti^lpDH nn, (6) a rhymed ]"IS1
NT" about Jerusalem and

the Messiah ending ]0« n»«1 ^«1t5^^ nn '^D ''^nm, (7) «»^ty ^.T* (p. 70),

(8) three paragraphs beginning )Dnin n«, (9) a paragraph beginning

V^ity^ b ^V Q^^ty nt^v' v»nnn «in vttn»n di^b^ ntriy, (lO) p^Di
nit3^ (p. 16), (11) Di^ty ntj^ij; (p. 75).

With the omission of the paragraph ^^pnn we get the mourner's

Kaddish, Din'' tynp, ^n« tmp. Massecheth Soferim 19 1 p. 262

omits the whole of the Kaddish from the morning service of the

1 Soferim 10 8 16 12 19 1 21 6.

2
According to Responsum 321 of Isaac b. Shesheth (1326—1408), gometimes

after each reading when there was more than one.

3 Hilchoth Tefilla 9 and v^lpT) UDM. * Rashi Pardes.
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fast of the 9th of Ab. A more general custom of the same sort

is to omit ^Dpnn as a sign of the deepest mourning, in connection

with Lam. 3 8,* sometimes also «»^ty «n\ ^

«mn^, Tnnn\ ^'^snn, mbn^ «.t and n)bii^ nt^ij; make up the

burial Kaddish, used also in the Spanish rite on the fast of the

9th Ab.

«fnn^, ^nnn^ ^«ity^ bv, «)o!?ty ^rr" and Di^tJ^ nii^ij; form the study

house Kaddish in the Orient, while the half Kaddish, ^«1ty"^ b)} etc.

constitute that of the Occident. ^ In the burial Kaddish of the

Yemen rite after )D« '«"! «O^J^n ]TD«n the following paragraph,

practically identical with (1) of the Cochin Kaddish (p. 107),
8 is

inserted: H^VD n'^Mn:!] nnn^'? «^Dtyi «inbiiD :i)m Dbtrnn «nip ^innn

J)0« 1*ltt«1. This is followed by a paragraph beginning '•^DH'' (p. 97).

The special form of the Kaddish found in some German rituals

for the commemoration service ^ is quite modern, as is also its

Hebrew form in some modern service books. The TD^l ti/^^p
is a

mystical meditation for the individual while the Kaddish is recited

by the officiant. Four examples are given in Amram,io but they

are not found in later manuals.

The Kaddish closing each part of a service is repeated in one

form or other many times throughout the day. yrhbn Dl"*! V^^

(Ps 119 164) is specially applied to the Kaddish by the Geonim.

On the other hand its too frequent repetition has not infrequently

been attacked, ii

According to the old ruling of the Talmud 12 based on Lev 22 32

nntyj^D ninsn OniDIW
l"'^ ntynpntr ini ^D «words of holiness and

sanctification need a religious quorum of ten males for their re-

citation." Therefore the Kaddish, "the holy prayer," in origin too a

congregational prayer, always requires the presence of a quorum of ten

5 Mordecai to Ta'an 635. 6 Abudarham. ^ Shibbole ha Leket 8.

8 Yemen MS. Gaster 243 [ ], Cochin ( ).

9 Beginning ]>in «e^j; p -ittBn«T ]» ^D b)f'\ ny^^^ by^ b^^v^^ by. It is the old

Hashcaba formula (p. 16) put into the form of a paragraph of the Kaddish.
10 Amram I 3b 12b 13b 14b in one MS only.
11 Samuel Aboab bH'Mi^ "liT No. 183. Zunz, Gottesdienstliche Yortrdge^ 494

note d. Hayye Abraham of Abraham Pipemo § 70. Keneseth Hagedolah to Tur

Orach ^ayyim 553. »2 Ber 21b i» Meg 23b ^8.
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adult freeborn males ()^iD) for its recitation. ^ 3 Massecheth Soferim

16 12 disapproves of a child saying the Kaddish for the congregation.

Nahshon, G-aon of Sura 874—882 appears to have originated

the custom of bowing at 6 {4) different places in the Kaddish, i*

which is almost always said standing.
^ 5 This attitude for prayer

goes back to the earliest times. The name HTDj; for the Shemone

'Esre is characteristic. n^BH «^« ni'^l^iV T^^ "standing implies prayer"

(Ber 26 b ^^) is based or Ps 106 3o hb^'^) on^B IQ);^). The usual

phrase in the Mishna is ^^Bnn^ IDJ^.i^ Biblical support is derived

for the rule of standing for a ntJ^npnt:^ im from Jud 3 20 : IDW^I

«DDn ^j;» Dp^i ybi^ ^b d\i^« im iin«.

The Karaite prayer book has rejected the Kaddish but contains

echoes of it.

According to R. Joshua b. Levi one should give the response

IHD ^31 D"1 iTDty «iT )»« (Shab 119 b ^s). Cf. Midr. Ps 31 8. This

can only be understood in the same way as phrases such as ^tt^

iriD bn D''Dt5^ «T «in{y Ber 56b 13 i. e. "intensely, with full devotion."

Nevertheless frequent protests have been raised against shouting

this response; and from the word n3 a mass of mystical inter-

pretation has been spun out. The same school of mystics has

specified dread punishments for those who talk during the reci-

tation of the prayer.
17

13 Ber 7 3 47b 48a and Tosafoth. Sanh 1 6 Meg 4 3 Soferim 10 8 16 12 end,

Meg 23b Tosafoth V^n^B V«^ Ber 8 a Lament. Rab 3 3 Shulhan Aruch Orah

Payyim 55. F or substitutes for the Kaddish when there are less than 10 present,

nn^Dn nso ed. Wistinetzki § 510 (= 18 of the editions) Baer p. 120f.

1* Connected with the 5 (4) mentions of God in Mai 1 11, the Targum to

which shows affinities with the wording of the Kaddish. Tur Orah ^ayyim 56.

Rashi Pardes etc. See further Ber 31a Tosafoth 1«5»"iD"i and «"3B^"i ibid. Mullbe
nnstt p. 131.

15 Soferim 21 6 D"«no^J^. Shulhan Aruch Orah Hayyim 56 Dn"il« pta. Luria

n^stii n^ia 19.

16 1 Sam 1 26 1 Kgs 8 22 55 Job 30 20 Neh 94 Ber 6 1 V^Bnnf? ono^y Ta'an 2 2

n^sns "nny. Ber 10b ^4
v^ii n« pi3^B^ ^ni» bhan^n J. Bar 1 1 2c 20 Matth 6 5 Luke

18 11 13 Mark 11 25. Didascalia often II 55 57 etc. e. g. ed. Margaret Gibson

fol. 12a 45a
ftA.^\tt\. ^o&ooai i^j. Probst, Katechese und Predigt p. 136.

17 Derech Eres Zutta according to Shibbole ha-Leket 8. Ha-Manhig Ch. 4.

Se\n "i«n and «)DV JT-n to Shulhan Aruch Orah Hayyim 56 57 2. Orhoth Hayyim.
Sefer !5assidim. Falk to Tur Orah Hayyim 56. According to the Gaon Nahshon,
the response must be repeated by the reader, Mullbr nriBO p. 131.
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Responses are inserted at various points in the prayer, mostly

at syntactically inappropriate places. The )D« after the fourth

word K11 breaks up the sentence, but has the support of authority

from Amram downwards and of uniyersal custom. Some (e. g. the

Spanish Jews) insert an )»« between n^n^H^I^ and JID^^ni, and in the

burial Kaddish between iTIp'^l and
jID'^'Tia.

Others is
require an )D«

after ']'XlJr) and others again
1 9 one after «"in T»in. To both, the Tur

notes that modern custom does not recognise them, while to the

latter, Amram himself remarks that although supposed to be said,

it is usually not said. The present custom differs, the Germans

responding «in ^11 to «li^^1p, the Spanish Jews p« to y^2 Wtyilp

fc^in. All these responses mar the unity of the sentence in which

they are given. On D"'"'n see p. 73.

p« in modern times closes each paragraph, it being introduced

by nD«1. The paragraph ^;npnn according to the Minhag of

Maimonides and Yemen 20 is not sealed with p« 11D«1 as it itself

is a response of the congregation. In Dl^fi^ ntS^IV many texts 21 omit

p^^ 11D«1; modern rites insert it. The practice of interjecting

Biblical verses during the recitation of a prayer is discountenanced

by the Talmud.22 Nevertheless the Minhag is old of responding at

Vlin"* with Num 14 17 23 and Ps 25 6,24 the former owing probably to

the connecting link of the word HD of special importance to the Cabba-

lists such as Luria (cf. Shab. 119b 2®).
26 At ^Dpnn the congregation

commonly interjects linVsn n« ])^12) D^onil ^^p26 words occurring

in the 16th paragraph of the Shemone 'Esre. The custom is later

of interjecting Ps 113 2 at «»bty «n'' and Ps 121 2 at Dl^t^ nt^lV.

The practice of inserting these verses and the inappropriate Amens

is largely the result of congregational impatience. In the Mozarabic

18 Amram, Maimonides, Tur and Shulhan Aruch Orah Hayyim 56.

19 Amram, Seadya, Maimonides, Chinese. 20 Yemen Or. 2418 adds ^»« no«\
*i Amram, Maimonides, some Genizah fragments, old Carpentras, Lille, Old

Italian, Yemen Or. 1479, Gaster 321 etc.

22 Sota 40a top Shulhan Aruch Orah Hayyim 128 26.

23 Tur Orah 5ayyim 56, Isserles to Shulhan Aruch ibid, quoting Mordecai

to Berachoth.
24 Ibid. Said by Nahmanides na^trn ^*\TfV to Shulhan Aruch ibid, note 5.

25 Cf. Vital Peri Es Hayyim n^wnpn nj;r, Matteh Moske § 71, 73.

3e Compare I8a49 8 PslQis 69 14 Targum to Cant lie etc.
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liturgy of the Church, the Paternoster was "broken up with Amens
and other responses, a peculiarity which bespeaks extreme antiquity."26

Perhaps too, the desire to add some response after the mention of

God's Name influenced the insertion of the inappropriate )D« after

«ni n^m and «in in^ «^^P, and the D^^n after p «nn «o'?ty «n^

APPENDIX D.

The Kaddish and the Paternoster (p. 21).

Matthew 6

9 b riaiep TjjAoiv 6 iv toT? oSpavoi;

9 c dYiao67]Ta) to ovojia ooo

10 a IX6sxa>
Y] paoiXsia ooa

10b Y£VTj6r]Ta) t6 6sXY)|xa ooo (w; Iv

oupav(j) xal ^m x^? y^;

Compare Luke 11 2b.

These verses 9 b—10 form the first half of the prayer. The

corresponding members (ver. 11—-13) that form the second half

of the prayer can have no relationship to the Kaddish as they are

personal requests dealing with (11) food, (12) debts and (13)

temptation. Habnack* regards ver. 9 b—10 as directly borrowed

from the traditional Jewish prayers at a very early date, thus,

though doubting their authenticity in the mouth of Jesus, giving

us for the purpose of comparison just the same age for the Kaddish-

like original as does the traditional view that regards them as an

original part of the prayer. (See p. 22.) The similarity between

the two prayers is much greater than might appear at first sight.

For although the expressions are so simple, it is the coincidence

in order that is of weight. It must be remembered also that the

original of the Paternoster was in Aramaic, both Greek versions

using a common source. (Compare the rare word ^irtouaio?). Further-

more the fact of the Kaddish being in the 3rd person debars any

s» J. E. Field, The Apostolic Liturgy p. 469.

> See page 22, note 68 etc.
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opening address corresponding with 9 b. This address, although

the corresponding term «"'»B^m )iniS« occurs in a later portion of

the prayer, needs no attesting, as "Jesus took this designation of

Grod from the popular usage of his time." 2

Gr. Klein 3 has shown the complete conformity of the Pater-

noster with Jewish norms of prayer. He traces the whole of it

back to Ezek 36 especially ver. 23—31, just as we see that the

Kaddish goes back to the Messianic chapter of Gog and Magog
Ezek 38 especially verse 23. Yerses 9 c and 10 a have their exact

equivalent in the Kaddish except for the difference of person.

lObc is best construed as generally supplementing 9c 10a in thought,

as iTniV"!^ and «»^j;^ must be construed with rT'Dty
tJ^lpn'' and

iTHD^D yb^' (p. 28, 33). mbv:i understood in its expanded form

(p. 32) «nn nb)Vn) ntn nh)Vn gives a closer parallel to 10 c.

Hence, although both the Greek and Aramaic versions very

naturally contain slight elements peculiar to themselves, the agree-

ment between them is so close and so exact in main features and

in almost all details, that their essential unity of origin is undeni-

able. *

APPENDIX E.

Antiphonal recitation (p. 46).

Doubling of whole verses is found elsewhere especially in the

ni^VOn y\^ Psalms, e. g. Ps 121 1—2, 3—4, 5-6, 7—8, Ps 122 1, 2-3,

4—5, 6—7, 8—9. Ps 129 1 (the summons), 2—3, 4—5, 6—7, 8 etc. Yerse

by verse recitation of Ps 134 by two Levite choirs (without doubled

verses) is described in T. Succ 4 7, 199 1 n« IDin HiH iai« «in HD

2 D. WJ. 154 "Jesus hat diese Bezeichnung Gottes dem Yolksgehrauche seiner

Zeit entnommen",
3
Zeitschrift f. d. neutestamentUche Wissenschaft u. d. Kunde des TJrchristen-

tums VII 1906.

* The wild efforts of Erich BiscHorr {Jesus und die Rabbinen p. 73 ff.) to

discredit every trace of Jewish thought in Jesus' teaching are robbed of every

vestige of scientific worth by their blind, polemical partizanship. Lightfoot,

SCHEIDT, SCHOTTQEN, VlTRINGA, OtHO, ThOLUCK, Ch. TaYLOR, "WtJNSCHE, DaLMAN,
Harkack and very many others in calm, deliberate judgment recognise the

Jewish origin of the Paternoster, here shown to hold good in every detail.
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]nt3«5i rntt^D /n n« iDim tyiip dd^-' i«ty idi« )n» ty^ /n '•nny "j^ 'n

)v:{D 'n ^D1n'' HT^ nt nn»i« vn n» nto nt endiDg with Ps 128 5. e

instead of the expected Ps 134 3. Gbaetz^ treats Ps 118 i9ff. as a

dialogue between two choirs, one within the Temple and one with-

out. Ps 24 is clearly dramatic.

The alphabetical Psalm of praise Ps 146 is found in the earliest

forms of synagogue and temple services. 2 The ^ verse being missing,

it has only 21 verses, an old number that would create an awk-

wardness in alternating recitation. In verse one the leader would

give the leitmotiv 1^1 Q^IJ^^ l»t2^ HDinw, returning to it in verse 21

with IV) nb)yb )mp DtS^ Ityn b TI^M. To this the congregation

would have no response. And for this reason apparently the

ancient custom of adding in conclusion the apt verse Ps 115 18

luh)V ^V) nnj;^ n^ 71^: 1im«1 arose. The custom of adding this

verse, connected with the Psalm as far back as can be traced, has

never been accounted for, but is easily intelligible as necessitated

by the scheme of antiphonal recitation.

The response in half verses, the n"\pl2 reading the first half of

the verse, the congregation completing it, is still more instructive

and seems to be of far reaching importance.

To take an instance from Ps 135—Ps 136 being the same Psalm

arranged in the form of a litany—ver. 5 a (sing.) looks as if read

by the mpD, 5 b (plur.) by the congregation, and ver. 19a—b 20a—b
were almost certainly antiphonally recited. Examples like the Song
of Moses (Exod 15) ^«1ty'' ^ini ntJ^D TtS^"' t« or the song of Deborah

(Jud 5) pim mm Itym point to a kind of dialogue between two

persons, the parallelism in these songs' bearing this out entirely.

This method of reciting poetry seems to be at the bottom of

1 Gbabtz, MG WJ,XXVm 1879 210. In Midr. Sam. 19 7 p. 52b Samuel ben
Nahman assigns different parts of Ps 118 21—24 to David, Jesse, Samuel, David's

brothers, and all of them together. See the Targum ib. ver. 23 to end. Cf.

Backer, MWGJ. 1872 415.

2 Compare Ber 4b «nn nb))f ]a »\nw )h neniD n*Dy») 'j dv !?3n Dih nbnn no^Hn h2.

3 Exod 15 2a—b c—d, 3a-b, 4a—b, 5a—b, 6a—b and so on all through.

Similarly in Jud 5, note especially v. 7 ^nnpVf 2nd sing. fem. (Deborah) ;
Barak

sings nnm DJ? nD»»>a n»l, Deborah answers p"Q ]3 iDiPty^l 15a—b. See Paul

Ruben, JQB. X 1898 541 et seq.

8
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parallelism, the characteristic of Hebrew poetry. There are two

voices heard, one the leader giving the thought, the other (a chorus?)

answering, repeating the thought in varying words {synonymous

parallelism) or developing it {antithetic and synthetic parallelism).

The phenomenon could not be more striking than in the examples

of the above two songs. This explanation of palillogical parallelism

by two voices—often female voices 4— is the most natural interpre-

tation of the anadiplosis and epanalepsis that distinguish Hebrew

poetry. Seeking the origin of this swinging dithyrambic form in

two singers, the absence of rhyme is fully intelligible; and it is

readily seen why all attempts to discover an exact metre in Hebrew

poetry, have resulted only in making it certain that nothing but the

rhythm of parallelism and the consequent stresses dominate

Hebrew poesy.
^

Naturally once primitive poetry had received this recognised

form, one singer could take the double part; or the poet in later

times could compose for both voices, and knowing his own thought

could develop it much more freely in the required form. Hence

we cannot hope to find the two voices in much of the comparatively

late poetry of the Old Testament. But undoubtedly many fresh

points of view could be obtained by applying this principle in very

many cases. 6 As an example Ps 115 9—is might be set out as a

joyous dialogue between the priests and the people. The priests

call upon the people on some occasion of festive gladness to bless

the Lord; the people after apparent wavering, do so. Thus:

7«in Di:iDi Ditv — 'nn ntsn ^«it5''' D^inD

« E. g. 1 Sam 18 7 2 Sam 1 20 24 Jud 11 40 Ex 15 20 etc.

5 All the investigations of Bickell, Sievers etc. have proved nothing more

certainly than this.

6 D. H. MiJLLER, Die Propheten in ihrer urspriinglichen Form, also in

Strnphenbau und Kef^ponsion; Felix Perles, Wiener Zeitschrift fur Kunde des

Morgenlandes 1896 103 etc. Paul Ruben, JQR. XI 1899 431 et seq. Zenner, Die

Chorgesange im B. der Psalmen 1896. Konig, Stylistik 1900 347 ff. have gone to

work on similar lines, but mostly on an ambitious scale that necessitates forced

emendations of the text, and cutting it about to an almost impossible degree.
7 inea analogous to 13"il Ps 135 19 20.
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8iin^ liior 'n
'p

'n \si"' y\y 'a

9!?n^!?n:in dv D'^iiapn 'p

iiDD'^in ^vi w^^y 'p

p«i D-'tttj^ nt^v 'ni> Dn« Donn 'd

i^n^s ''in^ )m p«m 'n^ d^dij^ D-^Dtj^n
'p

i**D!?"iy iV) nnvD iT inni iini«i
'p

This illustration may not be convincing. The connections could

be differently caught and interpreted, just as the Song of Songs is

open to varying schemes of dialogue division owing to the difficulty

of allotting the words to the different conjectural speakers. But

the example is sufficient to show that the system is rich in possi-

bilities of interpretation.

APPENDIX R
The so called ''Burial Kaddish'^ (p. 80).

There can be little doubt that the original function of this

Kaddish was exercised in the study house, as the analogies of

similar endings show. This was the custom of Maimonides ^ who

writes i'?''S«i ns ^yty nnn niDirin j-^pDi^ty nnr i« !?«ity^D nntrj; b^

8 The Lord who has been mindful of us up to now will bless us.

» That would be blessing the unworthy (D''i»pn the people) and the worthy

(n^i?nin the priests) together!
10 Not so, God will (or may God) increase you.
11 Nay rather you and your children,

12 Catching up the reference to heaven and earth.

13 Playing on the meaning "earth (grave) he has allotted to the sons of

men". Nay, those who return to the dust cannot praise God.
1* So t^e the living will bless . . .

* This contradicts what is written in the commentary of 'Maimonides' to

the additional (6th) chapter of Aboth (end). But this commentary is more cor-

rectly attributed to Rashi. See Talmud, edit. Vilna Aboth p. 15.

8*
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TT\)f1 '^yn 'H ')0t5^: 'When ten have been studying the traditional

law together, or even the Midrash or Aggada, at the close, one of

them says the following Kaddish . , . ,\ and this is for the most

part the custom in the Orient today. But the history of this fuller

Kaddish is almost a repetition of that of the simple Kaddish. Si-

milar influences that made of the older Kaddish a prayer for the

dead (Appendix B), early made of this version a prayer at the grave-

side. The immediate occasion for this transference may have been

the reference to the Resurrection 2
(c). For centuries 3 this version

has in the Occident been regarded as the burial Kaddish; and if

we may rely on the text of Massecheth Soferim and a suggested

interpretation for it, we get an approximate Gaonic date for this

transference. In Soferim 19 12 4 it is prescribed that during the

additional service on the Sabbath morning, when mourners are pre-

sent in synagogue, the reader should go from his place to the

synagogue door where they stand, to comfort them with the nDi:3

b^i^ 5 and then he, the reader, says the Kaddish closing the additional

service, ^Tin bv) ^iD^nn h)^ «*?« «mn^ Tnj;^ mbv:i itti«
i^«i "and

he does not say the Kaddish «mn^ to the mourners for it is said

only over the study of the law and its homiletic exposition". The

text understood in this way is warning against the growing custom

of applying this Kaddish fc<mnV to mourning occasions. This

transference was all the easier because addresses of comfort were

delivered in the seven days of deepest mourning,
6 and the Kaddish

that closed these became dissociated from the address and associated

with the mourning.

However, the text of this passage as known to Nahmanides

(1194—1270) ran ]min T)0^n bv «^« «the Kaddish «mn^ is not

2 The consolation of Jerusalem (d) also, has traditionally always been

coupled with that of mourners over the dead Isa 66 13 Amram 1 55 Tur Yore
Deah 379. nn'-on nSD ed. Wistinetzki p. 97 § 305 (= editions § 233) says D^B^n^nw

3 Shulhan Aruch Yore Deah § 376 4 VK>3J> is significant.
4 MiJLLER gives a different interpretation p. 279.

6 T. Ber 3 23 f. 8 12 et seq. Ber 46b 6 Keth 8b
25.

6 Examples collected by L. Dukes, Rabbinische Blumenlese 247—263.
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said except over a scholar"."^ But this text is probably corrupted

in harmony with the then prevalent custom and it cannot be preferred

in the face of the evidence brought from ancient usage (p. 80) and

from Maimonides that the Kaddish «rnn^ is an old doxology to

the Aggada, especially in view of the fact that Massecheth Soferim

does not know of a mourner's Kaddish. On the contrary, in the

above quotation it is the reader, not the mourner, who recites the

Kaddish.

A second transference has been made in the Spanish rite where

this Kaddishs has been adopted also for the fast of the 9th of Ab,
the emphasis being laid especially on the restoration (d. e. f. g.), the

martyrs (c) and the hope for the future (b). In fact the appli-

cation of this version for that fast is so appropriate that it is

usually said to have been composed by the Geonim for that occasion.

7 In his own time, he adds, it was said over learned and unlearned alike,

as in our own day.
8 Abudarham without the paragraph «dVb> «n^ as also Carpentras. Modern

Spanish without ^apnn.
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